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OUTLOOK FOR SOVIET OIL AND GAS 

SUMMARY 

The USSR will probably fall short o' ih 1980 oil production target of 
12.4-12.8 million b/d. A shortfall of 5% to 8% is likely because West Siberian 
fields, the source of all planned increases in output, probably will not meet 
output goals, since essential technological improvements cannot be achieved in 
time. To compensate for the production shortfall the Soviet Union could curb 
oil consumption. If, as some officials have been suggesting, annual increases in 
oil consumption can be lowered to about 5% through 1980, instead of the 7%-
7.5% of recent years, then the USSR will have adequate oil to meet domestic 
needs, increase deliveries co Eastern Europe, and maintain sales to the West 
nt•ar present levels. If consumption growth cannot be slowed, then the Soviets 
must either cut oil exports to Eastern or Western Europe, or. import more 
OPEC oil. 

Soviet goals for gas production in 1980-1,093 to 1,188 million cubic me
ters per day (cmd)-also appear overly optimistic. Output is likely to be 3% to 
10% short of the target, largely because of difficulty in constructing sufficient 
pipeline capacity. Although the shortfall could result in failure to meet some 
gas export obligations and/ or lower domestic use of gas, it seems more prob
able that steps will be taken to avoid such events. Any reduction in gas ex
ports to the West would mean loss of foreign exchange earnings, a loss that 
the Soviets will seek to avoid. Some additional gas could be imported from 
Iran and Afghanistan to make up for below-plan output and to maintain ex
ports. Moreover, some substitution of coal for gas in industrial uses is likely 
during 1976-80. Such substitution, however, will be a gradual process. Short
ages of domestically produced pipe and pipeline equipment and increasing de
pendence on imports, coupled with persistent, unsolved problems that have 
caused a 10-year record of plan underfulfillment, probably will preclude com
pleting the ambitious pipeline construction program. 

The USSR has become the world's leading crude oil producer and second 
only to the United States in natural gas output largely using its own equip
ment and technology, except for large imports of line pipe and pipeline equip
ment. However, during the Tenth Five-Year Plan (1976-80), the USSR will 
need Western equipment and technology to locate and develop new oil re
serves in Siberia and offshore in Arctic seas if increases in production are to 

Note: Comments and queries regarding this report are welcomed. They may 
be directed to J. Richard Lee of the Office of Economic Research, Code 143, 
Extension 6716. 
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continue in the 1980s. The problem is that Soviet imports of Western technol
ogy and cquipml'nt will be limited by Western manufacturers' capability to 
supply and by Soviet ability to pay hard currency or to arrange barter pay
ment. Although the Soviet petroleum industry has a high priority for purchas
ing foreign equipment, 12 of 25 proposed projects were postponed in the fall 
of 1975 bl•caUSl' of hard currency shortages. 
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DISCUSSION 

Present Performance 

1. Till' Soviet Petroleum industry• has grown rapidly during tlw past 15 
years. Since 1974 the USSR has been the wqrld's leading crude oil producer 
and second onlv to the U11ited States in natural gas output. Oil production in 
H.175 reached 9 · 11illion b/du and natural gas output about 793 million l'llld 
(sl'c Tahlt- I ol ,.pcndix D). During 1961-75 oil production grew at an avl'r
age annual rat.- ,,f 8.3% and natural gas at an average annual ratt' of 13. l %. 
Thl' share of oil and gas in the Soviet energy balance grew from about 50% of 
production a11d 46% of consumption in 1965 to 64% and 60% in 1975 (Sl'e 
Table 2 i11 Appendix D). 

2. Except for pipelines, the Soviets hw1· achieved their prt~sent promi
m•nce using largely their own petroleum eq .1ipment and technology. ln n•cl•nt 
years. however, the USSR has been ordering and purchasing Westl·rn oil and 
gas cquipmmt and technology to upgrade its technical capability. During 
1972-75, such orders were about $1.3 billion, of which the US sham was $226 
million. 

3. The USSR is a substantial oil exporter and is in the early stages of 
becoming a sizable natural gas exporter. Oil exports in 1975 were 2.6 million 
b/d: 1.55 million b/d to other Communist countries, chiefly Eastern Europe. 
and 1.05 million b/d to the West (sec Table 2 of Appendix D). These sales to 
the West are the Soviet Union's largest single source of hard currency earn
ings, amounting to almost $2.6 billion in 1974 and almost $3.2 billion in 1975. 

4. Before the sharp increase in OPEC oil prices in 1973/74, Soviet oil was 
sold to the West at about the OPEC price. The price of Soviet oil exported to 
Eastern Europe, howcwr. was usually higher. The situation was reversed after 
O_PEC quadrupled its oil prices in 1973/74. The USSR followed suit on 
its sales to Western customers, but prices to Eastern Europe, which had gener
ally been set under agreements covering the 1971-75 plan period, were raised 
only slightly and remained less than $3 per barrel through 1974. Early in 
1975, however. the USSR strongarmed its CEMA partners and negotiated in
creases that raised the price to East European customers to more than $7 per 
barrd-still,.well below the OPEC price of $10.50. At the same time Moscow 
i11stituted a sliding scale formula calling for annual price revisions based on 
the average world oil price for the preceding five years. The USSR will no 
doubt follow OPEC's pricing policies in its exports to the West in an effort to 
maximize hard currency earnings. 

•Additional details are given in Appendixes A, ll, and C; l 7 statistical tables comprise 
Appendix IJ. 

••including gas cond(msate. 
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5. Much of the crude oil exported in recent years came from the large 
older fields in the Urals-Volga region-Romashkino, Mukhanovo, Tuymazy, 
Arlan*-and is similar in quality to Saudi and Iranian medium crudes. It is 
generally naphthenic-paraffinic with an API gravity of 32°-35°, contains 1.2%· 
1.8% sulfur, and can be processed in refineries equipped to handle comparable 
Middlt• East oil. During the past'few years, oil production from West Siberia 
has risen sharply, and this crude· (API gravity of 34~ -35° and a sulfur content 
of less than I%) has been blended with Urals· Volga oil for domestic use and 
for export. 

6. In the past several years the discovery rate of new oil reserves has 
fallen behind the rate of production increases. As a result, requircmenh for 
new capacity to offset depletion of old fields have risen rapidly. Major fields in 
the Urals-Volga region that contributed to rapidly expanding output during the 
1950s and I960s are being quickly depleted. Production from this region ls 
being maintained only by extensive waterflooding, imported submersible 
pumps, and exploration and development of smaller, deeper, and economically 
lrss desirable dPposits. Almost all the increase in oil production during the past 
two years has come from West Siberia. In 1975, this region produced 2.96 
million b/d, 30% of total Soviet output. For further details see Appendix A. 

Problems and Prospects for 1976-80 

Oil 

7. Soviet plans to produce I2.4-12.8 million b/d of oil in I980 appear 
over optimistic. Meeting the Tenth Five-Year Plan (1976-80) target depends 
primarily on rapidly developing West Siberian deposits and substantially im· 
proving oilfield technology, neither of which appears likely. In 1980, output 
probably will reach about I 1.8 million b/d, about 5% to 8% below the goal, 
considerably more than the 3% shortfall in 1975. 

8. The USSR could diminish the effect of this shortfall by reducing oil 
consumption as callt:d for in present plans. Substitution of coal for oil by large 
industrial users, such as thermal powerplants, is the 'logical first step. If the 
average annual rates of increase in oil consumption can be held to about 5% 
through 1980, instead of the 7%-7.5% that has prevailed in recent years, oil 
supplies should be adequate to meet domestic needs, increase deliveries to 
Eastern Europe, and maintain sales to the West near present levels. 

9. If, how1•vt•r, t ! . rate of increase in oil consumption is not sufficiently 
lowered, the Soviets must either cut exports to Eastern and Western Europe or 
increase imports of OPEC oil. The USSR is heavily committed to providing 
the bulk of Eastt•rn Europe's oil supply, and the need for hard currency would 
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militate against large reductions in sales to the West. Because large direct 
purchases would be limited by hard currency shortages, the USSR probably 
would seek to get OPEC oil by barter, perhaps for military equipment (see 
Table 3 of Appendix D). 

10. All of the increased output is to come from West Siberia, where pro· 
duction is to rise from 2.96 million b/d in 1975 to 6.0 to 6.2 million b/d in 
1980 and provide about half of total oil output. This goal is considerably 
higher than an earlier 1980 target of 4.6 to 5.2 million b/d. Available Soviet 
data on West Siberian oilfields indicates production will peak at about 5. 7 
million b/d. Some of these fields have already peaked; others will peak before 
or after 1980. Although new fields are being discovered in West Siberia, no 
giant fields have been found comparable with Samotlor, which has a produc· 
tion potential of 2.2 to 2.4 million b/d. During late 1975, oil industry officials 
continul'd to rdt·r to the earlier 4.6 to 5.2 million b/d as the goal for West 
Siberia in 1980. T, midpoint of this range appears to be a reasonable target. 

11. The West Siberian goal for 1980 may have been raised because Soviet 
planners realized that a number of the major oil fields in the Urals· Volga 
region are being depleted rapidly and that output from this major producing 
area cannot be maintained at present levels during the next five years. V.D. 
Shashiq, Minister of the Petroleum Industry, ackPowledged the problem when 
he stated that new production will have to avt·;age 2.0 million b/d during 
each of the next five years and that two-tlurds of this is merely to offset 
depletion. 

12. Soviet plans also call for major improvements in exploration, develop· 
ment, and transport technology and equipment. Similar programs in the past 
met with only small success, and future prospects appear no more promising. 

13. The fall-off in the discovery rate of new oil reserves is reflected in 
Soviet drilling statistics (see Table 4 of Appendix D), which .reveal the sharp 
reversal in the late 1960s of the earlier trend toward a greater emphasis on 
exploratory drilling. During 1970-74 about 60% of total drilling was for devel
opment wells to maximize production; in the previous decade exploratory drill
ing accounted for more than half of total drilling. As early as 1972 Shashin 
pointed out that after 1975 accelerated development of the oil industry would 
be possible only if new oil basins larger than West Siberia can be developed. 
Soviet officials are concerned that the flow of Tyumen oil II.lay slow down in 
five or six years while the need for liquid fuel will continue to rise. As a 
result, plans have been made for extensive exploration in East Siberia during 
1976-80. 

14. Given the climate, worse logistic problems than in West Siberia, more 
complex geological conditions, and the lack of adequate geophysical equip· 
ment, it is unlikely that East Siberia will make a worthwhile contribution to 
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national oil supply before the mid-1980s. The sei..rch for and exploitation of 
onshore Siberian reserves would be greatly facilitated by Western technology 
and equipment. The USSR does not have enough sophisticated geophysical 
tools, such as reflection seismic equipment and digital field computer units, 
used routinely in the West. Soviet capability to map deep structures is limited 
without such equipment, and this is proving a hirndicap now that the average 
depth of exploratory wells is approaching 3,000 meters. Poor-quality drill bits, 
shortages of good-quality drill pipe and casing, and underpowered mud pumps 
also contribute to inefficient field operations. The standard Soviet turbodrill, 
an excellent tool for the relatively shallow, hard rock structures previously en
countered in the Urals-Volga region, is not very efficient at depths below 
2,500 meters, where most new oil will be found. 

15. Soviet offshore experience thus far has been limited chiefly to the 
relatively shallow waters of the Caspian and Black Seas where operations are 
eonducted from trestles or "man-made islands." The USSR has only four mo
bile offshore platforms (jackups), all in the Caspian Sea, and only one is capa
ble of drilling in water depths up to 90 meters. For the USSR to move to 
deeper water in the Caspian and in the Arctic Seas, or the Sea of Okhotsk off 
Sakhalin, Western experience, technology, and equipment will be essential. 
Even with help, no new oil could be produced in these areas before 1980. 

Natural Gas 

16. Soviet production plans for natural gas in 1976-80 are unlikely to be 
achieved, thus continuing the pattern of the past decade. Fulfillment of the 
1980 gas goal of 1,093 to 1,188 million cmd depends heavily on rapid increases 
in output from West Siberia, major improvements in gas production and pipe
line technology, and increased supplies of high-performance equipment, none 
of which appears feasible. The lag in pipeline construction caused by shortages 
of large-diameter line pipe and ancillary equipment has been the most serious 
problem, contributing to a 10% production shortfall in 1975. In view of these 
problems, 1980 output probably will not reach 1 billion cmd and will be 3% to 
10% below the planned range (see Table 5 of Appendix D for gas supply and 
demand estimates). 

17. The Tenth Five-Year Plan (1976-80) calls for constructing 35,000 kilo
meters of gas pipelines. This is 2,000 kilometers more than was planned for 
1971-75, when construction fell 1,000 kilometers short of the goal. The bulk of 
this construction will be large-diameter, high-capacity lines operating at pres
sures up to 75 atmospheres, distributing gas from fields to be developed in 
West Siberia, Komi ASSR, and Orenburg Oblast in the Urals. A substantial 
part of the pipe, valves, and compressors will have to be imported from the 
West, either by hard currency purchases or as part of contracts for delivery of 
Soviet gas. , 
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18. ~tud1 of th" nl'W ga>fil'ld d"v"lopnll'nt am! pipeline l'onstruction will 
he «om·l'ntratt·d in thl' p<'rmafrost rl'gion of northl'rn Tyumen Oblast in West 
Silll'ria, wlll·n· con11nl'1-cial produdion from Un•ngoy, the world's largest gas
fi«ld. h to h«gin in IH78. Sovil'l l'fforts to provide better equipmt•nt and tt•ch-
11il'al know-how to overcoml' difficult pn~bl,.ms in the area have lagged badly, 
and it is doubtful that th" 1980 targl't will be met. 

E11uipment Needs and Foreign Exchange Resl1;1ints 

HJ. Although thl' major imports of Wl'stcrn equipment and technology to 
datl' havl' comistcd of itl'ms for oil and gas pipdine transport, the USSR prob
ably could '"" $150-$200 million worth of oil and gas field equipment in the 
sho1 t run to incrl'aSl' output from existing fil'lds. Items from the United States 
that could providl' tht• most rapid and dfl'ctive help include drill bits, drilling 
fluid progrums, suhnll'rsihle oil w1•ll pumps, multiple completion equipment, 
rotary rigs, drill pipe, and casing. (Dt'scription of these items and the assis
tam·1· that thl'y could provide for thl' USSR is given in Appendix B.) Along 
with the 1•quip111l'11t and technology the pn•sence of Western technicians and 
scrviel' firms would bt• net•dl'd to provide on-the-spot applications of the neces
sary know-how. Although the Soviets obj,.ct to having foreign technicians in 
thl' fidd, importl'd equipmt'nt often is operated considerably below optimum 
dfil'il'nl'y without such assistance. 

20. Sovi1't ministries enga!wd in producing exportable commodities-
induding oil-n·1 ledly have first call on funds to purchase foreign equip
llll'llt and tl'd1111:I Despitt• this acknowledged priority the Soviet leadership, 
iii thl' fall of I fJ'i G, repor!t>dly postponed 12 of 25 major projects under consid
t'ration for th" Soviet petroleum industry, presumably because of uncertainties 
wgarding the USSR' s hard currency balance of payments. In other negotia
tiom wtlh US firms in rect•nt months, the USSR, because of hard currency 
shortages, askPd for delays in deliveries of submersible oil well pumps and gas 
lift l'quipmt•nt until late 1976 with payment to b .. made in 1977. 

21. Escalating costs also play a part. For example, in negotiations for a 
turnkt•y drill bit plant from a US firm during the past two to three years, the 
Sovil'ts have gradually agreed on all technical details. However, as the cost of 
the project increased from $150 million to almost $400 million because of ris
ing costs of US equipment, the Soviets indicated in January 1976 the cost now 
was too high and have asked the US company for less expensive alternatives. 

22. The US share in total orders and contracts for Western petroleum 
equipment has not bulked large to date, but negotiations under way on large 
contracts could cause .US sales to skyrocket during the next several years if the 
USSR is not restrained by availability of foreign exchange. Deals are being 
discussed for US turnkey plants to produce marine wellhead equipment {$250 
million), ball valves ($300 million), and submersible oil well pumps ($100 mil
lion). Moreover, US firms may get orders for a sizable share of the $1.3 billion 
worth of turbines, compressors, and auxiliary equipment for the compressor 
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stations on a 2.751. ilometer, large-diameter (56-inch) gas pipeline from 
Orenhurg (southl'n1 ,.,( Mountains) to the western border of the USSR. US 
firms are also negotiating to participate in building facilities to construct mo
bile off>lwre drilling platforms and possibly to supply several semisubmersible 
platforms or drillships. The total value of these deals would exceed $1 billion. 

23. Proposals for cooperative development of Siberian gas fields and ex
ports of liquefied natural gas (LNG) arc being n,.g(1 1ated with US, West Euro
pean, and J apanl'sc firms and if agreed upon will require large amounts of 
Western equipment and technology (see Appendix C for details of these pro
posed ventures). 

Effect of Increased Output on Supply and Demand 

24. Western equipment and know-how could provide the basis for more 
rapid development of West Siberian oil and gas deposits that have been dis
covered but are not yet producing. The extensive use of US submersible 
pumps in old and new fields could maximize fluid flow and maintain present 
levels of output longer. Western equipment and technology will be an essential 
input into prospecting and exploration, especially in the land areas of East 
Siberia and the Soviet Far East and the offshore regions of the Arctic Seas. 
This exploration effort is a must in order to locate new petroleum deposits to 
continue to increase production in the 1980' s. 

25. Most of any increase in oil production during the next several years 
beyond present plans, through the application of imported Western equipment 
and know-how, probably would be exported to the West to increase foreign 
exchange earnings. Efforts are under way to reduce the rate of growth in do
mestic consumption in the USSR as evidenced by the suggestion of Petroleum 
MinistN Shashin to increase domestic oil prices. Moreover, at the recent 25th 
Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, Premier Kosygin 
stress~"! that increments in oil and gas output during 1976-80 will be used for 
"technological n•t1uircments," and emphasis is to be placed on using more 
coal, hydroeleetrie power, and nuclear power to meet energy needs. Although 
tht• tramport sl'l'lor of the economy will requirt- larger volumes of gasoline and 
dit>sel fuel as the produetion of trucks and automobiles rises, use of oil as a 
fuel for industrial boilers will tap..r off and rising demands by the chemical 
industry will take larger shares of oil and gas fur manufacture of petrochemi
cals. 

2<i. If incr!'ased production of natural gas should result from use of im
ported Western ll'chnology and equipment. the domestic market probably 
would absorb the bulk of it, as export commitments are based on long-term 
contraets and the desired markl't in Western Europe is saturated for the next 
few y<'ars. Morl'ovcr, Eastern Europe is already scheduled to receive much 
larger volumes of Soviet gas and could not accommodate much more than is 
callPd for liy pn•st•nt plans. Increased domestic use of gas, however, could free 
small amounts of oil for 1·xport. 
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APPENDIX A 

INDUSTRY DETAILS AND PAST PERFORMANCE 

Reserves 

Prospective oil and gas areas (sedimentary basins) within the USSR cover 
an estimated 11 million square kilometers, about half of the total land and 
inland sea area. About two-thirds are considered favorable for the occurrence 
of petroleum. 

Only fragmentary data are available on the size of Soviet oil reserves, as 
this information is a state secret. Oil discovered to date in the USSR is esti
mated at some 150 billion barrels. Approximately 45 billion barrels have 
already been produced and perhaps an additional 30-40 billion barrels are 
equivalent to proved, recoverable reserves, according to the US definition. 
(The United States has proved reserves of about 33 billion barrels.) Most of 
the potential reserves are located east of the Urals Mountains, especially in the 
West Siberian Basin, which is reported to be one of the richest petroleum 
basins in the world, but which also has difficult climate and terrain. The 
Samotlor oilfield in West Siberia, with proved and probable reserves of 15 
billion barrels, is ranked sixth among giant oilfields of the world. Substantial 
oil reserves are also believed to exist offshore in the Caspian, Barents, Kara, 
and East Siberian Seas, as well as in the Sea of Okhotsk offshore from Sakha
lin Island. Potential reserves offshore from Sakhalin in a 100,000-square-kilo
meter area out to .~, 0 meter water depths have been estimated at 30-45 billion 
barrels. About halt ' these reserves may be under water depths of up to 100 
meters. 

Information on reserves of natural gas usually is published periodically in 
Soviet technical journals. "Explored" reserves of natural gas increased about 
sixfold during 1966-73, and as of l January 1974 totaled about 22 trillion cubic 
meters, about 70% more than comparable res ~rvc ' in the United States (see 
Table 6 in Appendix D). About two-thirds of ~.)viet gas reserves are located in 
Siberia, with most of them in Tyumen Oblast near the Ob Gulf. The Urengoy 
field in northern Tyumen Oblast is the largest known gasfield in the world, 
containing reserves estimated at 4-6 trillion cubic meters (see the map). 

Quality 

The quality of Soviet crude oil varies among producing regions. About 
two-thirds of all crude oil produced in the USSR has a sulfur content ranging 
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from 0.5% to 2.0% by weight. Some 10% has . I . h . 
2 % ) and the remainder has a sulfur content \ ug sulfur content (more than 
produced in the Urals-Volga region ar , t o 0:5% or helm~. Many crudes 
paraffoiie) with a medium-to- h' h . 1[ Ill ermedrnte based mis (naphthtinic
salt content. Tlw crude o1'ls of th1g su urf'co.Jdnte?t (1% to 3% by weight) and 

e newer 1e s m W t S'b · 
naphtlll'nic types with a low- t •d' 1 . h es l ena are paraffinic-

d d . 0 me ium-mg sulfur content(O 05% 2 2 ) 
an me ium to light •'ravity (320.350 AP!) C . d - . . o to . % 
producin" rt'"io 11 in M· ·hi k p . · 

1
,ru e .. ods from the third largest 

" "' angys a erunsu a f C t I · 
par~ffinic with a l1m i<lfur content-less than I~ I en r~ Asia are g~nerally 
a lugh wax content and pout oint t d •

1
. ~y weight. These mis have 

900F, :md must be heated for ~ 1·' en to so 1d1fy at temperatures below 
f l pipe me· transport (See Table 7 f A d 
or qua ity of crude oils from the , . d . · . 0 ppen ix D 

maior pro ucmg regions.) 

The quulity of Soviet oil products ex ort d I . 
parable to that of products f W p ef lo t ie West is generally com-
l I b rom estern re iru rie' Th USSR h d 
'e i erate effort to deliver high- ualit rod ,. . . . e as ma e a 
many instances the products sold t~ th/ J. uc,s to. Western customers; in 
made available for domestic use. est are of higher quality than t~ose 

Regional Production 

. The Urals-Volga region is the leadin rod . . , 
will soon be surpassed by West S'b " I g 1 u~er of oil m the USSR but 
l'OUnted for about 70~ of th t /I er~:- n t e m1d-l960s the Urals-Volga ac
production many of ;hese depo ~t Ol oubtp~t of the USSR. After 25 years of 

J ' . os1 s are emg depleted d I pro uction has leveled off in t . • an as a resu t oil 
the incrt·ase in crude oil produ~~~en '.years. Smfce the early 1970s the bulk of 
. h on uas come rom vast dep 't · W , be 

na,. w ere commercial production be •an in l 965 • os1 s Ill est Si • 
its 1s slowed, however by diff' It tg . d · Development of these depos-
. . , icu erram an severe dim· t s· bl d 

twn increases were expected from th• 'If' Id . h a e. iza e pro uc-
western Kazakhstan but becau. fe .01 le s m t e Mangyshlak Peninsula in 

I. ' se 0 improper waterfloodi d 
comp ll'at1•d drilling problems, out mt h· . . . • ng proce ures and 
pated. (See Table 8 of Appe d' D If a~ null men nearly as fast as antici-

n IX or regwna production of oil.) 

The Soviet gas industry has had a or d . 
past two decades lar.,ely b, . . f . P

1 
.
1
:r recor Ill plan fulfillment for the 

. I ,., 1 cause o ma >J 1ty to coordi t f' Id d I 
wit' construction and efficient opcrati f . 1· nda e le eve opment 
m new gasfields. In recent years d I ot? o pf ipe mes an gas treatment plants 
· ti ep e wn o some of the old I f 11 
111 1e W<»tern part of the country h· .. I· b er arge gas ie ls 
nwnt. Re.,ions east of the U . I. M us ~ so eeu a factor in plan underfulfilJ. 
f. " ra s ountarns are 'd' 

o gas output. In 1975 about 45 a, f t I provt mg an ever larger share 
t ,-o o ola gas producti · · d I •·as ern regions (primarily Central Asia a d .. " .on ongmate in t IL' 

only about one-sixth came from th'. . ( n TWbeslt S1bena), whereas in 1965 
is area see a e 9 of Appendix D). 

Refining 

In general, Soviet oil refining tPch I . . f . 
'itates, especially in depth of ·f' . no ld>gy is Ill enor to that of the Uni!Pd 

re mmg an complexity of refining processes. 
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However, Soviet demand for petroleum products differs widely from that in 
the United States, especially as passenger automobile transport in the USSR is 
not a major consumer. The Soviet consumption pattern, much like that of 
Western Europe, is centered on heavy fuel oil for industry and diesel fuel for 
transport and agriculture. Soviet demand for higher quality oil products-high
octane gasoline and low-sulfur diesel fuels . and fuel oils-is increasing, and 
refineries are being expanded and large new oiies built to incorporate secon
dary processing units for upgrading quality and increasing flexibility of the 
product mix. •At the end of 1975, estimated total primary distillation capacity 
in Soviet refineries was about 8 million b/d in some 50 major sites. About 60% 
of total capacity is located in the European USSR and Urals-Volga (See Table 
10 in Appendix D). During the past decade output of petroleum products 
more than doubled, rising from about 3.5 million b/d in 1965 to some 7.2 
million b/d in 1975 (see Table 11 in Appendix D). During this period the 
yield of products has been adequate to satisfy domestic demand and to permit 
exports averaging almost 600,000 b/d. 

Domestic Consumption 

During 1966-75 the apparent domestic consumption of petroleum pro
ducts rose an average of about 7.5% annually, from 3.1 million b/d in 1965 to 
almost 6.5 million b/d in 1975 (see Table 12 in Appendix D). Although the 
quantity of oil products has been adequate, some inflexibility in refinery oper
ations has resulted in sporadic local shortages of certain oil products. Local 
shortages also result from inadequate transport facilities during peak consump
tion periods. For example, at harvest time, when railroads are overburdened, 
supplies of diesel fuel tend to be tight. 

Most Soviet gas is used by the industrial sector, with the electric power 
industry accounting for about one-fourth of total gas consumption. During the 
1970s, however, there has been a trend toward greater use of natural gas for 
nonenergy purposes, especially as a raw material for the manufacture of 
chemicals and in the metallurgical industry as a reducing agent for the manu
facture of iron and steel. The apparent consumption of natural gas has more 
than doubled during the past decade, rising from about 350 million cmd in 
1965 to almost 775 million cmd in 1975 (see Table 5 in Appendix D). 

Distribution 

Oil transpor1 continues to be a major problem because crude production 
is concentrated in a few regions far from refining and consumption centers. 
Through 1964, railroads carried more oil than any other mode of transport at a 
cost almost three times that of pipeline transport. Since 1965, however, with 
the doubling of the oil pipeline network to almost 58,000 kilometers in 1975, 
pipelines have accounted for the largest sha1e of oil transport. In 1974 slightly 
more than half of all the oil transported w.1s l,y pipeline, with railroads still 
accounting for as much as 43% (see Table 13 in Appendix D). The major part 
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11f the pipeline network is for long-distance crude oil transport; only about 
20% of petroleum product transport is via pipeline. 

Considerable priority has been placed in expanding the Soviet gas pipe
line system. During 1966-75 almost 58,000 kilometers of gas pipelines were 
l 1uilt (see Table 14 in Appendix D), with at least 60% of the total consisting of 
l.irge-diameter lines (40 inches or more). In 1975 libout 40%-40,000 kilome
t .. rs-of the total length of the gas pipeline network was estimated to consist 
111 large-diameter lines. 

Foreign Trade 

The USSR has been a net exporter of oil in increasing amounts since 
IU55. Since the mid- 1 'l60s, net exports almost doubled, rising from about 1.3 
111illion b/d in 1965 · 2.6 million b/d in 1975, or an average annual rate of 
Ii 9% (see Table 15 i.i Appendix D). In recent years an increasing share of 
Soviet oil exports has gone to other Communist countries, especially Eastern 
Europe, although oil sales to the West are the largest single source of hard 
l't1rrency earnings. In 1974 oil sales to hard currency countries earned about 
$2.6 billion and almost $3.2 billion in 1975 (see Table 16 in Appendix D). 

Until the last few years almost all natural ga.> was consumed domestically. 
Since 1970, increasing volumes exported to both Eastern and Western Europe 
h;ive more than offset imports from Afghanistan and Iran (see Table 17 in 
Appendix D). Most contracts signed with West European countries-Austria, 
West Germany, Italy, and France-involve the sale of large-diameter pipe and 
ancillary equipment for constructing the oil and gas pipeline network in the 
USSR, both for domestic use and export. As domestic production increases and 
the pipeline network expands, the USSR will sharply increase its net exports of 
i;as from the present level of 19 million cubic meters per day, and gas exports 
will become a significant foreign-exchange earner. 
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APPENDIXB 

EQUIPMENT AND TECHNOLOGY NEEDED FOR 
INCREASED OUTPUT 

Inputs of Western Equipment and technology could increase the effi
ciency of oil and gas field operations and raise the yi~ld of oil from existing 
fields. The types of equipment and know-how that would make the greatest 
contribution to Soviet petroleum output include the following: 

Drilling Fluids 

Scientifically planned drilling-mud programs are almost unknown In th 
USSR. There is not enough prepared mud available and most drilling crew 
use local clays, regardless of its condition, mixed with water and additives. T 
prevent blowouts, drillers add hematite or anything else handy to make mud 
heavy. In situations where circulation of mud stops due to loss of fluid, drille 
pour down straw, wood chips, and the like to solidify the mud sufficiently t 
recondition the hole and to restore circulation. After a well is completed, mu 
is stored in barrels for the next well, no matter what conditions may require 
Such practices, especially in deep drilling, cause extensive formation·damag 
and invasion problems in possible petroleum-bearing formations that rende 
log interpretations almost useless and can cause wells to be abandoned need 
lessly. 

Drill Bits 

The quality of Soviet drill bits generally is poor compared with Wester' 
bits. Large numbers of a narrow selection of bits are used in the USSR. Mos 
Soviet bits are specified for drilling according to depth and not according t 
the type of strata being drilled. With the extensive use of the turbodri 
system, the weight of the drill string is not placed on the bit and, short 
raising the entire drill string to inspect the bit, there is no way of determinin 
whether it is wearing rapidly or not at all. As a result, many bits are replace 
prematurely. In general, under similar operating conditions, US rock bits w· 
last 4-5 times longer than Soviet bits. The USSR has bought small numbers 
US drill bits and i eeking to obtain a turnkey rock bit plant from a US fir 
to manufactme ](;" ."JO bits per year. 
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Multiple Completion Equipment 

This type of equipment is relatively scarce in the USSR, requiring, in 
many fil'lds, that st•parate holes be drilled at one site where separate produc
ing zonl's exist. Multizone well completions permit important economics iii re
duced drilling eosts, savings in casing and tubing, drilling equipment, flow 
lines, and pumping equipment.' 

Submersible, Centrifugal, Electric Oil Well Pumps 

As fields in the Urals-Volga region have been producing for 20-25 years, 
the nel•<l for subml'rsible pumps to inerease total fluid (oil and water) recovery 
is growing. During the past 4-5 years the USSR has bought more than 1,000 
of these pumps from the Unitecl States and is trying to get a US firm to agree 
to build a submersible pump manufacturing plant in the USSR that will pro
duce 5,000 units per year. Extensive use of these pumps could increase oil 
yields from old and new fields in a relatively short span of time (l-2 years), 
clepending on pump availability from western suppliers. 

Rotary Rigs, Drill Pipe, and Casing 

The supply of drill ,,ipe ancl casing in the USSR is not adequate in sizes, 
quantity, and qualill .·quired for field development, especially in poor 
dimat<'s ancl undl'r d,fl icult well conditions Moreover, the turboclrill, which 
accounts for three-fourths of all Soviet clrilling, is inefficient at depths below 
2,500 meters. Conversion to rotary drilling was recommended by Soviet plan
ners at least 10 years ago, but investment costs were too great, as the turbo
drill was the baekhonc of the industry. Soviet drilling capabilities are improv
ing but are for behind those of the West; wells in th< West can be drilled to 
3,000 meters in about a month compared with thre.· months in the USSR. 

Exploration Equipment and Technology 

Soviet equipment for exploration lags 10 years behind that used in the 
United States. Imported Western reflection seismic equipment and digital field 
computers would be invaluable in the search for oil and gas, especially in the 
permafrost of Siberian and North European regions and in deep-faulted struc
tures in Central Asia. Equipment of this type, whether of Soviet or Western 
origin, would not increase the yield of petroleum from existing fields, but it is 
l'Ssential for locating new oil resources to maintain increases in production in 
the 1980s. 

Secondary and Tertiary Recovery 

More than half of the oil produced in the USSR comes from wells using 
water injection. Compared with Western firms, the Soviets employ waterflood
ing earlier in development of their fields, tend to use higher water/ oil injec-
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tio11 rat<'' to 11iax1m1z1· productio!I, and use wider well spacing largely to 
111i11i111izl' capital costs. Excl'ssivl' water injection pressures tend to producl' 
fradlll"l'S in tht· rt'Sl'rvoirs, indud11g nonuniform flow through the rcs1•rvoir. 
1,,.,, p1·rnH·ahle zom•s in till' n·servoir are bypassed as the water displaces the 
oil in the w"·rvoir by excessive fingl'ring• ' ml ,·1ming. •• The wide wcll-spac
i11~ pattl'rn - 50 to 65 hectares per well--probably will require drilling of 
additional wt·lls if production is to eo11tint1l' frnm the reservoirs that have been 
produl'ed at high rail's. 

Thl' USSH. has undertakl'n several tertiary recovery (chemical or thermal 
trl'atnll'nt of rl'sl'rvoir rock) projects that resulted in production of only about 
20 111illio11 barrl'ls of oil in 1975. Work is continuing on tertiary recovery meth
mls, by which n•eovery of 70% to 80% of oil-in-place is technically feasible, 
but thl' cosh arl' high, rigid controls must be applied, and considerable time 
will pass before substantial increases in output will occur. The USSR has en
ll'rl'd into sdl'ntific and technical agreements with two US companies, and one 
aspl'ct of. tl'chnology to be provided is in secondary and tertiary recovery. 

*Nm11111ifor111 flow of wat:•r where, i11 mon' pcrmmble portions of the reservoir, the Injected 
water 111igmt<» at a higher rate, c1wsl11g a fi11gerllke effect 111 the flooded portion of the 
rcst'rvoir. 

•• t:xt't's.\ive i11jet'tio11 with too rapid withdrawal from produl'i11g wells can cause oil-water 
nmtat'I ill the rt"servuir tu clumge from a dcsimble lwrlzo11tal pla11e surface to a co11e-ltke co11-
figurt1tio11 arowul the producing well-bore. Thus, much of the reservoir oil ts bypassed arid 
r('ll1t1i11s lust tml1•ss additio11al, costly wells are drilled. 
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APPENDIXC 

PROPOSED LIQUEFIED NATuRAL GAS (LNG) 
COOPERATIVE VENTURES 

The Soviet Union may obtain some assistance from Western firms in de
' ··loping its Siberian gas resources in exchange for long-term deliveries of 
~oviet LNG. During 1972, two LNG cooperative ventures-North Star and 
\ .1kutsk-were proposed in which US firms would participate and up to 85 
111illion cmd would be delivered to the United States. After considerable activ-
11 \ for the first year or so, negotiations on these projects stalled because of 
differences over the price of the LNG and the financing of facilities. Talks on 
l111th projects have resumed in recent months. 

:'llorth Star 

The North Star project was initiated by a consortium of three US com
p1111ies-Tenneco, Texas Eastern Transmission, and Brown and Root. Gas was 
111 be transported by a 2,400 kilometer, 48-inch-diameter pipeline from the 
l ~n~ngoy gas field in West Siberia to a .liquefaction plant near Murmansk, and 
llll'n delivered by LNG tanker to the US east coast. Deliveries were originally 
planned to begin in 1980 and to total 57 million cmd (about 2.5% of esti-
111ated US consumption, 10% of east coast use) for a period of 25 years. The 
11ri~inal capital r••st of the project was 1 estimated at $7.5 billion, including So
' il'I rublt• c·osts ,1ivalent to about $1 billion. The price of the gas was to be 
""!(otiated, ass111 .. mg that it would be competitive with other US sources of 
\llpply. 

The consortium had hoped Export-Import Bank financing would be avail
.ilile for a major part of the project, but Congressional action in 1974* elimi-
11,1ted this possibility. However, at Soviet urr,in!! West European financing and 
1·1piipment has been arranged 'to revive the project. Total project costs are now 
,.,timated to exceed $10 billion, requiring foreign credits of $7 billion to be 
provided by France, West Germany, and possibly the United Kingdom. Pipe 
.111d equipment for the project, as well as the financing, will now come from 
h1rope rather than from the United States. France will receive one-fourth of 
lill' LNG, and the remaining 40 million cmd would be delivered to the United 
\tates if Federal Power Commission (FPC) approval can be obtained for im
l'"'t of the gas at the proposed price. 

•Export-Import Bank ftnanc111g In Soviet energy projects ts now limited to a maximum of 
I llKJ million annually and then only with Congressional approval. 
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During negotiations in January 1976, no agreement qn price was reached 
but Soviet officials plan to recommend that the project proceed, despite thei 
concern that the US government may not approve import of this gas. No deci 
sion has been made on the question of who shall own and/or control the 2 
LNG tankers to be built, although the Soviets insist on having control of som 
of thl'm. If Soviet ,., nporters of the project win g·overnmental approval, the 
plan to sign a ge11 J contract in June. During. the remainder of the yea 
contracts with Wt·,t r:uropean partners can be arranged for the financing an 
for supplying equipment. The US consortium will try to get FPC approval fo 
importing the LNG in 1977 so that actual work on North Star would begin i 
1978. The consortium hopes that deliveries could then begin in 1981, and that. 
the full rate could be achieved by 1983. The US government, while encourag 
ing the consortium to continue discussions with th,· Soviets, has not officiall 
approved the project.' 

Yakutsk 

This scheme involves US-Japan-USSR cooperation in exploiting natur 
gas deposits near Yakutsk in the Soviet Far East. The US consortium in th 
negotiations comprises El Paso Natural Gas, Occidental Petroleum, and Bechte 
Corporation. Originally western investment was to total $4-$5 billion for explo
ration and development of gas resources, transport of gas by a 3,500 kilomete 
pipeline to an LNG plant near Nakhodka, and delivery of 28 million cmd o 
LNG to both Japan and the US west coast over a 20-year period. The Japa 
nese want to go ahead with the project as part of their energy diversificatio 
plans but have insisted on US technical and financial participation. 

Unlike the Urengoy deposits in West Siberia, proved reserves of gas i 
the Yakutsk region are not adequate to meet the venture' s requirements. Ori 
ginally it was anticipated that the cost of confirming the reserves would be 
$400 million, of which the Soviets were to supply $200 million and Japan and 
the United States $100 million each. Subsequently, the Soviets claimed that 
they had made satisfactory progress in their exploration work and could reduce 
'the amounts of financing sought from the United States and Japanese partners 
to $25 million each. Formal signing of loan agreements was made in late 
March and at least 2-3 years will be required to complete exploratory work. 

The US consortium has not decided whether to enter into the expensive 
development phase of the project because of Export-Import Bank financing 
limitations. It is not definite that the Japanese would go it alone if the United 
States backs out of the project. 
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Appendix D 

Statistical Tables 

Table I 

USSRi Production of Crude Oil and Natural Gas. 

Crudeoil 1 

1960. 
l!l65. 
1970 .. 
1971. 
1972. 
1973 
1974 
1975. 
1976 Plan . 
1980 Plan 

Year 

'Including gas condensate. 

Million 
Metric 
Tons 

147.9 
242.9 
353.0 
377.1 
400.4 
429.0 
458.9 
490.7 
520 

620-640 

ione metric ton equals 7.3 barrels. 

Million 
b/d' 

2.96 
4.86 
7.06 
7.54 
8.01 
8.58 
9.18 
9.81 

10.4 
12.4·12.8 

Natural Gas 

Billion 
Cubic Million Cubic 

Meters Meteu/Day 

45.3 123.8 
127.7 349.8 
197.9 542.3 
212.4 581.9 
221.4 604.9 
236.3 647.5 
260.6 713.8 
289.3 792.6 
313 855.2 

400-435 1,093-1,188 

Million 
b/d of Oil 

Equivalent3 

0.77 
2.16 
3.35 
3.60 
3.75 
4.00 
4.42 
4.90 
5.30 

6.78-7.37 

30ne million cubic meters of Soviet gas has a calorific value equivalent to that of about 6,180 

barrels of oil. 

Table 2 

USSR: Estimated Production and Consumption of Primary Energy 
Quantity in million b/d of oil C<Juivalcnl 

llNIS 1970 1974 1975 !USO 

'41111 n_· of Energy Quantity Percent Quantity Percent Quantity Percent Quantity Percent Quantity Percent 

Production 

················ 14.06 100.0 17.87 100.0 21.73 100.0 23.07 100.0 28.4 100.0 

5.76 41.0 6.06 33.9 6.72 30.9 6.85 29.7 7.8 27.5 

4.86 34.5 7.06 39.5 9.18 42.3 9.81 42.5 il.8 41.5 

,.1.,..1 .. 2.16 15.4 3.35 18.8 4.42 20.3 4.90 21.3 6.7 2.1.ti 

.ltTfllt'poWlfr. 0.47 3.3 0.64 3.6 0.64 2.9 O.ti3 2.7 0.8 2.8 

··gl. Neg I. 0.02 0.1 0.08 0.4 0.11 0.5 0.5 1.8 
"' poWt'f . 

.1.81 5.8 0.74 4.1 0.69 3.2 0.77 3.3 0.8 2.8 

CoHsumption 

................ 12.55 100.0 15.80 100.0 19.20 100.0 20.24 100.0 24.9 100.0 

5.51 43.9 5.83 36.9 6.50 33.9 6.65 32.8 7.5 30.I 

3.62 28.8 5.23 33.I 6.95 36.2 7.36 36.4 9.4 37.8 

.. t 11,.1~ 2.15 17.1 3.36 21.3 1.38 22.8 4.78 23.6 6.0 24.I 

.. kd ric power .. 0.46 3.7 0.62 3.9 ,,50 3.1 0.57 2.8 0.7 2.8 

Negl. Negl. 0.02 0.1 u.08 0.4 0.11 0.6 0.5 2.0 
111 power 

0.81 6.5 0.74 4.7 0.69 3.6 0.77 3.8 0.8 3.2 

.drnl( gas condensate. 
IM'Jt, fuelwood. 
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Table J 

USSR: Estimated Oil 1 Supply and Demand 

Supply 
Donu·!ilic production 
lmporh 

Demand 
Doincstic consumption 
A vailablc for ~xport . 

To Ea!itCrn Europe 
To other Communht countries . 
To the Non-Communht countries 

Of which, 
For har<l curre1u:y 

1 lm:luding gas coudt·m. ~ 

1965 

4.90 
4.86 
0.04 

4.90 
3.62 
1.28 
0.45 
0.13 
0.70 

0.47 

~Plu1111cd f1~u11·, "bidi hably can be achieved. 
:tPJ.rn calh h11 prudu, 1,, ,,f 12.4-12.8 million b/d. 

1970 

7.15 
7.06 
0.09 
7.15 
5.23 

1.92 
0.81 
0.20 
0.91 

0.64 

1974 

9.29 
9.18 
0.11 

0.211 
6.95 
2.34 
1.18 
0.26 
0.90 

'•Q.62 

1075 

9.96 
9.81 
0.15 
9.96 
7.36 
2.60 
1.26 
0.29 
1.05 

0.77 

1076 

10.5 
10.4' 
0.1 

10.5 
7.8' 
2.6 
1.3 
0.3 
1.0 

0.8 

Million b/d 

1980 

12.1 
11.83 

0.3 

12.1 
9.4' 
2.7 
1.5 
0.3 
0.9 

0.7 

4 A!i!iUntiug avcragt• auuudl rates of incre1:tse in domestic consumption of about 5% during 1976-80. 

1960. 
1965. 

Year 

Table 4 

USSR: Drilling for Oil and Gas 

Exploratory 
Drilling 

Million meters 

Develo11menl 
Drilling Total 

1967 .............. . 

4.02 
5.57 
5.80 
5.15 

5.25 
5.14 
5.22 
5.36 
N.A. 

3.69 
5.15 
5.91 
6.74 
6.88 
7.58 
8.41 
8.90 
N.A. 

7.71 
10.72 
11.71 

11.89 
12.13 
12.72 
13.63 
14.26 
15.00 

1970. 

1971 
1972. 
1973. 
1974 
1975 Est. 

Table 5 

USSR: Estimated Natural Gas Supply and Demand 
Million cubic meters per day 

Supply 
Domestic Production 
lmporls. 

Demand . 
Domestic c.'Onsumption 
Exports 

To Eastern Europe . 
To Western Europe 

Net Trade. 

1965 

349.8 
349.8 

349.8 
348.7 

I.I 
I.I 

I.I 

1970 

552.0 
542.3 

9.7 

552.0 
534.0 

9.0 
6.4 
2.6 

-0.7 

1974 

746.5 
713.8 
32.7 

746.5 
708.0 
38.5 
23.4 
15.1 
5.8 

1975 

826.6 
792.6 
34.0 

826.6 
773.6 
53.0 
31.0 
22.0 
19.0 

1976 

882 
8471 

35 

882 
812 

70 
35 
35 
35 

1980 

1,106 
1,0662 

40 

1,100 
946 
160 
90 
70 

120 

1 Plan Cl:f.IJ~ for production of about 313 billion cubic meters or 855 million cubic meter/day. 
2 

Plan provides fm an output of 400 to 435 billion cubic meters, or 1,093 to 1,188 million cubic 
meter/day. 
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Table 6 

ussn: Hc!!.crvcs of N11tural Gas, I as of 
I January 

Billion cubic meters 

Rcgiun 

l'otal ........ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
We~t Siberia 
E;.i~t Sil>t·ria 
European USSR 
Ccntrnl Asi;.i ;.imJ 

K;.i:wkhstau 

1965 

3,UO 
3[5 

91 
1,771 

1,043 

IY70 

12,100 
7,116 

439 
2,583 

1.962 

IY74 

22,500 
14,100 

700 
4,400 

3,300 

1A+B+C1 reserves. Referred to as "explored" reserves in Soviet 
literature and approximately equivalent to proved and probable 
reserves by US definition. 

Table 7 

USSR: Quality of Crude Oil!!. from Major Producing l'icld!i. 

Samo I I or Romashkino Mukhanovo Tuymazy 

Nizhucvartov!l.k 
Wt:~I Siberia 

Tatar 
Urub-Volgu 
33 

Kuyby!i.hev 
Urul!i.-Volgu 
34-35 

Ba!i.hldr 
U ntl~-Volgu 
34 35 

0.9 
l11lt>rmediate 
5-15 

1.6 
Intermediate 

0 

1.2-1.8 
Intermediate 
18 

14 
Intermediate 
-22 

.. ' 111tptha 
.. 11,! 111.i.te~ 

l1 till.1tc 

30 

22 
38 
2 

24 
6 
20 
48 

25 

25 
43 

26 

20 
44 
2 

,1 & 1ni<luum ,, 

USSR: Production of Crude Oil, 1 by Region 

1965 

4.86 
3.48 
0.01 
0 28 
0.41 
0.43 
0.15 
0.04 

N<gl. 
l·.1~t 0.05 

t lllwi 0.01 

1," l11diug ga~ <·1i11(l1·11~.i.l1 

I .1110.ilt•d 

il.i11m·d 

\lul1ioinl uf raug1· of pl.11111e<l output. 

1970 

7.06 
4.17 
0.63 
0.60 
0.68 
0.40 
0.28 
011 
0.08 
0.05 
0.06 

1971 

7.54 
4.23 
0.90 
0.68 
0.72 
0.38 
0.29 
0.12 
0.11 
0.05 
0.06 
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1972 

8.01 
4.31 
1.25 
0.72 
0.69 

0.37 
0.29 
0.13 
0.12 
0.05 
0.08 

1973 

8.58 
4.40 

1.75 
0.77 
0.59 
0.36 
0.28 
0.13 
0.14 
0.05 
0.11 

Arlan 

Ba!i.hldr 
Ural::.-Volgll 
27-30 
2.7-3.4 
Intermediate 
15 

20 

20 
52 

Ul.rn 

Maugy~ldak 

Ceutral A~ia 
33-34 
0.1-02 
Paraffinic 
86-90 

15 

15 
61 
2 

Million b/d 

1974 1975' 1980' 

9.18 
4.44 

2.33 
0.80 
0.53 
0.35 
0.27 
0.14 
0.16 
0.05 
0.11 

9.81 
4.48 
2.96 
082 
0.50 
0.34 
0.26 
0.16 
0.18 
005 
0.06 

12.64 

3.7 
61 4 

1.0 
0.4 
0.3 
0.2 
05 
0.3 
0.05 
0.05 
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Table 9 

USSR: Production of Noatural Gas, by Region 

1965 1970 1971 1972 1973 

Total ....... , ............. ,, ........ 349.8 542.3 581.9 004.9 647.5 
Ct>ntral A!>ia 49.0 131.7 148.l lfl'/..8 186.0 
Ukrarnian SSH 107.9 166.8 177 0 184.1 186.6 
North Cauca.i,u!I 110.4 104.8 99.1 82.l 70.8 
Wt·!>t Siberia 9.0 26.5 26.5 31.l 45.0 
Komi ASSR 2.2 17.0 27.5 36.4 38.2 
A:tcrbaydd1a11 SSH 17.0 15.0 15.9 18.7 22.9 
Ural!>- Volga a11d olhcr . 54.3 80.5 87.8 89.7 88.0 

I Estima.tcJ 
'Planned 
:i Mid-point uf range of planned output. 

USSR: Eslimatcd Oil Refining Capacity, by Region, 1975 

Total. 
European USSR and North 

Major refineries: 
Polot!>k. 
Kiri!>hi. 
Gorkiy. 
Ryuzan 
Mozyr. 

Urals~ Volga . 
Major refineries: 

Ula 
KuyLyshev 
Perm 
Volgograd . 
Syuan ... 

Caucasus. 
Major refineries: 

Baku 
Grozuyy .. 

Siberia and Far East . 
Major refou:ries: 

Angunk. 
Omsk. 

Ukraine 
Major rdinery; 

Kremenchug .. 
Ct•nlrul Asia 

Major refinery· 
Krasnuvodsk . 
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Primary 
Uislillation 
Capacity, 
Thousand 

b/d 

8,000 
2,600 

580 
480 
410 
I u 

2-tO 
2,100 

480 
350 
270 
240 
230 

1,400 

750 
500 

1,000 

530 
240 
500 

240 
400 

150 

Percent 
ul 

Total 

100 
33 

26 

18 

12 

6 

Million cubic llJl" 

1974 1975' 

713.8 792.6 
226.0 257.4 
187.2 188.0 
68.0 65.l 
67.7 103.0 
46.7 48.I 
24.9 27.2 
93.3 103.8 

SECRET 

Table 11 

USSR: Eslimated Production of Petroleum Products 
Million b/d 

1985 1870 1874 1875 

Total .. ............. 3.50 5.00 8.70 7.IO 
Gasoline 0.73 1.01 1.45 1~ 
Kerosine 1 0.35 0:4~ 0.50 0.53 
Oiesel!uel ........ 0.98 1.45 1.90 2.CXI 
Lubricaling oil ........ 0.13 0.18 0.2.5 0.26 
Residuals and othen2 .••• 1.31 1.90 2.60 2.81 

1 Including jet fuel. 
11 lncluding residual fuel oil, asphalt, wu, petroleum coke, and 

the like. 

Table II 

USSR: Apparent Consumption of Petroleum Products 
Million b/d 

1985 1870 1874 1875 

Total 1 3.13 4.45 8.00 8.45 
GKtoline .... 0.70 0.98 1.33 1.40 
Kerosine .. 0.33 0.38 0.45 0.50 
Dies<lluel ... 0.83 1.22 1.58 1.70 
Lubricuting oils 0.13 0.18 0.24 0.2.5 
Residuals and others . 1.14 1.69 2.40 2.60 

1 Lower totals for apparent consumption than shown in Table 3 
result from inclusion of losses of crude oil from wellhead to 
refinery und deduction of gas aand lou in the refining proceu. 

Table 13 

USSR1 Transport of Crude Oil and Petroleum Prod.ucts 1 

Million b/d 

Year Pipeline Rail River 
1965. 4.51 4.44 0.50 
1970. . ............. 6.80 6.06 0.87 
1971 . ................... 7.CXI 6.46 0.70 
1972. 7.77 6.81 0.67 
1973. ................... 8.43 7.21 0.68 
1974 ... . .............. 9.14 7.59 0.76 
1975 ... ................ 9.94 N.A. N.A. 

1 Excluding movement by tank truck; data not available. 
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Total 
9.45 

13.53 
14.21 
15.2.5 
16.32 
17.49 
N.A. 
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Table 14 

USSR1 Oil and Gas Pipeline Network 
Tho&&1and Kilometers 

Crude Oil and 
Year Petroleum Products Natural Gas 

196.5. 28.2 41.8 
1970. 37.4 67.5 
1971 41.0 71.5 
1972. 42.9 77.7 
1973. 47.2 83.5 
1974. 53.0 92.1 
1975. .................. 57.5 99.4 

Table 15 

USSR: Summary of Oil Trade 

Exports 
196.5. 

1970. 
1971 
1972 
197:\ 
197 I 
1975 E>t 

Imports 
1965. 

1970. 
1971 
1972. 
1973. 
1974. 
1975 Est .. 

Crude 
Oil 

0.87 

1.34 
1.50 
1.52 
1.71 
1.61 
1.86 

0.07 
0.10 
0.16 
0.26 
0.09 
0.13 
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Million b/d 

Petroleum 
Products Total 

0.41 1.28 

0.58 1.92 
0.61 2.11 
0.62 2.14 
0.67 2.38 
0.73 2.34 
0.74 2.60 

0.04 0.04 

0.02 0.09 
O.IX> 0.13 
0.03 0.19 
0.03 0.29 
0.02 0.11 
0.02 0.15 

SECRET 

Table 18 

USSR: Foreign Trade in Oil 1 

llKl5 

Exports .. 1,280 
To Communist countries .... 580 

Eastern Europe . 450 
Cuba. 95 
YugmluYia 20 
Other. 15 

To Non-Commuuht countries . ................. 700 
Western Europe ........................... 455 

Finland 90 
France ..... . ................. 30 
Italy ....... ............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 145 
Sweden . ................. 55 
West Germany .... 6~ 

Other .... . ................. 7.> 
Near and Middle East ... ................... 4'j 

Egypt .................. 15 
c ...... . ................... 25 
Other. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 

Africa ....... ................ 20 
Ghana . . . . . . . . ' . . ' . . . . . . . ' . . 12 
Morocco .............. 
Other .. .. ............ 

Asia ............... , ............. 125 
India. .. ............ 28 
japan .. .. ........... 78 
Other .. . ........... 19 

Latin America 55 
Argentina .. ............................ 8 
Brazil .... 47 

North America ........... , ................ 
Canada .... ......................... 
United States ............. 

Soviet exporls to hard currency countries ......... 470 

Hard currency eamln11 ...................... 230 

Imports .... 40 
lruq .... 
Libya .... 
Egypt ... ............. 
Syria .............. 
Romania 3 30 
Other ..... ............. ............... 10 

1 Including crude oil and petroleum product:I. 
2Estimated. 
3 Petroleum products only. 
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1970 

1,920 
1,010 

805 
120 
55 
30 

910 
760 
155 
50 

205 
95 

125 
130 
60 
30 
20 
10 
25 
10 
14 
I 

60 
5 

54 
I 

5 
640 

405 

90 

40 

II 
39 

Thousand b/d 

1974 1975 18li0' 

2,340 2,800 2,700 
1,440 !,MO 1,800 
1.180 1,260 1,500 

155 160 200 
75 90 70 
30 40 30 

900 l,050 900 
750 880 700 
180 175 N.A. 
30 70 N.A. 

135 135 N.A. 
60 70 N.A. 

125 150 N.A. 
220 280 N.A. 

30 45 20 
4 5 N.A. 

20 38 N.A. 
8 2 N.A. 

23 20 30 
6 3 N.A. 

13 13 N.A. 
4 4 N.A. 

52 60 30 
20 25 N.A. 
25 26 N.A. 

7 9 N.A. 
25 30 20 

25 30 20 
20 15 100 
3 5 

17 10 100 
620 770 700 

MillionUSf 

2,580 3,180 N.A. 

Thousand b/d 

110 150 300 
78 lo& N.A. 

N.A. 
3 N.A. 
7 N.A. 
9 10 N.A. 

13 1.7 N.A. 
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Table 17 

USSR: Foreign Trade in Natural Gas 

Exports ...................................... . 
To Eastern Europe , ......................... . 

Bulgaria .......................... ·. · · · · · 
Czechoslovakia . , ....................... · · · 
East Germany ............................. . 
Hungary ................................ . 
Poland ............................ ······· 
Romania ................................ . 

To Western Europe ....................... · · · 
Austria ........ , ....................... ·.· 
Finland .................... · ... ·····:···· 
France .................................. . 
Italy ......... : .................. ·.······· 
West Germany .................... · · · .. · · · 

Imports ..................................... . 
Afghanistan ......................... · · · · · · · 
Iran .~ .............. · · ·. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 

Net Trade, .................................. . 

1 Estimated. 

11165 

1.1 
1.1 

1.1 

1.1 
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30 

1970 

9.0 
6.4 

3.7 

2.7 

2.6 
2.6 

9.7 
7.1 
2.6 

-0.7 

Million cubic 

1974 1975 

38.5 53.0 
23.4 31.0 
0.8 3.2 
8.9 10.1 
7.9 9.1 

1.7 
5.8 6.9 

15.l 22.0 
5.8 5.1 
1.2 2.0 

2.2 6.4 
5.9 8.5 

32.7 34.0 
7.8 7.8 

24.9 26.2 
5.8 19.0 

TU 

rao.w: 

llilJEcr: 
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:y .. ::: ~"::, 1•1-11.• (LOU WHEN ENCLOSURES ARE REMOVED) 
UNITl!JI STATES GOVERNMENJ' 

Memorandum 
See Distribution DATBl 10/27/77 

POL - John D. Stempe~ 

Annual CERF Report on Relations with Conununist Countries 

The annual report on Iran's relations with Conununist 
countries (CERF 0002) is due in Washington November 15, 
1977. In order to meet this deadline, the airgram should 
be in the November 11 pouch. Last year the Embassy was 
THREE months late with its contribution, We'd like to 
IiiiPI'Qve on that substantially this year, 

The nature of this report requires coordination with 
various elements of the Mission as well as the Consulates, 
which may have more detailed knowledge of Conununist 
country activities in their respective districts. The 
Political and Political/Military sections will prepare 
those sections of the report concerning political and 
pol/mil issues, local Conununist Party membership, and 
diplomatic/consular relations. USIS prepares the sections 
concerning cultural and educational exchanges. The 
Economic Section will prepare material on economic ties. 
Consulates may conunent or report on any portion of the 
report's coverage. 

Enclosed are copies of this year's instruction; most 
sections should have the previous references; if not and 
they are needed, copies are available in POL. Our report 
for last year, A-7 of January 12, 1977, should be available 
in all sections. In many cases this provides a base upon 
which to build. Since we exceeded our limit by two full 
pages last year, we hope those responsible for various 
sections can shorten up their presentations an average of 
20 per cent. Initial drafts should reach the Political 
Section by COP November 6. 

Enclosures~ LOU State 249989 A) 
B) SECRET NOFORN State A-7, Jan. 12, 1977 

(for Isfahan only) 

Distribution 
ECON - R. Brewin/C. Taylor 
POL/M - Robert A. Martin 
USIS - Jack Shellenberger 
OR - James I' ·1ham/Larry Larkin 

SECRET NOFORN 

Amconsul ISFAHAN 
Amconsul TABRIZ 
Amconsul SHIRAZ 

BN.Y U.S. S1111int.s BOliJi Lt.lilarly on tb1 Payroll S1111int.s Plan 
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IRS 
TCT,_R==== SUBJECT! CERP 1111112, RELAilONS WITH COMMUNIST COUllTRlES 

AIDTO __ ~Erl A) A•68B4, AUG. 10, 1973, Bl STATE 249135 76 

TU 1. THIS l'IESSAGE UPDATES BASIC DEPARTl'IENT GUIDANCE, CON• 
~ TAlNED IN REF. A, FOR THE PREPARATION OF PART I AND lV OF 

CRU ___ CE:tP 002. POSTS ARE REMINDED THAT THE DUE DATE REMAlr<S 
NOVEl".BER 15 FOR RECEIPT OF THE REPORT IN THE OEPARTMErlT • 

SHiit__ SIB MISSIONS AFTER THAT DA TE LIMIT THE USEFULMESS OF THE 
TABR___ REPORT TO THE END-USERS. 
ISFA __ 

2. PART I, •APPRAISAL OF POLITlCAL/ECOliOMIC/l!lLITARY RELA· 
TIONs,• PROVIDES A MAJOR INPUT INTO THE ANNUAL PUSLICATIONS, 
·Alo AND TRADE ACTlVIT lES OF COMMUNIST COUNTRIES rn LESS 
DEVC:LOPED AREAS OF THE FREE WORLD."'. IN FULFILLING THE 
REQUIREMENTS OF THIS SECTION OF CERP iH!J2, POSTS SHOULD KEEP 
IN MIND THAI THE DEPARTMENT PREFERS A CONCISE SUNMARY OF 
DATA AND EVENTS RATHER THAN AN EXHAUST\VE STUDY OF ALL 

LIMIT EL ·~,.-~; ;_;· ~i)J:.a.ii USE 
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~. INFORMATION SUBMITTED UNDER PART I MAY CARRY A 
l:LASSIFICAT101i u: 0 AND INCLUDIIJG SECRET/~O FOREIGN 
lllSSEM. FLE,\SE __ t!!IFY THE CLASSIFICATION OF EACH PARA• 
LllAPH WHERE lI D J.t FERS FROM THE OVERALL REPORT CLASS IFICA• 
liOri. IhZ LOwii::R TH&: CLASSIFlCAJlQij TFiE SETTER. POSTS NAY 
t HJD lT HELPFUL TO REFER TO !NTELLIGEtlCE HANDBOOK ER 77· 
hJl3iS, "CO~ii'IUIHST AID TO LESS DEVEi.OPED COUlol!RlES OF THE 
hlt:E WORLD, 1976" OF APRIL 1977 IN PREPARATION OF PART I. 

4. DURING THE PAST YEAR SEVERAL POSTS HAVE OBTAINED 
VALUABLE lNFORMA TION ON SOVIET ECOtfOi'llC PROGRAMS DIRECTLY 
tHOM SOVIET EMBASSY OFFICIALS IN THE HOST COUNTRY WHO WERE 
WlLLING TO EXCHANGE INFORMATlON ON AID PROGRAMS. DEPENDING 
UPUN IHE CONDITIONS MID CONSTRAINTS IN HOST COUl'\TRIES, 
OIHER POSTS l'"1AY ALSO WISH TO ADOPT THIS PRACTICE AND 
/.f'PflGACH SOVIET AND OTHER COMMUNIST COUNTRY REPRESENTATIVES 
Ii lRECTLY • 

~. PART I, "APPRAISAL OF POLITICAL/ECONOMIC/MILITARY RELA• 
l!ONS" REQUIRED ONLY FROM ABIDJAN, ABU DHABI, ACCRA, 
AODIS ABABA, ALGIERS, AMMAN, ANKARA, ATHENS, BAMAKO, BAN• 
,JUL, BISSAU, BANGUI, BOGOTA, BRASILIA, BUENOS AIRES, 
IJWUMBURA, CAIRO, CARACAS, COLOMBO, CONAKRY, COTONOU, 
VACCA, DAKAR, DAMASCUS, DAR ES SALAAM, JAKARTA, FREETOWN, 
Lt.ORGETOv;i,, ISLAMAiMD, KABUL, KATHMANDU, KHARTOUM, KIGALI, 
._HlGSTON, KINSHASA, KUALA LUi'lPUR, KUWAIT, LAGOS 1 LA PAZ, 
LlBREVILLE, LIMA, LOME, LUSAKA, MANAMA, MOGADISCIO, 
·~~PUTO, l':EXICO CITY, MONROVIA, MONTEVIDEO, NAIROBI, 
h'DJAMENA, llEW DELHI, NIAMEY, tlOUAKCHOTT, OUAGADOUGOU, PORT 
LOUIS, QUITO, RASAT, RANGOON, SANA, SANTIAGO, SAN JOSE, 
;.;rnGAPORE, ANTANANARlVE, TEHRAN, TRIPOLI, TUIHS, VALLETTA, 
YAOUNDE. 

~. BRIEFLY ANALYZE AND APPRAISE, WITHIN THE COtlTEXT OF US 
~OLICY INTERESTS, THE POLITICAL, ECONOMIC AND MILITARY 
f.ELATlOilSHlPS THAT DEVELOPED DURHIG THE YEAR BETWEEN THE 
hO:lI CUUlviflY AND THE COMMUNIST WORLD. THIS SUMMARY OVER• 
\11£W SHOULD TOUCH ON CHANGES IN THE LEVEL, FOCUS, TRENDS, 
ANJ.) OUILOOK OF COMMUt.JlSI ACTIVlTY. lJi' HELEVAlilT TO THE 
l:OUNTRY AND WHERE DATA IS AVAILABLE, THE FOLLOWIIVG SPECIFIC 
!~FORMATION ON COMMUNIST ECONOMIC AND MILITARY ASSISTANCE 
mOGRAMS IS REQUESTED. CT HIS DATA SHOULD BE SUBMITTED Ui 
TABULAR FORM WHERE POSSIBLE>. 

lCONOMIC ASSISTANCE a : • ·f~ .. - · ... · 
' : . 

··OVERALL US DOLLAR VALUE AND {!st· OJi' PROJECTS TO BE 
FINANCED UNDER NEW COMMUNIST AID AGREEKEMTS CONCLUDED 
DURHIG THE YEARo '\ 

LIM,.;-r·T"'·!). ,...~~::11CIAL· ·u· · SE 
J~ 4 i.I V.•. J .... 
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!1IML'..1 -..:.~ . ·~ ... ~; ;.\../lAL US. 
•• ·-PROJECT AND PROGHAM PROGRESS UrlDErt OLD Al~D NEW AlD 

AGREEMENTS, INCLUDING ESTIMATED DOLLAR VALUE 0, Al 
DELIVERIES DURI!\iG THE Yi.i:AR. 

••HUMi3ER OF COMMUiHSI ECOtWl''llC TECHNICIANS lN THE HO 
OJUiHRY, BFIOKEN DO\JN BY COMMUNIST COUNTRY OF ORlGl 
A:W, IF POSSI3LE, dY PROJECT. 

--~Ul'SER AND SPECIALTIES OF OTHER.. COl'IMUilllSI TECHNlC 
~JCT FVlA:lCED av AID CREDITS, SUCH AS DOCTORS, TEAC 
COVERNMENT ADVISORS, ETC. 

•• ••S\LARIES PAID TO COMMUNIST TECHNICIANS BY tDST 
COUNTRY. 

•• ··NUl"BER OF LDC PERSONl'fEL DEPARilNG FOR COMMUNIST CXl 
TRIES FOR SHORT-TERM TECHNICAL TRAINING BROKEN DOW 
BY CO~lifiUNIST COUNTRY OF DESTINATION, SPECIALTIES, 
DURATION OF TRAUIUG • 

MILITARY ASSISTANCE1 

•• ••US DOLLAR VALUE OF NEW COMMUNIST MILITARY ASSISTAN 
AGREEMENTS DURING THE YEAR AND KINDS OF EQUIPMENT 
BE PROVIDED. DETAILS ON VALUE AND TYPE OF MlLITAR. 
EQUIPMENT DELIVERIES.DURING THE YEAR. 

••NUl'IlER OF COMMUNIST MILITARY TECHNICIANS AND ADVl 
IN HOST COUNTRY. 

-- ••NUMBER OF LDC PERSONNEL GOING TO COMMUNIST COUNTRl 
FOR MILITARY TRAINING. 

·- ··THE COST TO HOST COUNTRY OF COMMUNIST MILITARY 
TECHNICAL SERVICES AND TRAINING. 

TRADE & 

-- ••THE VOLUME OF EXPORTS TO AND IMPORTS FROM EACH 
OlMMUIHST COUNTRY CUD COMPO SIT 10111) • 

-- --THE TERMS (,, NEW AND EXISTING TRADE AGREEMENTS wn 
COM~lUNlST CvUiHR!ES INCLUDING THEIR DURAT10i~ AND 
SETTLEMENT AR~MlGHiEIHS CHARD CURRENCY OR illl.ATERA 
Q.EARlNG ACCOUNTS>. 

1. ASSESS THE SUCCESSES AND FAILURES OF COMMUNIST PRO• 
GRAMS··SUCH AS PROJECI IMPLEMENTATION olFFlCULTIES, 

MEGOTIATION FAILURES AND SUCCESSES--AND THE SIGNIFICANC 
AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF INTERGOVERNMENTAL COMMISSIONS. 

LIMITED 01<~rICIAL USE 
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8. IN ADDITION IO PART IV A REQUIREMENTS CONTAINED lN 
REF. A ALSO REPORT1 

-· ··THE NUf1dER Of NEW ACADEMIC STUDENTS DEPART ING FOR 
lRAiiHllG IN EACH COl'l~iUNIST COUNTRY' DUR ING THE YEAR• 

•• ••IllE NU!'"ISER REIURNUG HOME PERMANENTLY• 

-- ••THE TOTAL NUMBER OF STUDENTS FROM THE LDC PRESENT IN 
EACil COMMUIHSI COUNTRY Al THE END OF THE Y£AR • VANCE 

LIMIT·ED OFFIC\AL USE 
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A-7 SECRET. NOFORN 
HANOI.ING JNOICATOA 

11--=.--+~,--jl----l TO : Department of State 

r--+---+----1 INFO' ArnEmbassy BUCHAREST, BUDAPEST, ISLAMABAD, KABUL, KUWAIT, ~ 
IL ~-

WNDON, MOSCOW, PRAGUE, SOFIA, WARSAW; . ;:::P'°' ,,' 
AmConsul HONG KONG, ISFAHAN, SHIRAZ, TABRIZ; CINSTRIKE Y'c(J2, ~ 

iAG'""•+=c--!-=c--l 
EUCOM; USLO PEKING; USINT BAGHDAD'· ~ 

FR.QM: AmEmbassy TEHRAN OATE:January 12, 1977 

E.O. 11652' N/A 
TAGS: ECRP, PFOR, ETRD, XR, IR 

SUBJECT: Iran• s Relations with Communist Countries - CERP 00.02 

i ARt.IV 
REFS' (A) 75 Tehran A-238, (B) 76 State 249135 

r 
-,,,~tc-c~+-~-l SUMMARY: (BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL) Increased' tensions marked Iran's relations 
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PM 
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SHIR 
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18/j 

with the Soviet Union, and this was reflected in greater warmth in Sino
:rranian ties in 1976.,, Iranian relations with the rest of the Communist 
world remain as described last year--lackluster in substance but impres
sive in form--i.e., almost exclusively limited to visits. overall trade 
with the Communist Bloc expanded little in year 2534~ue to decreases 
in imports from the USSR and China. But trade increased dramatically 
with Eastern European countries and economic protocols signed in 1976 
with almost all Conununist countries portend an increase in trade and 
economic and technical assistance, but not commensurate with Iran's 
increasing involvement 'with Western countries,notably the United states, 
France and Western Germany. Iran extended $680 million in pre-import 
credits to three Eastern European countries and conducted most trade on 
a "clearing account" bas{s. The Soviets added an aluminum plant project ' 
to its already impressive list of economic projects in Iran. An arms 
agreement achieved with the USSR in November assures a continuing 
Soviet military presence by equipment and technicians. Iran broke 
relations with Cuba over Fidel Castro's meeting in Europe with an 
_Iranian Communist leader, but relations with smaller Communist states 
remained otherwise stable. cultural relations with the Bloc appear to 
have been at a less conspicuous and effective level in 1976. END SUMMARY' 

APPENDICES' 
A. Soviet Presence in Iran 
B. Table I - Iran's trade with Conununist countries during the past three 

years, 2532-2534 (March 21, 1973-March 20, 1976 
\ C. Table II -Iran's trade (by major commodity) with principal Communist 

trading partners during the year 2534 

LY Year Ending March 20, 1976 

r- IFORM I c-u DS-323 
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SECRE'l' NOFORN 

I. !1'rraisal of Politico-Economic Relations 

l'llE USSR 

Tehran A-7 
Page 2 

l'l1e change in Iran's politico-economic relations with the Conununist 
w1nld since last year's report (ref Airgram) was the worsening of 
1·ulitical relations with the Soviet Union:as a result of growing 
l1anian suspicion that the USSR is putting political pressure on 
l1an because of its close ties with the United States. This appeared 
to be ameliorated as the year ended as a result probably of Iran's 
'"turn of a would-be Soviet pilot defector who landed his (civilian) 
1•lane in Iran. Correspondingly, Iran's relations with China have 
improved slightly and both Irani;rn media and government officials 
"i'''ak approvingly of the fact that China supports Iran's Persian 
<.ulf security policies, its proposal for an Indian Ocean Zone of 
l'c«.ice, and a nuclear free area in the Middle East. 

'!'he Soviets give the appearance of being seriously concerned at Iran's 
•1rowing ties to arms purchases from the United States. Despite con
tinued Iran-soviet cooperation in the economic area--a third ecological 
"'Jreement on the Caspian was signed in December 1975, Finance Minister 
ll11sary's visit to Moscow in September 1976 was followed by a $3 
billion soviet-I• ·1ian five-year trade agreement in October 1976, 
.111d the 7th suc;s • of the Irano-Soviet Conunission in mid-November-
:.oviet political .. ·crnunentators throughout the summer and fall of 
1~76 attacked Iran as a puppet of the United States and a tool of 
imperialism. At the 25th soviet Party Congress, Brezhev failed to 
mention Iran at all (an omission noticed by the Iranians), and in 
M~y the Soviet Ambassador protested Iranian media treatment linking 
I he terrorist threat in Iran to the Soviet Union. (Pictures of 
l!ussian leaders had been found when poL ce cleaned out a terrorist 
hideout.) The Iranians, on the other hand, exrressed their concern 
over the build-up of the Soviet Pacific Fleet and saw the attacks on 
Iran at the Co!ombo Non-aligned Conference as being Soviet inspired 
(Tehran 9091 and sg31). In addition, considerable Iranian publicity 
has been given to a purported 1976 Soviet arms agreement with Iraq 
which would provide that country with more weapons than Iran is buying 
from all Western countries. (Confirmation of the agreement or its 
:;ize is so far lacking.) 

llt:GIN UNCLASSIFIED: These political irritations have not inter
i~red with an expansion of bilateral trade over the past five 
years. The $1 billion five-year trade exchange originally en
visaged resulted in $1.6 billion and will double under the terms of 
the recently concluded agreement. About $1 billion of the lg76 
.igreement will be in Iranian gas exports to the Soviet Union, 
chiefly as part of Iran's previous conuni~ents. The other $2 
billion will involve Iranian manufactured goods and Soviet machinery, 
iron, steel, chemicals, wood, cement and trucks to be exchanged 
un a barter basis. Bilateral trade in year 2534 (ended March 20, 
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1976), at $402 million, was actually off 15.5 percent from the 
previous year. Exports to the USSR, at $232 million, were up 
$28 million and natural gas ($120m) accounted for ·over half. the 
value. Imports from the USSR were, how~ve·, off 37.6 percent, 
due principally to· a 57 and· 70 percent .ce;, ... cctive decline in 
iron and steel and machinery and parts, which together accounted 
for half of 2533's imports. Imports related to the following 
projects should be producing a substantial increase in this 
Iranian year's imports. 

BEGIN LIMITED OFFICIAL USE: Soviet economic and technical assis...,/ 
tance involvement in the Iranian economy continues, but lacking 
data it is difficult to determine if this absolute increase is also 
a relative one to Western influence. The Embassy's 75/A-169 reporte 
concerning the current expansion of Isfahan's Aryamehr Steel Plant 
from 750,000 to 1.9 million tons' capacity. This Soviet commitment 
represents by far the largest in terms of personnel and value •. 
Appendix I, provided by SRF, details the Soviet presence in Iran by 
location and affiliation. Soviet involvement in terms of technician 
and, in some cases equipment (credit extended unknown), continues wi 
regard to five cold storage units, fisheries project, railroad, elec 
trification, grain elevators, prefab housing, mining, power stations 
and vocational training schools. The training institute operated in 
conjunction with the Aryamehr Steel Mill is staffed by Soviets and 
Iranians and in late 1975 200 of the 600 trainees were Pakistanis 
related to a Soviet steel project there. New or additional pro~ects 
mentioned in connection with the Seventh Session of the Irano-Soviet 
Commission held in Tehran in November were: the second gas trunk 
line (IGAT II), the 1,260,000 kilowatt thermal power generating plan 
in Ahwaz (construction started) , agreement for construction of a lar 
thermal power plant in Isfahan and hydroelectric complex at Khoda
Afarin on the Arras River and electrification of the Tehran/Jolfa/ 
Tabriz railroad. As a result of the trilateral gas agreement signed 
in 1975 (75 Tehran 11640) a design/engineering contract was signed 
and a Soviet role is possible in the pipeline construction as well a 
the supply of compressors. In November, an agreement was signed bet 
Barite Iran and Tsvetmetpromexport to establish a 500,000 tons per 
year capacity aluminum plant (76 Tehran 11848) to cost $600 million. 
In December the Iranian press announced an agreement by USSR to assi' 
the GOI's Industrial Development and Renovation Organization (IDRO) 
establish a $1 billion industrial estate at Asfarayin; Soviet machin 
and equipment are to be paid by Iranian gas under the trilateral swi 
agreement. 

Bilateral trade and, by best information,'most if not all technical 
assistance are handled under the "clearing account" system operated 
by the Central Bank of Iran (CBI). A CBI official said that.in late 
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"··tober the account was some $60 million to the USSR's credit. 
h $7 million imbalance is supposed to trigger a hard currency 
"'rrection, but the USSR reportedly has frequently permitted 
Iran's debt to be offset by its natural gas exports. In October 
the CBI was letting the debt ride since,the agreement provides 
""ly a 2 percent interest payment and the Soviets were not 
111 essing the issue. 

:.•>VIET-IRANIAN MILITARY RELATIONS 

111:GIN SECRET NOFORN: Of principal interest is the new GOI-USSR 
"'ms deal concluded towards the end of November 1976. The U. S. 
clullar value of the agreement is around $528 million and the GOI 
••ireed to pay in hard currency. No payment is to. be made until 
After deliveries take place, and payment will be in sixteen quar-
t c-rly installments. A gas/oil barter arrangement will be involved 
111 the out years.· Deliveries of some items will begin in December 
l'J76, and delivery of all items will be completed in 1979. Deliveries 
will be from new production. 

The kinds of equipment to be provided are as follows: (A) Armored 
l"'rsonnel carriers (APC's). These are reported to be the Soviet 
llMP-1, and feature a pair of access doors to the rear of the vehicle 
"" well as a pair of doors in the roof. Each vehicle has a bore-less 
lhrun gun, which fires a··finned projectile. Each also has a small 
.111Li-tank rocket, similar to the SS-11, mounted on top. The APC 
Ii.is a crew of three (commander, driver, and gunner), and usually a 
, .irrier crew of eight infantrymen. (B) The "Strela" (SA-7) shoulder
i.orne SAM in the 2M version, with a new cold IR. (C) Tank trans
J•orters. Fiv" hundred are being acquired, and they may be the MAZ 
t ,ink tran .. :porl (D) 130mm artillery pieces with a large amount of 
nnuuunition. 1: 1 Quad-mount radar-controlled anti-aircraft machine 
•iuns. (Fl Several inertial navigation tactical vehicles. (G) Spares, 
1.imulators, targets and a support line are included, and in the quantities 
desired. 

The Soviet Military Assistance Program in Iran is charged mainly with 
training Iranians in the use and mair.te1 •. ince of transport and engi-
r .. •ering equipment supplied by the Ust:R to the Imperial Iranian Armed 
Forces under previous GOI-USSR agreement. It is reported that any 
.. dctitional Russian training personnel providing training under the new 
••ireement would cost at a maximum $1,500.00 per man per month, plus 
the transportation cost to and from the USSR. At present it is 
''"timated that there are approximately 120 USSR military specialists 
under the soviet MAP in Iran. They are assigned to such areas as 
the Babak Factory (a vehicle maintenance and repair project in the 
Tehran area), the Isfahan Artillery Center, and the IIGF Logistics 
croup. 
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Irano-Chinese relations continue to be primarily a function of the 
GOI's concern with the Soviet Union. Iranian involvement in the 
Sino-Soviet rivalry consists of discreetly trying to play China off 
against the Soviet colossus. Symbolic o( the growing political 
harmony between China and Iran was the Ju1y 21-August 2 visit of 
Princess Ashruf China (Tehran 8085). The Princess was given , 
extended V~P trc "'ent, including the first official visit to Tibet' 
accorded a fore1c,r1er since 1949. Many observers saw this visit as \ 
a counterbalance to visits of Prime Minister Hoveyda and Crown Prin: 
Reza to Moscow, ant it is clear that Iran has conscientiously 
attempted to balance its ties with the two great Communist powers o 
the past year. On the other hand, little of substance has been 
negotiated on these visits. In connectior with a GOI trade mission 
China in June, a protocol was signed which set a 30 percent increas' 
in bilateral trade. Iranian exports were identified as oil, chemic' 
products and foodstuffs; China is to sell textiles, paper products 
machine tools ;rnd steel. At $84.1 million, bilateral trade in 2534.'
declined 33 percent, a result principally of a drop from $79 to $3 
million in Iran's imports of iron and steel products. Iranian expo 
of $20.4 million in cotton increased total exports from $7.4 to $22. 
million. This trade is likewise on a "clearing account" basis and 
adjustments are settled in U.S. dollars. 

EASTERN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES BEGIN LIMITED OFFICIAL USE: 

Official visits to or from.Eastern European countries resulted inn 
trade protocols with Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, the GDR, Hungary, 
Poland and Romania; significant disbursements by the GOI of pre-imp 
credits and acceleration of economic/technical collaborations in Ir ' 
All protocols called for significant increases in the level of bila 
trade. Iran holds as a viable option in the event of foreign excha 
difficulties a greater reliance on these countries for foodstuffs a 
manufactures since the trade is under the clearing account mechanis 
Bilateral trade with these six countries increased 96 percent in 253 
($200.5 million to,$393.5 million); the unfavorable balance to Iran 
worsened with the ratio going from 3.4:1 to 5.7:1 in 2534. All thes 
countries again participated in Tehran's annual international trade 
fair. 

BULGARIA: During the Ninth Session of the Irano-Bulgarian Cornmissio 
for Economic and Technical Cooperation in Sofia, GOI Commerce Minist 
Taslimi signed a protocol which was essentially restated in the pro
tocol signed shortly thereafter in Tehran,during the December visit 
of Prime Minister Todorov. Apart from a listing of various projects 
in Iran which would involve Bulgarian collaboration, the notable it~ 
included were a target increase in bilateral trade from a 1976 level 
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of $60 million to $130 million in 1977 and a $150 million GOI 
credit to establish an agro-complex to export to Iran fresh meat, 
cheese and eggs over the long-term. There is a possibility of 
GOI equity in this agro-complex. Czechoslovakia: At $54.8 million, 
bilateral trade increased 41 percent in 2-:i34, with exports to Iran 
continuing to consist chiefly of machinery and iron and steel. A 
June 1976 protocol called for a 55 percent increase in trade to 
$100 million for the year beginning July l; Czech manufactures 
would account for 60 percent of Czech exports. Subsequently, a 
Czech delegation visited Iran to promote cooperation in agriculture 
c1nd later Prime Minister Strougal visited Iran with a large economic 
delegation. The principal development in relations was the November 
12 agreement for the Iranian sale of 3.6 billion cubic meters a year 
of natural gas beginning in 1981; thus, Czechoslavakia joined the 
lrilateral switch arrangement (see 76 Tehran 11575). GDR: The First 
Meeting of the Joint Commission for Economic, Technological and Scien
lific Cooperation was held in Berlin in September; Minister of Industry 
and Min.es Najmabodi led the Iranian delegation. The meeting built on 
the visits to Iran in December 1975 by GDR Council of Ministers 
Chairman Sindermann (75 Tehran ll767) and in April 1976 by a delegation 
led by Secretary of State and head of Planning Commission Albrecht. 
'!'he September protocol called for, inter alia, GDR exports of refri
<Jerated railroad rolling stock, and assisting in building several cold 
,;torage facilities in Iran; at the time HIRO signed with GDR's Zeiss 
for collaboration in the·· production of precision instruments and 
microscopes in Iran. Bilateral trade is still insignificant, reaching 
$12 .1 million in 2534. HUNGARY: Foreign Minister Puja vi·sited Iran 
in February and signed trade and cultural cooperation agreements. 
(76 'l'ehran 954) Hungary is to participate in several Iranian agricul
tural projects. Bilateral trade, at $58.4 million, increased 81 percent 
in 2534. l'OLl"\ND: Building on an April visit by Vice Minister of 
International Trade Kostjewski, Trade and Shipping Minister Olszewski 
led the delegation to the December joint ministerial meeting. The ' 
resulting economic protocol extended the original three-year agreement 
to one emphasizing cooperation in Iran and third country markets. 
Polish involvement in Iranian industry includes textiles, shipbuildlng, 
coal mining and petrochemicals. Poland reportedly has imported 250 
buses and 20,000 refrigerators from Iran. Iran disbursed $100 million 
against a pre-import credit (at 6 percent) in 2534 and extended an 
additional $100 llion in 2535. Bilateral trade was still a modest 
$45 million {up percent) in 2534. ROMANIA: As Iran's most signi
ficant Eastern European trading partner, economic relations were com-

mensurately active in the last year. Iran disbursed $420 million 
against a pre-import loan made at a low 5.25 rate of interest. During 
a late 1975 visit by President Ceausescu tile Shah made a political 
decision to award all of a $60 million purchase of railroad wagons to 
Romania (75 Tehran ll 785). A May visit bi Prime Minister Manescu 
(76 Tehran 5357) was followed in November by the 12th Session of the 
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Joint Irano-Romanian Ministerial Commission for Economic and 
Technical Cooperation in !lll•;harest. The resulting protocol set a 
bilateral trade goal of $700 million for 1977 and $1 billion by 
1980 involving a broad range of Romanian goods and chiefly 
Iranian oil for its part. A number of projects were identified 
for Romanian collaboration in Iran--electric motors, cement plants, 
sod~ ash plant expansion and electrification. Excluding oii, 
bilate~al trade increased 149 percent to $177.4 million in 2534, 
second only to the USSR among Communist countries: 

BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL: Ties with lesser Communist powers follow a 
pattern similar to last year. In January North Vietnam's Deputy 
Foreign Minister paid a goodwill visit to Iran, but there was no 
agreement to open diplomatic relations. An agreement for cooperation 
in the petroleum area was made, but no details are available. In 
June the press reported that the DRRK would sell 100 rice planters. 
The protocol sis ·i in mid-1975 did not, as it turned out, produce 
the controversi<: ·;200 credit (76 Tehran 10092). In August Iran's 
Prime Minister ilcveyda visited Mongolia and came away with a ritual 
protocol to expand economic trade and scientific and technical 
cooperation. 

BEGIN UNCLASSIFIED: Overall Trade with Communist countries, excludin 
oil and military goods (details unavailabl"), increased absolutely 
in 2534 by 9. 7 percent to $880.5 million; imports were up 3.9 percent 
and Iranian exports up 22.1 percent. But in relative terms, this 
composite bilateral trade 9eclined. Imports from all Communist 
countries represented 4.8 percent of total Iranian imports, compared 
with 8.2 percent in 2533. The relative importance of these countries 
as Iran's export market increased from 36.3 to 42.6 percent. Details 
on this trade and principal commodities are presented in the tables i 
Appendices B and c. 

II. Local Communist Party Membership 

There is no change in the data submitted in Tehran's A-171 of 1973 and 
comments provided in refair continue to apply. 

III .. Diplomatic, Consular, and Trade Mission Relationships with 
Communist Countries 

BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL: Iran broke relations with Cuba on April 7, 1976, 
over Fidel Castro's well-publicized meeting with Iraj Iskandar, Secret 
General of the outlawed Iran Tudeh (Communist) Party. This break was 
undertaken not only because of the Iskandar-C«stro meeting, but to 
underline the Shah's displeasure with Cuba's role in Angola and the 
Dhofar Rebellion. 
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, 1 r< I.IMI'rED OF'l"ICIAL USE: Cultural relations between Iran and the 
'""mist countries are usually characterized by a fairly low level 
.wtivity and achievement. In 1976 th~y were at a somewhat lower 

, .. 1 than in previous years. 

11ural and educational exchanges with the Soviets are much more 
1 .. rtant than those with any other Communist countries, but even 
. ,,, with the Soviet Union are limited in frequency and scope. The 

vi:·Ls are not permitted to have an important on-going cultural program. 
'.;oviet Cultural Attache has complained to the Embassy's CAO that 

""ught, but was denied permission, to buy a building for a cultural 
:l•·r, or to rent one, or to improve the modest facilities he has. 
• program staples are films, Russian language classes which enroll 
''"'re than a few score individuals, some of whom are third country 

• ••inals, and fairly frequent sports exchanges. It appears that the 
lets are permitted one major cultural event each year, which they 

y to make a quality production, with maximum media impact. A year 
• it was a major exposition of art treasures from the Hermitage 
"um in Leningrad which was a great success, artistically and publi-

1 ywise. In 1976 there was no comparable event. There was a fairly 
• ... ty coming and going of sports groups involving the sports most 
.. .tar in the Dloc countries and in Iran: Soccer, weight-lifting, 

""tling and water polo. There was a visit by the USSR's Central 
., ... t Theater, which played at Roudaki Hall for four days and was well 

. "'ved. A string quartet and a few soloists also played here briefly. 
'"int Soviet-Iranian committee of scholars, called the Ferdowsi 
nittee, surfaced in the press for the first time, announcing that 
Ii.id awarded prizes to two Soviet scholars, one Majidof, who trans-

1 .. .i the Shahnameh(the great epic poem of the 10th Century Iranian 
<1 Ferdowsi) into Russian, and to Boris Peotrosky, who was rewarded 
"' having researched the origin of Iranian objects in the Hermitage 
I ll'ction." 

",. was one significant development in educational: exchanges. Although 
1 ,. was no change in the pattern of rather modest scholarships offered 
1 he USSR (twelve a year), which are usually not fully subscribed, 
1 ,. was a large number of vocational training exchanges. Statistics 

• .• i ned "informally" from the Ministry of Science and Higher Education, 
tlie numbers of Iranian students/abroad for the 1976-77 academic year 

.,, 2, 162 in a bloc on the chart called "Others", meaning 
.. tries other than those listed individually. This category, the 

.. .:;sy was told, meant Soviet Bloc countries, although the chart does 
• indicate this. By far the largest nlll)lber, according to the Ministry 
'1<'ial (Mohammad Ali Toussi, Vice Minister of Science and Higher 
"" .1tion--protect) who provided a copy of and comments on this chart, 
, technicians who work or are scheduled to work in the Soviet-built 
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stoel mill in Isfahan, who went to the Soviet Union for training 
programs. 

It is noteworthy that in 1976 the Chinese did virtually nothing. 
They did little in 1975, although in 1974 they mounted a rather 
sizeable and on the whole interesting exhibit of traditional and 
modern Chinese art at the University of Tehran. Seven Iranian 
journalists visited China in October, at the invitation of the PRC 
and were prograrruned by the New China News Agency. 

Relations with the Communist countries of Eastern Europe did not 
differ markedly in style or scope from those with the Soviet Union 
The most numerous exchanges were sports teams. Soccer, wrestling,, 
water polo, and volleyball teams came and went to Poland, Bulgaria 
Hungary and Romania. Three puppet theater groups came, one from ·· 
Bulgaria, two from Romania (one Moldavian, the other an Hungarian
speaking group from Transylvania). Individual ·artists from East 
Europe.apfeared occasionally, and individual musicians, but there 
no major event of note. The Ministry of Science.and Higher Educat 
either does not have or is unwilling to provide statistics on scho 
ships for Iranians provided by individual East European countries,· 
although such information undoubtedly exists in agencies of the GO 
with which USIS does not have regular liaison. 

The Soviet Union .tnd the Eastern European Corrununity countries wen~ 
usual, stn .. 19 !'· icipants in the Tehran Film Festival season (Oct 
November 1076). ~astern European entries--especially from Poland, 
Czechoslavakia--were strong entries in the annual International Fi 
Festival for Children and Young People, both countries named being 
award winners. A few bloc country features also competed for awar 
in the 5th International Film Festival, with top prizes going to 
Soviet Director Nikita Mikhalkov (for ~is film "The Slave of Love" 
and to a Hungarian actress as the bes: a. ·tress. A Soviet film we 
created little stir, because--probably by GOI order--there was no 
press publicity, no Persianlanguage dubbing, and no circulation ou 
Tehran. Films from these countries still rarely appear in Iranian 
corrunercial cinemas. There has been some use of Soviet films on 
National Iranian Television--particularly ballet movies in color--: 
shown on the NIRT color channel inaugurated in October 1976. 

IV. B. Information and Cultural Activities Other Than Exchanges 

Communist countries' information activity continued at approximate 
the same level, most of it generated from the Press Section of the 
Soviet Embassy, the only bloc country her~ that has diplomats spec 
lizing in informational areas. The Soviets continue to publish a 
distribute "Akbar" a 50-page, Farsi-language, semi-slick monthly d 
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in color. Material in the magazine concentrates overwhelmingly 
on Russian life and institutions, with only an occasional article 
having an Irania1. ngle. Also in Farsi, there is "Peyman" (Message), 
a literary quart· y put out by the "Iran-Soviet Culture House." 
The Soviet Embass;·'s Press Section also produces the standard 
bulletins, but almost none of it is place~ in the local press. 
Clandestine radio activity was essentially unchanged from last year. 

MIKLOS 
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Page l of 4 pages 

The total nwnber of slots for official personnel of Soviet Gover 
ment agencies as established by the Iranian Government is 325. However 
it is estimated this limit is .exceeded in 1976 by at least 25 positions 
As this figure does not include dependents, the figure of 350 should be 
doubled for wives and increased by 100 to account for dependent childr 
which would then bring the total nwnber of.official soviets to BOO. S 
forth below by location and agency is the breakdown of the official So 
Presence in Iran. 

Tehran: 

Isfahan: 

Rasht: 

~· 

Soviet Embassy 
Chancery 
Consular Section 
Military Attache Office 
Off ice of the Economic Counselor (GKES) 

Soviet Conunercial Representation 
Soviet Hospital 
TASS 
AEROFLOT 
INGOSSTRAKH (Soviet Government Insurance Co. 
Russo Iran Bank 
IRSOT (Iran-Soviet Joint Stock Private 

Forwarding Company) 

Total in Tehran 

Sovi<'• ,'onsulate General 
Russo-.i:ran Bank 

Soviet Consulate General 

Soviet Conunercial Representative 
INGOSSTRAKH 

46 

71 
7 
B 

26 
67 
68 

2 
5 
5 
5 

7 

271 271 

19 
2 

10 

1 
l 

Mashad: 

INGOSSTRAKH 

Bandar-E-Pahlavi: 

MORFLOT (Merchant Marine Agency) 
IRSOT 
soviet Conunercial Representation 

Julfa: 

IRSO'l 

Nowshahr: 

IRSOT 

Appendix A to Tehran A-, 
Page 2 of 4 pages 

1 

4 
7 
2 

6 

-1 
Total in Tehran 
Grand T'ltal 

54 54 
325 

The Soviet Military Assistance Program in Iran is charged mainly 
with training Iranians in the use and maintenance of the artillery, 
transport and· engineering equipment supplied by the Soviet Union to the 
Iranian Forces. At present it is estimated there are approximately 
120 military specialists under this project assigned to Iran to such 
areas as the Babak Factory (vehicle maintenance and repair project in 
the Tehran area), the Isfahan Artillery Center, and the Imperial 
Iranian Ground Forces Logistics Group. Also under this program is a 
group of Soviet prefabricated housing specialists located in Tehran, 
Kermanshah, Ahwaz and Julfa. 

The Office of the Economic Counselor, which is attached to the 
Soviet Embassy but in fact is subordinate to the State Conunittee for 
Foreign Economic Relations (GKES) in Moscow, is the supervisory office 
for all Soviet economic and military assistance projects in Iran. 
Control of all soviet specialists and projects throughout Iran is 
exercised through an administrative group in GKES (Tehran) which is 
staffed by approximately 100 Soviets. Projects under this office cover 
a wide range of joint Soviet/Iran1an activities in such fields as banking, 
lnsurance, steel mills, gas and petroleum, power stations, mining and 
mineral exploration, coal mines, fisheries, erection of grain elevators 
and cold storage plants, electrification of railroads, prefabricated 
housing projects and vocational training centers. Listed below are the 
major Soviet projects showing estimated p~rsonnel figures and noting 
any changes or expansions since the last· report (A-238, 26 November 
1975, Appendix A). 
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Arak Machine Tool Plant - With the expansion of this factory in 
1975/76 additional personnel were required, and it is now estimated 
there are 35 Soviet specialists assigned to the plant. 

Coal Mines - In December 1975 Sovi'et personnel requirements 
were increased, bringing the total to 410. 

Gold Storage - As of January 1976 there were 76 Soviet specialists' 
assigned to the five known cold storage sites. 

Fisheries - Due to the addition of six new facilities for the 
Iran-Soviet Fisheries, the number of Soviet specialists has increased 
to at least 25. 

Gas Pipeline and Oil - In December 1975, an agreement on gas was 
signed by Iran, West Germany and the Soviet Union. Due to the construc
tion of the pipeline, the present estimate of 200 Soviet specialists 
will undoubtedly be increased by the end of 1976. 

Grain Elevators - Four grain elevators were opened in late 1975 
(Miane, Shahgard, Darab and Bardjan), three sites are under construction 
(Sari, Semnan and Fasa) and three additional sites selected. The only 
available figure of Soviet specialists working on this project is 25. 

Housing Projects - As of September 1976 it is estimated there are 
150 Soviet specialists involved in prefab housing factories, the largest ' 
being the Aryashahr Prefab Housing Project in Isfahan. Soviet military 
specialists are also involved in a prefab housing project for the 
Iranian Armed Forces in Tehran. 

Mining - There is no change from the 1975 estimate of 160 Soviet 
specialists engaged as advisors and technici~ns in the mining industry 
or as mineral surveyors and prospectors .• 

Power Stations - In addition to the power plant located at Ahwaz, 
construction began on the Isfahan Power Station. However, the only 
available figure for Soviets connected with this project is 229. 

Railroads - After the signing of the agreement for the electrifi
cation of the Tabriz-Julfa railway, a total of 50 soviet specialists 
were located in Tabriz and Marand in early 1976, but it is estimated 
there will be eventually 500 Soviet engineers and technicians assigned 
to this project. (Note: AmConsul Tabriz believes present level of 
Soviet technicians to be 150, with the vast majority in Marand.) 
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Steel Mill - The Aryamehr Steel Mill in Isfahan has the. 
largest group of Soviet specialists which is estimated at 1,586. 
In late 1975, an order was given to raise production' and the mill 
was completely overhauled in March 1976. 386 positions for Soviet 
specialists were added in April 1976. 

Vocation Training Centers - There are approximately 70 soviet 
specia~ists assigned to the 16 vocational training schools run jointly 
by the USSR and the Iranian Ministry of Education. 

Based on the above available figures or estimates of soviet 
per~onnel i~ v~rious military or economic projects, the total is 3,236 
Soviet ~p~cialis~s. Doubling this figure to provide for wives, plus 
the official Soviet personnel of 800, the total soviet presence in 
Iran would be 7,272. While this is considered a very conservative 
est~mate, it does show an increase of 1,633 Soviets over the 1975 
estimate, or roughly 29\. 
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TRADE BY MAJOR Crn'.MODITIES WITH PRINCIPAL C01MUNIST TRADING PARTNERS 

Durinc the Year 2S34 (March 21, 1975 - March 20, 19761 

USIB Kill. $ 

Imports 169.3 
a11d steel products 3S.4 

1.,..,er seeds• oil 31. 7 
L··nl fertilizers 18.2 
fo"'Y and parts thereof l!).9 

lumber and products lJ.7 
l11s other than railway 12.1 
t 1U1d fire clay 9.9 
and paperboard s.4 

21.0 

Non-Hili tary Imports 

20.s 
le products !).6 
( machines and other types 
~uchinery and parts J.B 

a11d steel products 2.9 
articles of base metal 2.9 

t,, mats and tapestries 2.1 
<offee and spices l.B 
colors, paints and varnish 1,3 

20.8 

from Romania 

!!on-Military Imports 

~. 

rs and vehicles other 
'"" railway 
•11<! steel products 
1!,eep, lamb and poultry 
'"'''Y and parts thereof 
'"d edible meat offals 
. •l fertilizers 
1•roducts 

Kill. $ 

167.) 

20.7 

39.0 
13.6 
lJ.5 
lJ.2 
9.8 
9,4 
9.1 

39.0 

~orts to USSR 

Total Exports 

Natural gas from oil-well 
Cotton, raw 
Lead, zinc and other ores 
Soap an:i laundry preparations 
Dried fruits 
Knitted and crocheted goods 
Others 

Exports to PID 

Total Ex:ports 

Cotton, raw 
Umrrought aluminium 
Others 

§cports to Romania 

Total Non-oil exports 

Cot:.to'1, raw 
Vehicles other than railway 
Kn.i. t ted and crocheted goods 
Tulle and other knitted fabrics 
Others 

lJNCLASSIFIED 
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Mill. $ 

232.3 

120.1 
30.9 
21.0 
15.8 
13.8 
13.2 
17.5 

Mill. $ 

22.4. 

20.4 
1.4 
o.6 

Mill, $ 

10.l 

5.4 
1.2 
1.1 
0.9 
1.5 



UNCIASSIFIED 

4. CzechoFlovakia 

liuoorts from Czechoslovakia Mill. $ 

Total Non-Military Imports 

Machinery and parts thereof 
Iron and steel products 
Wood, lumber and products 
Others 

Importe from Hungary 

Total Non-MilitAry Imports 

Iron and steel products 
Dairy products 

44.2 

14.9 
13.6 
4.3 

ll.4 

Mill. $ 

35.1 

17.9 
2.9 
2.7 
2.2 

Machinery and parts thereof 
Meat and edible meat offals 
Cycles not motorized (includ-

ing delivery tri-cycles) 
Others 

6. Bulgaria 

Imoorts from BulBaria 

Total Non-Military Imports 

Meat and edible meat offals 
Live sheep, 111111b and poultry 
Dairy products 
Iron and steel products 
Machinery and parts thereof 
Others 

7.~ 

Mill. $ 

43.l 
17.l 
lo.s 
4.3 
4.2 
2.2 
4.8 

Imports from Poland Mill. $ 

Total Non-Military Imports 35.6 

Dairy products 8.9 
Machinery and parts thereof $.8 
Chemical fertilizers 4.7 
Electric machinery and parts 4.2 
Iron and steel products 2.4 
others 9.6 

Appendix C to 
Page 2 of 2 pag 

Eicports to Czechoslovakia 

Tot8l. Non-Oil Exports 

Cotton, raw 
Dried fruits 
Raw, hides and skins 
Knitted and crocheted goods · 
others 

Exnorts to 11>.J.nt:a;rz 

Total Non-Oil Exports 

Cotton, raw 
Shoes and footwear of all 

kinds 
Dried fruits 
others 

E?Cports to lhlgaria 

Total Non-Oil Exports 

Knitted and crocheted goods 
Others 

Exports to Poland 

Total Non-Oil Exports 

Cot(on, raw 
Zl..no and chromium ores 
Articles of Jewellery and 

parts thereof 
Dried fruits 
Othera 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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Dr. John D. Stempel, THR;POL June 13, 1977 

Number of Russians in Isfahan 

fhe number of Russians at the Steel Mill reported by Dick in 
the accompanying memo squares well with what we have heard 
previously -- and reported. Keirn Brown used to use the 
figure of 1,500, The Russian Consul General admitted to 
••ving about 1,300. This would square with a figure of 
too principals at the mill, dependants, the 13·15 principals 
tl the Consulate General plus dependants, the Russo-Iranian 
tank people (just 1 or 2, I think), and the consultants on 
the power plant survey and the geodetic survey. I have never 
••ard a figure for the latter, but I assume the numbers are 
hirly small. 

'8Marshall: gbm CONFIDENTIAL 
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REPORl' CLASS S E C R E T--WNINTEL--NOFORN--NOCONTRACT--ORC 

COUNTRY: IRAN/USSR 

SUBJECT: DISCUSSIONS BETWEEN SOVIET AMBASSADOR TO IRAN AND' 

PRIME MINISTER AMOUZEJAR CONCERNING ONGOING AND 

PROPOSED SOVIET PROJECTS IB IRAN (DOI: 17 NOV 77 

SOURCE s AH IRA!. : AN GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL OF KNOWN RELIABILI 

WHO HAD ACCESS TO MINUTES OF THE MEETING 

1. FIELD COJ.ll·!EllT AND SUl>fi·IARYl~ONT7:J NOVEMBER 1977 

SOVIET AMBASSADOR TO IRAN VLADIMIR.HIK!rAYLOVICH V I H O G-

MINISTER JAMSHID A M 0 U Z E G A R CONCERNING ONGOIMG AND 

PROPOSED CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS IH WHICH THE SOVIET UNIOH 

HAD AN INTEREST. MAJOR PROJECTS DISCUSSED WERE THE EXPANSI 
1 

OF TBE ISFAHAN STEEL MILL, ESTABLISHMENT OF A NEl'l PORT OH 

Tl:iS CASPIAN SEA COAST, CONSTRUCTION OP A HIGH CAPACITY 

ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION LINE BETWEEN TABRIZ AND TEHRANI 
:.> 

Am;) SOVIET BIDS OH CONSTRUCTION OP AN OIL PIPELIHE BETWEE!f 

ISFAHAN AND KERMAN• END FIELD COMMENT AND SUMMARY. 

2. Ilf RESPONSE TO EARLIER QUERIES FRO}.( VINOORADOV 

CONCERHIHG IRAN'S ABILITY TO PROCEED WITH EXPANSION OF THE 

SECRET 
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S E C R E T 

11'EEL MILL IN ISFAHAN WHICH HAD BEEN COHSTRUCTED WITH SOVIET 

a:.srSTAUCE, PRIME J.IIliISTER AMOUZEGAR SAID THAT THE GREATEST 

l>IFFICULTY WHICH IRAN EXPECTS TO ENCOUNTER IN TIUS PROJECT 

IS A LACK OF MANPOWER. IN ORDER TO OVERCOME THIS PROBLE!.f 

LABORERS WILL BE DRAWN FROM TilE IRANIAN ARMY. THIS 

PHOCEDURE HAS BEEN FOLLomm Ill THE PAST. 

3. AMOUZD'.lAR INFORMED VINOGRADOV T~T HE HAS INSTRUCTED 

THE MINISTRY OP -ROA~1]Alm TRANSPORTATION. TO SELECT A SUITABLE 

BITE FOR A PROPOSED NEW PORT TO BE CONSTRUCTED ON THE CASPIAN 

llEA WITH SOVIET ~SISTAllCE. AMOUZEGAR EXPLAINED THAT IRAN 

WISHES TO COMBINE THE PORr WITH A RAILROAD TERMINAL AND 

llEVELOP ADEQ.UATE ROAD TRANSPORTATION FROM THE PORT AS WELL. 

THE SITE MUST ALSO BE LOCATED AS CLOSE AS POSSIBLE TO A 

GOVIET PORT ON THE CASPIAN AND CARGO HANDLING EQUIPMENT 

AND OTHER SUPPORT MJj;.cHANISMS MUST BE COMPATIBLE WITH THAT 

USED IN THE SOVIET PORT. 

4. IK RESPONSE TO A SOVIET PROPOSAL TO SELL IRAN 

SPECIAL METEOROLOOICAL ROCKETS DESIGt~ED TO PREVEllT HAIL 

STORMS IN CROP GROWING AREAS, AMOUZEX1AR SAID HE HAD 

INSTRUCTED THE MINISTRY OP AGRICULTURE TO CONTACT THE 

SOVIET EMBASSY lll ORDER TO PURCHASE SOME OF THESE ROCKETS 

,,. ...... -- ... 
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FOR TESTI?iG PURPOSES. 

5. AMOUZEGAR EXPLAINED THAT A SOVIET BID TO CONSTRU 

AN ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION LillE FRO?( TABRIZ TO TEHRAN HAD 

BEEN REJECTED AND THE COnTRACTOHAD BEER AWARDED TO A 

BRITISH FIRM. AMOUZEnAR POINTED OUT THAT THE BRITISH A.~ 

PREVIOUSLY DOHE WORK ON THE DESIGN OF THIS PROJECT AND 

AWARDillG THE CONTRACT TO THE SOVIETS WOULD REQUI"RE THAT 

IRAN BACK OUT OF ITS PREVIOUS COMMITMENTS TO THE BRITISH. 

6. AMOUZEnAR TOLD VINOGRADOV THAT THERE WAS NO 

OBJECTION TO THE SOVIETS BIDDING OH
0

THE OIL PIPELINB 

PROJECT FROM ISFJ\lTAlf TO KERMAN. HE RECOl-fi-IENDED THAT THE 

SOVIETS COUTACT 'LiE NATIONAL IRANIAB OIL COMPANY (NIOC) 

AND DEAL WITH THEM DIRECTLY. AMOUZIDAR POINTED OUT THAT 

NIOC HAD A HUMBER OF PROJECTS UNDER CONSIDERATION AND HAD 

RECEIVED A NUMBER OF OFFERS OH EACB Oi" THEM. 

7. OTHER PROJECTS TOUCHED UPOB WERE: A PROPOSAL FO 

INTERCONNECTING THE SOVIET AHD IRANIAN ELECTRICAL POWER 

GRIDS AND A FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR CONSTRUCTION OP A SOVIET 

DESIGNED PLANT RELATED TO THE ARYAMElm STEEL COMPLEX IR 

:ISFAHAN NOTED IN PARAG:RAPH TWO. 

PROJECT WERE DISCUSSED. 
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NO DETAILS OF EITHER 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Iran made no new arms purchase agreements with the Soviet 

union during 1978. The main 1978 activities, thus, involved 

deliveries of d training for items covered by two earlier 

ag~eements, those in late 1976 and May 1977. ZSU-23-4 

(self-propelled anti-aircraft gun) deliveries are complete, 

although all of the equipment remains in an Isfahan depot 

while necessary training is underway. Most or all of the 

BMP-1 armored personnel carriers have been delivered, as 

well as the SA-7 Strelas and 130 MM guns. In connection 

with the latter two, projects are underway which will lead 

to local production of the Strelas, as well as ammunition 

for the Strelas and the 130 MM guns. 

Training continues to be a serious problem. The GOI will 

not send Iranian military personnel to the Soviet Union 

for extended periods of training, although small groups 

have apparently gone for very brief stays. Several small 

groups of Soviet technicians are in Iran to train Iranian 

personnel in the use of its newly-acquired Soviet equipment, 

but Iranian officials are very unhappy with the quality and 

effectiveness of that training. 

POL/MIL:MLGreene/bjh 11/20/78 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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E.O. 11652: 
TAGS: 

SUBJECT: 

ACTION: 

ECON 

AMB 
DCM 
POL 
PM 
OR 
DAO 
CRU 
/13 

CLASllFICATION 

1918 OCl II PH 12= I 6 · 
INDlC..t,TE 

D COLLECT 

Cl Cl-1ARGE TO 

09895 
AMEMBASSY TEHRAN CONFIDENTIAL 

ACTION: SECSTATE WASHDC PRIORITY 

INFO: AMEMBASSY MOSCOW 

CONFIDENTIAL TEHRAN __ 0_9_8_{t_5_ 
E.O. 11652: XGDS -

TAGS: ENRG, IR, UR 

SUBJECT: SOVIETS INTERESTED IN OBTAINING MORE IRANIAN GAS 

1. DURING A CONVERSATION 10 OCTOBER WITH'THE PETOFF, THE 

MANAGING DIRECTOR OF THE NATIONAL IRANIAN GAS COMPANY, TAGHI 

MOSSADEGHI (CAREFULLY PROTECT), SAID THAT HE HAD RECENTLY 

BEEN VISITED BY THE RUSSIANS WHO WERE DESIROUS OF BEGINNING 
EXPORT 

TALKS ABOUT THE CONSTRUCTION OF A THIRD/GAS LINE (CONSTRUC-

TION OF THE SECOND, IGAT-II IS NOT SCHEDULED FOR COMPLETION 

UNTIL EARLY 1981). MOSSADEGHI SAID THAT A THIRD LINE, IF 

BUILT, WOULD BE TO SUPPLY THE USSR WITH GAS FOR DOMESTIC 

CONSUMPTION AND WOULD ALSO BE USED IN A SWAP ARRANGEMENT 

WITH EURO.PEAN COUNTRIES. HE SPECIFICALLY MENTIONED SWEDEN 

AND CZECHOSLOVAKIA AS COUNTRIES THAT MK~ WANTED TO 

PARTICIPATE IN SUCH A TRILATERAL SWITCH DEAL. 

z. MOSSADEGI SAID THAT NIGC WAS NOT INTERESTE IN 
----~~--~ --- DRAFTING DATE TEL. EXT. co .... TENTS ANO CLA IFICATION APPROVED >tY: 

E/C:RMBaS'h:dd 10/11/78 1129 E/C:JLMiU: 

CONFIDENTIAL XGDS-1 
CL.ASSIFICATION 

50152 101 
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OPTIONAL FOR 
(Formerly~ 

J<1n 
DoO 

CONFIDENTIAL XGDS 1 
Pa9e_2_of TEHRAN qiqs 

Claaailication 

'NOTHER PIPELINE EXPORT PROJECT TO THE USSR AND HE 

4LSO SAID THAT HE HAD SO INFORMED THE RUSSIANS. 

*lSSADEGHl'S LACK OF INTEREST REFLECTS THE GOI POLICY 

'SNOUNCED ALMOST TWO YEARS AGO THAT IRAN IS NOT 

STERESTED IN PURSUING ANY NEW GAS EXPORT PROJECTS; 

1 ~D, THAT POLICY, IN TURN, REFLECTS BOTH THE MARGINAL 

1:0NOMIC RETURNS T() IRAN OF GAS EXPORTS AND THE 

SCREASING DOMESTIC REQUIREMENTS FOR GAS, ESPECIALLY 

1IR THE GAS INJECTION PROGRAM IN THE KHUZESTAN OIL 

J IELDS. 

MRN 

SULf"-

CONFIDENTIAL XGDS-1 
•0152-201 ClassiUcation 
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Preface 

This paper is the first update of a report on the Soviet 
iias pipeline network ori&inally published in 1963 
(CIA/RR ER 63-3, USSR: Atlas afTransmission 
Pipelines/or Natural Gas, March 1963). It is a 
reference aid and, as such, includes only a short section 
describin& Soviet pipeline developments and problems. 
For a thorouah discussion of the Soviet gas industry 
and its problems and prospects see CIA/RR ER 78-
10393, USSR: Development afthe Gas Industry, July 
1978.(u) 

The attached map-which is the focus of this report
depicts all known Soviet aas pipelines in operation or 
under construction. The accompanyin& tabulation of 
the major aas pipeline systems in the USSR (see table 
I) is limited to those syst.ems that include (a) lines with 
at least a 40-inch diameter, and (b) lines of 20 inches 
to 40 inches in diameter that are pa.rt of a major 
pipeline system. By 1980 more than 40 percent of the 
entire Soviet pipeline network will be comprised of pipe 
40 inches in diameter or laraer. (A more detailed 
tabulation of Soviet aas pipelines is listed in the report 
referenced above.) (s NF) 

Appendix A describes pipeline capacity; appendix B 
discusses the methodoloay and sources used in prepar
in& this report and their limitations. (u) 

iii 
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USSR: 
Natural Gas Pipelines (v) 

The Soviet 11as pipeline network has 11rown very Inferior pipe metallur11y and compressor tcchn 
rapidly, increasin11 from only 5,000 kilometers (km) in have h:indered the development of the trunk pi 
1955 to nearly 120,000 km by the end of 1978. Only network somewhat by holdina throuahput ca pa 
about one-fourth the size of the US system, the Soviet below optimal levels and pushin1 up aas trans 
net work, nevertheless, represents a major construction costs. For the most part, Soviet-produced larac 
achievement. A large share of the network was built ter pipe is limited to pressures of SS atmosphcr 
under conditions comparable to those faced in layina probably because of metalluraical deficiencies 
pipelines in Alaska or the Arabian Peninsula. These whereas pipe imported from the West is desian 
were characterized by harsh physical and environmen- work at 75 atmospheres or hi11her. Operatina at 
tal condilions--as in the deserts of Central Asia and rather than SS atmospheres of pressure providca 
the subarctic rc11ions of Wc.•t ~· 10cria (see fiaure 1)- percent incrcaac in pipeline throuahput capacitJ 
and a poorly articu_latcu ur no1 . 'tent transportation 
and support base. Moreover, '11 11c face of a W~stern Apart from the pipe constraint, the USSR is u 
embarao on larae diameter pipe in the early 1960s, the provide adequate compressor capacity for the 
Soviets developed a domestic production capability by cal operation of the installed pipelines. Many of 
overcomina formidable technolo11y constraints (see major lines operate at SO to 70 percent of maxi 
fi11ure 2). Multiple pipelines now crisscross the western capacity. Moreover, compressor construction is 
half of the USSR, linking the 11as-rich reeions of West tinuina to la& durina the 10th Five Year Plan (I 
Siberia and Central Asia with major consumers in the 80) In : he last two years less than 70 percent o 
European USSR and Eastern and Western Europe planned new compressor capacity has been inst 
(see map). (u) The fault lies primarily with the lack of adequa 

domestic production and installation capacity a 
The Soviets beean layin11 lar11e diameter pipe extcn- as the shortaee in hard currency required to su 
sively in the 1970s; the USSR is the first country to use ment domestic compressor production with im 
56-inch pipe on a major scale (see filliure 3 ). Althouah from the West. The showcase Orenbura line (s 
the Soviet Union is the world's larlliest producer of fiaure 4) and the Ureneoy-Chelyabinsk line will 
lar&e diameter steel pipe, it depends heavily on imports imported compressors almost exclusively. (s Nf) 
from West Germany, Japan, Italy, and others to 
supplement domestic production. (u) 
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hble 1 

IJSSR: M~or Natural Gu PlpeU- 1 

.... ineRoule Lcnatb 
(kilometen) 

Wiit SIMrtu Syll-
tJrcnaoy-Mcdvczb'yc-Nadym- ,,500 
"'•a•·Vuktyl-Torzholt-
..,•llCVichi-Uzhaorod 

llrenaoy-Mcdvczb'yc-Nadym- 2,600 
fVnaa-Nizhnyaya Tura-Perm-
lau.n-Oorkiy-MOICUW 

tlrenaoy-Vyn111pur- 1,600 
Oelyabinak 

N1zhncvartovsk-Parabe1'· t,100 
T umsk-Kemcrovo--
Novokuznclllt 

Volotlda-Cbcrcpovota- ''° 
l.cninarad 
~cninakoyo-Meuoyatha- 300 
Noril'ak 

!:.ml Allu Sy-
lukhara-Cbelyabinsk- 2,300 
Svcrdlcwak-Nizhnyaya Tura 
lukhara-MOICOW 2,400 
Okarom-Bcynev-0.troaozbsk 2,5'0 
Sbatlyk-Khiva-Ostroaozbsk 2 

lukhara-Tuhkcnt-Alma Ata '! ''.V 
u.us-
Oronbur1-Alekaandrov Gay- 2,750 
Novopakov-Kremcncbu1-
Uzbaorod 

Secret 

Diametc.rl Number 
(incbca) of Linea 

48,'6 l-3 

.. ,,6 2-3 

" 

411-48 

411-,6 

28,40 

40,48 

40 
28-48 

" 20, 32, 40 1-3 

56 

2 
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Capacity 
(billion cubic 
rcct per.year) 

t,980 

t,410.1,770 

1,170 

3'° 

710 

390 

8$0 

850 
1411-480 
1,06(] 
~,30 

990 

Common II 

The "Northern Li1ht1" 1y1tcm 1up
pliea M01COw, Lcninarad, and 
Europe with au from field• in Komi 
and West Siberia. 

The ''Urcna;oy-Ccntcr .. 1y1tcm do
liven northern Tyumcn' au to t.bo 
Ural1 and MOICOW. 

The "'Urcnaoy-Chcl)'abinak" 1)'116 

tcm brina• Tyumcn 111' to the 
10utbcrn Urals. It will operate con-
1idcrably below capacity until more 
compreuor 1tation1 arc built. Plana 
call for two more linca by 1981 and 
cxtcnaiona to Kuybysbcv and 
beyond. 
Thia line tranaporU aaaociatcd 111 
from the Samotlor oil rc1ion to tbe 
Kuzba11. It ia oPCratina at arcatly 
reduced capacity bccauac of inCOJn
plctc conatruction and numcroua 
pipeline breakdowns. 

A branch o( the Northern LiabtJ 
system atill under CODJtruction. 

Northcrnmo1t aas pipeline io the 
world. Tbil line ia subject to rro
qucnt brcakdowDB durin1 the wiater 
moothl. the most recent bcina in 
February 1979. Buntin& pipoa and 
valvea arc commonplace due to the 
extreme cold, and hiah windl blow 
the pipe off ill elevated aupporta. 

Tho "Central Alia-Ural.I" 1y11om. 

"Central Asia-Center" #1 and fl. 
"Central Alia-Center" 13. 
"Central Asia-Center" #4. 

TJie "Orenbura pipeline" (Soyuz) 
will beain limitod operation in 1979, 
rcacbina full capacity by the early 
1980.. Thia pipeline, jointly con
structed by CEMA, will brina au 
from the Ural.I to tho Czech bordor 
for export to Eastern and Wcatcrn 
Europe. 



Table I (Continued) 

USSR: Major Natural Gas Pipelines • 

Pipeline Route Length 
(kilometers) 

Diameter Number· .. Capacity 
(inches) of Llnes (billion cubic 

Secret 
NOFORN 

Comment& 

_____ fcct~pc_r~y~ea_r~) ________ _ 

Orenbura-Novopslrov 1,200 

------------
Oreobur1-llombarovakiy 

48-56 350-710 

48 530 

Thia line linki up with the N 
Caucaaua·Center 1y1tcm (ace 
below). 

Links Central Alia-Urals linca 
. ____________ Or_c_nbura linca. 

Orenbura-Zainsk ______ 500__ 40 300 
Oreobura-K.uybyahcv 400,_ ____ 40.:::._ ___ ..:_ ____ _.:3::00:::_ ______________ __. 

UlrailleSy
Dubava-Dofula-Uzhaorod 200 32, 56 l,240 The .. Bratsvo" (brotherhood) · 

tranaports Soviet a:u to Eastcra 
Europe. A third line ii under 

Dubavo-L'vov-lvataevicbi
Y.!l•Ylll-Ri1a 
Sbebelinka-Dncpropctrovak· 
Nilwlayev-lzmail-Galati 
(Romaaia) 

------·---------·-------·"°=Dl:::t:..:rllCtl=··==·::_·-------· 

Duba•a·Kicv·Bryamk
Moocow 

l,J75 

900 

l,300 

20-32 

28,40 

20-28 

Dolina-Kicv 5~50~--- 4_0 _____ _ 
Shebelinbt-Kiev _______ S<ll! 28, 40 

yaklay-Plk~:Ria• 600 28, 40 

C..ualSy-

250 

420 

50-140 

'70 
710 
140-280 

Ex.port line to Romania and 8 
aaria; it also serves Odcua. 

Kruoodar and Stavropol- 1,275 28, 32, 40 4-5 1,770 The "North·Caucalllll-Cenlor , 

Moocow ·-------------- &)'Item. ---------oj• 
Sara~-Oorltiy-Cberepovcts 1,200 ______ 20-_32_ 210 

Sel]lllkbo¥-Leninarad 850 28-40 420 

Lcninarad-Vyborg-lmatra 180 56 
(Finland) 
_s,.-
Ahwaz (lran)·Aatara (USSR)- 1,200 40 
Kazi Maaomed 

Karadaa-Y crevan and Tbilisi 770 28, 40 
1 Major pipeline •Y~'tcma include (a) lines with mt least a 4()..inch 
diameter and (b) linca of 20 inches to 40 incba. in diameter that a.re 
pert of a major pipeline 1y1tc:m. 
' To convert to millimctcn. as pipeline diamctcn arc shown on the 
map, ace Table 2, Pill• 7. 
• lranlao gaa delivcrica to the USSR via thil lino were 1uapcndcd 
lromNOYcmbe11978toApril 1979. 

Thia table ia cl&llificd Secret Noforn. 

710 

420 

420 

Extension of the North Cau 
Center system. 
Export line to Finland. 

The "Iranian Gas Trunklinc" ' 
(IGAT I) is an import line, w 
supplies the Transcaucuus 
with 3S3 billion cubic feet a 
second line (IGAT II), which 
under construction, will prov 
USSR with an additional 600 

_ lion cubic feet by 1984.' 
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4 

Figure I. Di/Jlcu/1 conditions qf 
Arc1ic' pipeline construction in 
Wes/ Siberia. 

Figure 2. large diameter pipe 
for 1he Urengoy-Che/yabinsk 
gas pipeline. 



1960 
21,000 km 

1970 
67,000 km 

1980 
135,000 km 

(Est1mate) 
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Lese than 40" 

40" pipeline 

48" pipeline 
66" pipeline 
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Figure J. USSR: Distri 
Gas Pip</ines, by Size 

Figure 4. Construction 
Orenbl.lrg gas pipeliM 
crossing in the Carpal 
mountmns. 

1ppmdix A 

; \ 11hmatory Notes 

, capacity of a gas pipeline system is largely a 
'"· 11on of three parameters: pipeline diameter, aper
. ,,, pressure, and the number of strings or lines on a 
, 11 route. Improvements in gas pipeline technology 
1 lic last several decades have included the use of 

·' 1:c diamater pipe, higher strength >!eels (which 
"' higher operating pressures and thus greater 

,, '•ughput), and large gas turbine compressor units, 
., ,, of which employ modified aircraft jet engines. 

1i1umeter 

',11dine diameters are shown on the map where 
, 111i~n. On multiple lines, the size of the individual 
""'are shown, separated by commas. Where the data 

• 1 t· uncertain or reports provide conflictina: informa
"" a probable range of diameters is shown separated 
, " hyphen. Thus 32", 40" would indicate a twin 
•:.:line in which one line is 32 inches in diameter and 
11r <Jther line is 40 inches in diameter, whereas 3211 -

'' 1 • would indicate only one line, whose diameter is 
lc;y to be in the range of 32 to 40 inches, but whose 
•.•cl size is not known. Pipe that is 32, 40, 48, and 56 

lies in diameter corresponds roughly to 820, 1,020, 
".'O, and 1,420 millimeter pipe, respectively. (u) 

( 11mpressor St"t;ons 
:o111pressor stations are noted on the map when 

1il1Jrmation exists on their precise location. Compres
,, 'lation information is usually much more complete 
" the newer or larger lines and for the more 
•.!11icized lines, such as the Orenburg pipeline. (u) 

I h.•011ghput Capocity 
I Lroughput capacity is a function of pipe size and 
'11(..°rating pressure. Operating pressure is a function of 
"'"quality and compressor station size and spacing. 
K:ough estimates of maximum throughput capacity for 
... viet gas pipelines can be read from table 2 for 
I· 1 ferent combinations of pipe diameters and operating 
'I c..;sures. Capacity values are only approximations 
"'d can vary, depending on actual compressor spacing. 
') 
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Systelf} Capacity 
System capacity is the sum of the throughput 
capacities for each line between any two given points . 
In many cases, because the demand for gas far exceeds 
the transport capacity of any one line, multiple lines 
are 1aid in parallel. Only those lines that are either 
operatioual or under construction are shown on the 
map, and their status of completion is indicated. 
Planned lines have been excluded because of incom
plete information on locations, diameters, and 
projected completion dates. (u) 

Table 2 

USSR: 
Natural Gas Pipelines 

Diameter Pressure' Throuw;hput Capacity 

Millimeters 1 Inches (ka/cm
1

) 

1 

Billion cubic Billion cubic-

---~-------~~ _____ r_!lr:_t~~LJ!.~--- ~c~tjxr_~. __ 
330 (13) 55 __ _____ _Q;I _ _ (20) 

520 (20) _ _ ___ 55_____ 1.5 (}O) 

720 _____ (28) ___ --5.5_ ___ 4.0 _____ _(!4())_ 
_ _82() __ _(3_2_) ___ l5_. ___ ~0 _____ (2W)__ 

1,_020 ____ _(4<JL. ___ ~5_____ s.5 ____ Pool 
),\)~_ -- _____ 7~ _____ 1_2_,() ___ _J_420L__ -
1,0_2() ________ __1_()0 ___ 17.0 __ (600)_ 

1,220 

1.220 

_ (_~L_ ___ _ 55 _ ___ 13.S (480) 

.. _(670) -75 19.0 

1,220 ____ . __ 27.0 -- (950) -

1,420_ --· _156) 

100 

SS - - 20Jl____ - (710) 

1,4_2_0 _________ -~s _____ ~9,o --·-

1,420 100 41.0 

(_1.020) 

(\,4SO) 

1 Struite/'stvo Truboprovodov, No. 3 ( 1971 ), pp. 20-22. 
l Equal to 14.22 lbs/sq. in. 

This table i$ UnclaSiified. 
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Appendix B 

Methodology and Limitalions 

The primary material for this project was obtained 
from collateral sources. The Review af Sino-Soviet 
Oil, Soviet monographs, journals, and newspaper 
articles, and the British Broadcasting Corporation 
foreign radio monitoring service were the most impor
tant sources. Additional sources included classified 
reports and both classified and unclassified maps. 
These sources were supplemented by satellite photoii
raphy, primarily to resolve conflicts and contradic
tions. (s NF) 

The use of Soviet press reports requires some caution. 
Some reports give indefinite terminal points (for 
example, West Siberia - Urals) when in fact the 
information refers lo one specific segment (for exam
ple, Nadym-Punga) of the overall string. In other 
cases, a report will state that a pipeline has gone into 
operation even though, again, it is referring to only one 
particular section of the line. Moreover, multiple line 
systems often have more than one string under 
construction at the same time, making it difficult to 
determine which string is being discussed. In other 
cases, lines have been reported under construction for 
many year;, leading to doubts about the status of such 
a line. (u) 

The map resources used were a 1975 edition of a iias 
pipeline map compiled by West German intelligence, a 
1977 map published in Moscow, a dated but detailed 
CIA was pipeline atlas, Operational Navigation Charts 
(ONC>) produced by the Drfense Mapping Agency, 
and a lar11c-scalc (I :0 50,01 map series (Special 
lntelhwcnce (i1 apliics or;,, .• ; produeed jointly by the 
Defense Mapp1n11 Agency ·1 opographic Center and 
CIA. (s) 

The West Cicrman map, though depicting a number of 
lines that apparently do not exist, was, nevertheless, a 
valuable "'urce In addition to portrnying individual 
strrnw>, II prnv1dcd rnformation on pipeline size and 
areatly facilitated accurate pipeline mapping by show
ing u aioo1.t many rntcrmediatc points alona each 
route (s) · 
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Two Soviet source maps were also useful. The fi 
portrays not only the main pipelines, but also ad 
tional economic data. The second, which appear 
the January J 979 issue of the Ministry of Gas m 
Gazovay1 promysh/ennost', is the most current 
tion of the existin11 Soviet pipeline network. Alt 
individual strings and some important branch Ii 
shown, the routes are portrayed in a schematic a 
imprecise fashion. (u) 

The CIA gas pipeline atlas was the primary sour 
information for pipelines in operation prior to I 
Amon11 the most detailed sources were the ONC 
charts. They were produced at a scale of I: 1,000, 
and are primarily intended for air navigation. In 
addition to the aeronautical information, major 
graphic features are shown. Included are some 
gas pipelines with their routes accurately plotted. 

The SIG series at an even lar11er scale of four mi 
the inch was also a valuable source, especially in 
locating older lines. As with many lar11e-scale ma 
projects, many of the individual sheets are out of 
some by more than a decade. Another problem 
this series was a lack of continuity. One sheet m 
show the existence of a pipeline, the next adjoini 
sheet may not show the line at all, and the follow 
sheet may pick up the pipeline route a11ain, but 
discrepancies in pipe sizes and the number of stri 
(s) 

Satellite photography was also employed in pre 
this research aid. This source was used primarily ' 
resolve some of the contradictions in the collater 
source material and (b) to confirm the existence 
status of certain important pipelines appearing in 
collateral sources. (s NF) 

Sources of Copyrighted Photographs 

Figure 1. Stroite/'stvo-Truboprovodov, Nedra, 
Moscow, 1977. 

Figure 2. Stroitel'stvo Truboprovodov, Nedra, 
Moscow, 1978. 

Figure 4. Stroite/'stvo Truboprovodov, Nedra, 
Moscow, 1978. 
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ll SDOC FOR R EWT 

usnoE FOR GOLnMAN 

F.n. 1201'5: r;os 3/??/85 <TOON, MALCOLM) OR-M 
T~r,S: F:NRG, FE\!T, TECH, lJR, IR, SZ 

SllPJFCT: (LJ) ~OVIi'"T llNCFPTAINTY ovrn ENFRGY EXPORTS 

R>F: <Al MOSCOW 447?., (8) MOSCOW 3555 

I. (C - ENTIRE TEXTl 

?. "l'M~Al>Y: THE IRANIAN SHORTFALL IS INT~ODl/CING A 
N~~ ~ 1 FSTION MARK INTO PLANS FOR SOVIET ENFPGY 
W'!~lll"PTJnN Mm FXPnP.T. AMERICAN RUSINl'SS SOIJRrF 
Cl''lOTfcT) T 1l.LS US THAT KNIWLEDGEARLE "OV!F:T OFflrlALS 
NO'" rr'Fnrrr fl:LP.Y OF ON" YE~.R IN CO~F'LCTinN OF IGAT-II 
r;r·· f'JPFL!rl' !ti !"AN. HF STt.H~S THAT TllF IHI AY, 
rr ~l·H''-fl 1·'!T' 1 'Ci'OqTFl.LLS IN IRANIAN D'·LIVIHJF'; ALO~IG 
r·;rr-1 ,,.·,;1•1.T!! 1r, FROM n>nucrn 011. rrnn11nrnN, rnr:ATES 
A "!FF!l'l~.T l'l'O!rr. FOR Tiff O:OVIFTS: Al'l:FI !'IAl!· AND 
F'•"f',~HI ((IW'T!'IH'T!{lt! OF PIPFLINF:1 r!:n"'1 !lfH'~ 1 ir1Y )· IFLD TO 
(11!' '' 111 111 ;, (f' l'r,y PFL'f\LTif:'S FOR qFnirr~·!l •')fJ/ 1 Ml·Nr': TO 
'" " !l'"r1f'"r." r'll'"TOMFRS llNDFR THF Tlill Alli'M :A!; DEAL. 

JtQ_-+10~ 
j!5-('0 

I ttJ Fd 
If- mlJ 
vc }'YI 

RF 
<! h ;.() xJ 

1. '""VFPf\L PFC''!T rvF';T" INDICATE THAT ".OVIFTS AP" 
i'l·ICT1HIN ARnllT THUR C~PABILITY TO "XPOPT ADDITIONAL 
:AS <MID OIL) I'! THE l'lq~•s l\Nfl t-PC: AVOIDIMG LONG-
Tf'PM "UPPL Y CO"~HTMFNT'.'. THFY R!::FllSFD TO DI "CUSS 
;AS ni:-uvr.RIES !IT Fr.Rflllf\HY Ml'.TTING OF sr..irc;s-SOVIET 
10H!T FCONOMIC COMMJ';s10~1, rITING J'r.LLEGC:O Gf'NF:RAL 

1lRDHI c FPOM GOSPLl\~1 TO Tl. FFFFrT. SVI SS IHJI) YUGOSLAV 
'' IPLOMATS ALSO T"'LL I' T' '".C1VIFTS H1WF. TllP.NFD DOWN 
f(C"(1[1r.C:TS FOR t-DDITIOil.'L "lF OIL D!::LIVFRIES IN 1979 
A~'D 11.~VF AGREF:O ONLY RFLl'CTAMTL Y TO CONTI NIJE DELI VER I ES 
~T CJlf)lffNT LEVcLS THROllGfl !9f'".1, FINtLLY, sovr'ns, IN 
AN AP~AP.EMT REVFRSAL OF POSITION FPOM A YEAP AGO, 
HAVE INDICATED TO LIS P"NC"!ffD I NTFfl "ST IN RESEARCH ON 
<:YNTllFTI C FllFL S, '•IHILF WE READ THE SF AS SIG vS '1F 
11NCFRTAINTY ABr111T PPOflllCTION, DISTRIBUTIOM, 1NJ F.XPORT 
:APAr>ILITIFS, \ff DO NOT DISCOUNT POSSIBILITY THAT 
C:OVIl"T", PAPTICllU.RLY v'ITH PFSPECT TO OIL, ARE AVOIDING 
LONG-FRM COMMITMENTS HJ ORDER TO HKE ADVANTAGE OF 
F llTWff OPPORTUNIT I !::S TO RAISE EXPORT PRICES, END 
r~llMM/\P Y, 

4, (IN AMERICAN FtJGINFFP \"HOSE COMPANY IS ENGAGED 
IN l''STALLATION OF COMPIH:SSOR STATIONS ALONG CHELYABINSK 
r;~s PIP\:'.LIN"'. (P<l0TFCTl Tf'LLS us THAT AT A RECENT MEETING, 
OFFICIALS OF SOYJIZGP.ZFXPORT PREDICTED A DELAY OF ONE 
Y"AR IN COMPLETH'G THF tGf\T-II GAS PIPELINE IN IRAN, 
HE SAID THAT sl'VIFTS, H' ORDER TO MFET DELIVERY 
COMMITMENTS TO \''FST F.L11WPEAN CUSTOMERS llNDER THE TRI
LATFPAL GAS DFAL, t.1l!LL Hl\VF TO ACCELEPATF AN[) EXPAND 
Pl PFL JNr.. CO NC:Tf, I' CTIO N F"OM Tfff UR F.NGO Y FI ELD S TO 
ORFNP1 1P.G, SO!IRC' SAID THAT VAR IOllS CONSTP.IJCT!ON 
PLANS f\nF UNOER CONSIOFOATION, THE MOST AMBITIOUS OF 
WHICH FNVISAGES PLACEMFNT OF SIX PARALLEL LINES FROM 
l'RENGOY TO ORENP!!PG, THF ALF'rnATIVE, HF SAID WOllLD 
PF TO PFDllCF SHI rMFNTS TO l""ST FUROPICAN CllSTOMFRS 
D lRI f''1 Tl'F PLANW'D FIRST YFAR OF DELIVFRIES l!NDF.R THE 
AGREFM"NT (!9RD, l'lIC:Krl!·J INVOCATION OF PENALTY CLAllSFS 
IN CONTRl\CTS, CSOllRCE THOIJGHT PENALTIES CALL FOR PAYMENT 
IN ADDITIONAL GAS RATHER THAN CASH, 

5. snt1RCF ALSO STATFS THAT CllTOFF IN IPl\.NIAN SUPPLIES 
THIS 111INTFR FOP.CFO TH" "OVIETS TO 11.CCFLERATE DELIVERIES 
TO TH" SOUTH ALONG THE CHFLYAAINSK PIPFLINF, WHICH 
THFY 1\CCOMPLISHF.n RY FORCING INCOMPLETELY-INSTALLED 
~Oll!P~'NT INTO OPFRATION, ACCORDING TO SOURCE, THIS 
PRORLFM, NOT SEASONAL FACTORS, Wl\S RESPONSIBLE FOR MOST 
RFDUCTIONS IN SOV!~T GAS DELIVERIES TO SOME WEST 
lilJROPFMI CLISTOMF:"S, HF SAID THAT RllHRGAS REPRESENTATIVE, 
!N PPf!T!CULAR, WAS IN MOSCOlll MARCH 20 TO COMPLAIN ABOUT 
AT 
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SHORTFALL AND TO INVOKE PENALTY CLAUSE IN CONTRACT. 
rON THF. OTHER HAND, AUSTRIAN COMMERCIAL COUNSELOR SAYS 
SOVIETS MET COMMITMENTS TO THEM.> 

6. COMMENT: ALTHOUGH TRILATERAL AGREEMENT APPARENTLY 
CALLS FOR DELIV'RY OF ONLY A FEW BILLION CUBIC METERS 
IN I 98 I WHICH COULD BE MADE UP BY ACCEL ~R /l.TI NG PACE AT 
WHICH IGAT-II SUBSEQUENTLY IS BRO!IGHT UP TO FULL 
CAPllCITY, SHOPTFALL FROM IGAT-I WILL CflEATE LONGER-TERM 
SUPPLY CONSTRAINTS. END COMMENT. 

7. 1'1FANWHILE, THE SOVIETS CONTINUE TO AVOID LONG-TERM 
OM1'1ITMENTS TO EXPORT Ml 'ND GAS. SWISS COMMERCIAL/ 

SCIFNCE COUNSELOR C P"C'T?r RECENTLY SAID THAT DURING 
FEBRllARY 20 MFETINr; OF S .>S-SOVIET ECONOMIC COOPERATION 
COMMISSION IN MOSCOW, THE SOVIETS REFUSED TO DICUSS EXPORT 
OF NATURAL GAS TO SWITZERLAND. SWISS HAD PROPOSED 
THIS AS A NEW AGENDA ITEM SOME EIGHT MONTHS EARLIER, AND 
SOVIFTS HAD NOT OBJECTED TO IT AS RECENTLY AS A MONTH 
BEFrlP• THE MEETING. AT THE MEETING, HOWEVER, THE SOVIETS 
5AID THEY COULD NOT DISCUSS COOPERATION IN CJH D: SALES 
OF> NATURAL GAS, AND, WHEN PRESSED, CITED ORC>ET~S FROM 
GOSPLAN NOT TO DISCUSS NATURAL GAS DELIVERIES WITH 
ANYONF FOR THE FORSEEABLE FUTURE. (COMMENT: THIS IS 

ONSI <:Tf"NT \llITH PREVIOUS SOVIET REFUSAL EARLi ER THIS 
W INTF<l Tn DISCUSS LONG-TERM DELIVERIES WITH THSJGA AUSTRIANS AND 
CH CR FFTEL ~;) • 
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!3. THE SOVIETS ALSO TRIED TO DROP AGENDA ITEM ON 
CONTI Nl!ED SALES OF CRUDE OIL, BUT SWISS INSISTED ON 
KFFP I NG IT. SOVIETS PELUCT ANTL Y AGREED NOT TO CHANGE 
LEVFL OF DELIVERIES - VALUED AT 800 MILLION SF/ANNUM -
FOR THE NEXT T'i'O YEARS, BUT REFUSED ANY FURTHER GUARANTEE. 
YUGOSLAV ECONOMIC OFFICERS ALSO HAVE TOLD US THAT DURING 
NEGOTIATION OF 1979 TPADE PROTOCOL, SOVIETS TURNED DOWN 
YUGOSLAV REQl!EST TO INCREASE CRUDE OIL SHIPMENTS TO 
5 MILLION TONS; AND AGREED ONLY TO KEEP CRUDE SHIPMENTS 
AT 4 MILLION TONS PER YEAR THROUGH 1980. 

9. ON MARCH 12 MINISTRY OF POWER OFFICIAL· K. V. -
ANANICHEV <CHIEF OF THE MAIN ADMINISTRATION FOR POWER 
AND ELECTRIFICATION ABROAD> TOLD SCICOUNS USSR IS INTER
ESTF:D IN RESEARCH ON FUEL SYNTHETICS, INCLUDING COAL 
GASIFICATION AND LI G!IFFACTION AND LISE OF REJECT HEAT 
FROM ELF:CTRIC POWER STATIONS FOR HYDROGEN. ANAN.ICHEV 

OMMENTED THAT, WHILE THE SOVIET UNION HAS LARGE 
PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS RESERVES, THE COST AND 
DIFFICULTY OF DEVELOP! NG THEM MAKES SYNTHETICS, AN IN
CRFASINGLY ATTRACTIVE ALTERNATIVE IN SOME REGIONS. 

Hl. COMMENT: BECAUSE THE CUT-OFF OF IRANIAN GAS IS 
THF O.NL Y MAJOR CHANGE TC HAVE OCCURRED RECENTLY WITH 
RFSPFCT TO GAS SUPPLIES, WE SUSPECT THAT IT WAS A 
PROXIMATE CAUSE OF TH• r 'IET DECISION NOT TO DISCUSS 
NEW GAS EXPORTS. \·" n0 T EXCLUDE THE POSSIBILITY, 
THAT THE SOVIETS MAY AL~, BE AVOID I NG LONG-TERM 
~OMMITMFNTS IN ORDER TO DERIVE MAXIMUM ADVANTAGE FROM 
R !CF. MOVEMENTS. 

11. RELUCTANCE TO UNDERTAKE LONG-TERM COMMITMENTS ON 
OIL AND GAS EXPORTS ALSO REFLECTS CONCERN l<BO"T ENERGY 
pRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION CAPABILITY IN 1HF 19821S. 
ANJINICHEV' S RF:MAPKS ON SYNTHETIC FUELS, FOE EXAMPLE, 
MA K AN APPARENT REVFRSAL OF HIS PERSONAL POSITION FROM 
A YEAR MO WHEM HE ~'AS F:MPLOYED AT THE STATE COMMITTEE 
FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOllY. SOVIET PRESS AND ECONOMIC 
JOURNALS ARE ALSO STRESSING DEVELOPMENT OF SYNTHETIC 
FUFLS IN THE ELABORATION OF CF.MA'S LONG-TERM PROGRAM 
IN n1rnnY AND PAV' MATERIALS. ENERGY PLANNING, WHICH 
HAS EVIDENTLY COMPLICATF.D THE PREPARATION OF THE 15-YEAR 
L~.N -- INCLUDING ITS FOREIGN TRADE ASPECTS -- IS NOT 

GETTING ANY EASIER FOR SOVIET LEADERS. TOON 
BT 
17158 
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(U) SIBERIAN ~CONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

(U) Main Findings 

Except for the development of power-intensive 
industries (such as aluminum) around giant hydro
electric plants, Siberian economic development in 
recent decades has increasingly emphasized resource 
extraction rather than integrated industrial devel
opment. This new direction has been caused both
by the Soviet regime's inability to attract set
tlers to Siberia and by the depletion of older raw 
material sources, especially energy sources. 

While Siberia contains only 10 percent of 
Soviet population, it has some 88 percent of the 
country's known sources of energy and most of its 
non-ferrous metals. The current five-year plan 
(1976-80) says that Siberia will provide the whole 
of the USSR's projected output increase for oil 
gas, and alwninum, 90 percent of the increase f~r 
coal, 80 percent for copper, and 70 percent for 
hydroelectricity. 

The regions of most recent Siberian develop
ment, TYumen Oblast and areas bordering the Baykal
Amur Main Railroad (BAM), exemplify the new trend 
toward resource extraction. Three-quarters of 
TYumen oil, for instance, is sent westward rather 
than consumed locally. Although Soviet planners 
give assurances that the BAM eventually will lead 
to the development of "territorial industrial com
plexes" in the Far East, such a development is at 
best decades away. In the meantime, the BAM will 
tr<1nsport Ud.okan copper, Yakutsk coal, Aldan iron 
ore, and Siberian timber either westward to the 
European USSR or eastward to Pac1fic ports for 
export. 

SECRET 
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High development costs have led the Soviets to seek 
Western and Japanese involvement in Siberian projects. A 
number of western countries have entered into pipe-for-gas 
deals with the Soviets; the Soviets and Japanese have con
cluded similar agreements for developing raw materials of 
the Siberian Pacific basin; and US and Japanese companies 
are currently negotiating with the Soviets on development 
of Yakutsk natural gas. While a number of factors have 
sobered all sides on the benefits to be derived from com
pensation agreements, common energy problems are likely to 
keep open the possibility of concluding future deals. 

* * * * * * 

SECRET/NOT RELEASABLE TO FOREIGN NATIONALS/NOT 
RELEASABLE TO CONTRACTORS OR CONTRACTOR-CONSULTANTS 
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(U) Soviet Pre-World War II Development of Siberia: 
The Strat, 1y of Integrated Develop111ent 

Siberia ~tretches from the Ural Mountains in the west 
to the Seas of Okhotsk and Japan i.n the east, and from 
Kazakhstan, Mongolia, and China in the south to the Arctic 
Ocean in the north (see map, over). It thus includes more 
than one-half of the Soviet Union and is 63 percent larger 
than the continental United States Once described by 
Maxim Gorky as a "land of death and chains," this vast 
expanse has also evoked the image of an Easte~n "El Dorado• 
laden with resources capable of enhancing soviet power 
manyfold. Despite the formidable obstacles posed by the 
harsh Siberian climate and terrain, the soviet regime, like 
its czarist predecessor, has been unable to resist the lure 
of exploiting this rich land.!/ · 

The Soviet strategy of Siberian development has passed 
through several stages, each reflecting the immediate needs 
of the national economy, strategic requirements, and labor 
policy.Y 

Beginning with the first five-year plans in the late 
twenties and early thirties, the Stalinist regime attempted 
to foster an integrated development of Siberia. That is, 

y Siberia is divided into three economic regions: West 
Siberia, East Siberia, and the Far East. West Siberia 
extends from the Urals to the Yenisey River; East Siberia 
from the Yenisey to the Pacific watershed--a line that 
meanders from about the peak of the bend of the Amur 
River, along the western boundary of Yakutskaya ASSR nor 
of Lake Baykal, to the Laptev Sea. The Soviet Far East 
encompasses the remainder of Siberia. 

For a study of the historical evolution of Siberian 
development, see Theodore Shabad's and Victor Mote's 
CJteway to Siberian Resources (The BAM), Washington, 
Scr1pta PUblishing Co., 1977. 
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it sought not merely to extract and export Siberia's natu- , 
ral riches to the European USSR; it also sought to populate 
the region and develop local industry using indigenous 
mineral resources. This policy, while partly based,on a 
desire to achieve a more uniform distribution of productive 
forces, also reflected a desire to locate industrial plants 
in interior regions remote from W~~tern invasion routes. 
The policy was greatly facilitated by the availability of 
large numbers of forced laborers who could staff projects 
unattractive to free labor. 

In the years between 1918 and 1941, Siberian invest
ment averaged from 13 to 15 percent of total USSR invest
ment. Much of this effort was focused on the Urals-Kuznets 
iron and steel combine. Bringing together Siberian coal 
(Kuznetsk) and Urals iron ore, this project involved the 
development of two new integrated iron' and steel centers, 
one near Magnitogorsk in the Urals and the other near 
Stalinsk (after 1961, Novokuznetsk) in the Kuznetsk basin. 
The Siberian 'rtion of this project absorbed 44 percent of 
all industrL'" investment in West Siberia during the first 
five-year plan, and 25 percent during the second. 

This investment was rewarded by rich dividends: 
Kuznetsk coal production increased 2 1/2 times in both the 
first and the second five-year plan, in 1940 reaching 
22.5 million tons or 13.5 percent of all USSR coal produc
tion. In that same year, Kuznetsk produced 10.3 percent of 
total USSR steel production. 

A major component of the Urals-Kuznetsk combine was 
the coke-based chemical industry. The first five-year plan 
saw the expansion of the coke-chemical plant that had gone 
into operation at Kemerovo in 1924. This expansion in turn 
led to the creation of a new coke-chemical complex, which 
manufactured nitrogenous fertilizers, aniline dyes, and 
other coal-tar derivatives. By 1940, 6.9 percent, of all 
Soviet fertilizer output was produced by the Kemerovo 
complex. 

Although the Urals-Kuznetsk combine in West Siberia 
represented the largest single investment program in Siberi 
before World War II, the greatest share of regional invest
ment was channeled into the Far East. This regional prior
ity was dictated by a desire to 1) speed the settlement of 
the Pacific coastal areas of the Soviet Union, 2) develop 
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needed mineral resources (particularly gold in the Kolyma 
Valley north of the port city of Magadan), and 3) provide 
the Far East with an integrated economy, reduqing costly 
hauls of essential conunodities frc•m the western USSR, 

Investment in Far Eastern Siberia intensified on the 
c1re of World War II as Moscow took 1110asures to secure the 
region's defense in the face of a growing Japanese military 
threat. Much of the early investment was directed toward 
developing the oilfields of northern Sakhalin, which by 
1940 yielded 1.6 percent of total Soviet oil production. Oil 
refineries opened in Khabarovsk in 1935 and in Komsomol'sk 
in 1942, 

Siberia's traditional lumber industry also expanded 
during the prewar period. The share of sawn timber in 
total wood production increased because of the growing 
needs of the construction industry--in 1940 Siberia contrib
uted 22,6 percent of all Soviet sawn timber, Little pro
cessing of forest products, was done in Siberia, however. 

Lumbering continued to grow after the war with the 
construction of feeder railroads northward from the Trans
Siber ian mainline. By the mid-1970's, Siberia accounted 
for 35.1 percent of total USSR roundwood production, with 
the primary regions of Siberian production located in 
Tyumen and Tomsk Oblasts (in West Siberia), Krasnoyarsk Kray 
Jnd Irkutsk Oblast (in East Siberia), and Khabarovsk Kray 
(in the Far East). , 

(U) Impact of the War 

Siberian industrial development was accelerated during 
W0rld War II and assumed a new aspect as manufacturing 
industries threatened by the German advance were evacuated 
from industrial centers in the European USSR to Siberia. 
Most of these transfers were to West Siberia, where the 
percentage of total USSR investment reached 6,1 percent for 
the years 1941-45, compared with the previous high of 
4.4 percent for the years 1928-32, In the 1941-45·period, 
when western regions of the USSR were under occupation, 
Siberia as a whole was allotted 18.0 percent of total USSR 
investment, a record percentage still unsurpassed. 

Although a number of machine-1nanufacturing centers had 
oeen established prior to the war at such places as Omsk, 
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Novosibirsk, Krasnoyarsk, Irkutsk, Khabarovsk, and 
Komsomol'sk, they played a relatively small role in ear~~J.. 
Siberian industrialization. In 1937, for example, machi.'T 
manufacturing accounted for only 17 percent of th!!! total ·1 

value of Siberian industrial production, compared with 
30 percent for the Soviet Union .as a whole. 

As a result of the evacuation, this sector gained in: 
importance. From 1940 to 1943, ~t incr7ased i~s output , 
almost 11 times. Much of the increase in machine manufaa• 
turing was directly related to filling the needs of wartitlt 
defense industries. Among the new manufacturing industri 
introduced at this time into Siberia, however, were agria 
tural equipment plants located at Rubtsovsk (in Altay Kr 
and Krasnoyarsk. Omsk and Novosibirsk turned into virtua 
boom towns. The population of Novosibirsk grew by 480,00, 
during the intercensal period of 1939-59, and that of Oma, 
by 300,000. 

Although great emphasis was placed on the developmen. 
of Siberian manufacturing industry during the war years, : 
resource-based primary industry remained important. Thia 
was especially true after the Germans occ~pied western 
regions of the USSR which had most of the country'~ prewaf 
pig iron, steel, and coal capacity. In 1945, relying pri• 
marily on the Urals-Kuznetsk complex, Siberia accounted f 
31.5 percent of the soviet Union's coal output! a share 
was not reached again until the 1970's. The high levels 
Siberian pig iron and steel production relative to total 
USSR production--in 1945 the respective figures were 18 ... 
21 percent--hct , not been equaled since the war. 

cu: Postwar Development: Movement Away From Integrated ·1,, 
Development 

The eastward movement of industry was reversed in tht 
early postwar era, as Soviet industrial investment was 
channeled into war-devastated regions during the 1946-~0 'I 

period. Siberia's share of total USSR ~nv~sbllent dec~inet 
1 to 13 percent.. The first postwar five-year plan provided-l 

for few major construction projects, although work was be'll'I 
on a new coke-based chemical plant at Kemerovo in the ' 
Kuznetsk basin, a chemical fiber plant at Barnaul in Altay , 
Kray, and oil refineries at Omsk and Angarsk. These projilt 
however, did not go into operation until 1955-56, so they .. 
no impact on Siberian economic performance during tbe late 
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1940's and 1950's. No new machinery industries of any signif
icance were built in Siberia in the immediate postwar years. 

In the last two decades, Siberian investment has 
!iovered between 15 and 16 percent of total USSR investment, 
while develop~ent has continued some trends set in the 
inunediate pas ar period. Increasingly in practice, if not 
in theory, S.i '"rian development has moved away from the con
cept of integrated industrial development and focused more 
exclusively on extraction and primary processing of raw 
materials and energy resources. Where manufacturing indus
Lries have been established, they have usually been highly 
energy-intensive. 

This reorientation of Siberian development has in part 
resulted from changing labor policies. The abolition of 
forced labor as a mass institution has placed severe con
straints on the availability of labor for Siberian projects. 
l~latively few workers have been willing to forsake better 
living conditions in other regions of the USSR for the 
rigors of the Siberian climate, It has estimated that there 
was a net migration out of Siberia during the 1959-70 period. 
Manpower shortages iil""European Russia and the unwillingness 
of surplus Central Asians to migrate also have contributed 
to Siberian labor shortages. 

The major cause for the new direction in Siberian 
development, however, was the discovery of vast Siberian 
energy resources. This find, combined with depletion of 
older resources in other parts of the country and the USSR's 
qrowing appetite for energy, led to enormous investments in 
Siberian energy projects. 

Siberian Oil Development: The Wager on Tyurnen 

(U) Nowhere has the emphasis on development of Siberian 
energy resources been more evident than in the oil industry. 
Siberia's share of national oil production has increased 
steadily since 1965, when the Volga-Urals oilfields began to 
µeak in production, Between 1965 and 1975, Siberian annual 
oil production increased from 1.4 percent (3.4 million 
metric tons) of total USSR production to 40,5 percent 
(150 million metric tons). 

(U) With the leveling of Sakhalin output at 2.5 million 
metric tons annually, the vast bulk of the increase in 
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Siberian oil production came from West Siberia. In 1975 ' ; 
~yumen Oblast a~one accounted for 99 percent of all Sibe~
ian oil production. And more than three-fifths of Tyumen 
production came from a single giant oilfield, Samotlor, 
located near the towns of Nizhnevartovsk and Surgut. ~ 

(U) With recoverable reserves estimated in the 1970's ! 
at 2 billion tons, Samotlor represented the giant Soviet I' 
-oil bonanza of the decade. Between 1970 and l.976 its out- I 
put jUJ1'.lped from 4 million tons to 110 million tons. The 
rapid development of this field has led in turn to the con• 
struction of two new petrochemical plants, located at 
Tobol'sk and Tomsk. Indeed, the petrochemical plant situ
ated at Tobol'sk is expected to lead to a rebirth of that 
old Siberian town. (Tobol'sk served for 250 years as the 
administrative center of west Siberia until a southward 
shift of transport routes and economic activities caused 
its decline in the early 19th century.) If the first stage 
of the Tomsk project goes into operation as planned in 
1980, Tomsk will be the largest Soviet producer of poly
ethylene and polypropylene. 

(U) Although Siberian oil refineries currently operate 
at Angarsk and Omsk, three-quarters of Siberian crude is 
sent to refineries in western USSR. This westward flow has 
required construction of an extensive pipeline system. The·~ 
first pipeline was completed in 1967 to Omsk; in 1972, f 
Samotlor gained a second outlet with the opening of a line I 
running southeast along the Ob River to join the Trans
Siberian pipeline system at Anzhero-Sudzhensk. This pipe- • , 
line was later extended eastward toward Krasnoyarsk in orde
to s11pply the Achinsk refinery. In 1973 and 1976, pipelinet I. 
w•·n· constructed from Samotlor to the Tatar oil center of j' 

Alm.,t'yeusk on the Volga River. Pipelines supplying Central, 
Asian refineries are currently under construction. ' 

(U) As the center of West Siberian oil and gas develop• 
nwnl '. 'l'yumen Oblast has become one of the country's fastest. 
q rowing economic regions. It received more investment ' 
n»;ources in the mid-1970' s than any other Soviet adminis-
t r·at 1 vc divisi< except Moscow City and Moscow Oblast. Total 
invc,,trnent in" ·men Oblast in 1978 was 2.7 billion rubles 
which was twice the 1970 level and represented 2.6 percent' 
of· "11 Soviet investment in the economy. Tyumen industrial 
output more than doubled between 1971 and 1975, compared 
with .i national growth rate of only 43 percent. 
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(U) In these same years, 'l'yumen also c1rew rapidly in 
;•op':11':1tion. Khanty-Mansi National Okrug, the administrative 
,Jivision of Tyumen Oblast where the oilfields are concen
Lrated, rose in population from 271,000 in the 1970 census 
10 425,000 in an early 1976 estimate, or by 57 percent. 
Yama~o-Nenets ~ational Okrug, the ~ore northerly adminis
trative. area with the West Siberian gasfield, grew from 
H0,000 in 1970 to 126,000 in 1976, or by 58 percent. 

(C) Paradoxically, the greatest boon to the Soviet oil 
t~du~try has become its Achilles heel. Having found irre
sistib~e the tem~tation for over-exploitation of the readily 
.1ccessible deposits of Samotlor, the Soviets must now con
tend. with the prob~ems of premature depletion. The early 
peakir:g of production at Samotlor will require increased 
'·xploi tation of smaller fields (with attendant increased 
•capital costs) unless new oilfields of the magnitude of 
>1mc;itlor. are d; ~overe~ •. While a number of high-ranking 
JO~iet oil dnd 1s officials seem to have seriously enter
tained this lut_er possibility, there has not been suffi
'·'ient geologica~ exploration to substantiate it. Indeed, 
lhe whole question of ~he extent of oil reserves in Tyumen 
nblas,t remains a question hotly debated within the Sovi-=t 
Government. 

(~/N~/NC) In 1977 these problem..; caused increasing con
•:ern within the party leadership. CIA analysis indicates 
that the absolute increase in oil production in that year 
·..:as about 500,000 barrels per day, the smallest since 1972 
ind tha~ the concomitant 5-percent rate of growth was the ' 
lowest in three decades. Faced with an intensification of 
"nergy shortages, the December 1977 party plenum decided to 
.le-emphasize development of coal and nuclear power j,n favor 
()f even greater development of Tyumen oil and gas.l/ 

(C) While the operational consequences of this decision 
·>re far from clear, it appears to sign11l: 

--diversion of resources from older Volga-Urals oil
fields (drilling brigades have already been pulled 

3] For.a.discussion of the December 1977 plenum and the 
political maneuvering surrounding USSR energy policy, 
see CIA stud~ ~P 79-~0004, Politics of the Soviet Energy 
Balance: Decisionmaking and Production Strategies. 
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o~t of.the Urals-Volga fields and flown to drilling 
sites in Tyumen); 

--increased development of smaller Tyumen oilfields; and 

--~ncr~ased attention to explor?tory oil and gas drill-
ing in Tyumen. 

(C) Greater relative emphasis on West Siberian than on 
older USSR fields is likely to increase the demand for West• 
ei;-n (and JaI_Janese) drilling eq':lipment and portable drilling ! 
ri~s, gas-lift e~uipment, multiple completion equipment, and:' 
seismic exploration devices. The foreign exchange costs of 
new program could be less, however, than those for a strate 
based on tertiary oil recovery in the Volga-Urals fields. · 

.<c) Whether the new emphasis on Tyumen will pay off 
ev7n in the short run is unknown. A shortage of trained 
drilling crews represents a critical bottleneck. According 
to one account, 180 drilling brigades will be required to 
meet the five-year drilling plan, but as of January 1978 . 
there w7re only 83 in Tyumen. Furthermore, the strategy mayl 
b7 partially based on the belief that another giant oilfield· 
will be found. If this belief comes a cropper, the strategy 
could be abandoned.altogether. Indeed, there is evidence to 
indicate that Premier Kosygin and Gosplan chairman Baybakov 
have accepted the new direction with only the greatest 
reluctance. Both continue to stress the need to develop 
nuclear power and coal resources. 

Siberian Gas Development 

(U) For a number of reasons, Siberian gasfields have 
been developed much more slowly than Siberian oilfields: 

--because of the USSR's heavy reliance on oil in its.ener9 
balance--oil currently constitutes 45 percent of USSR 
domestic fuel output and natural gas 24 percent--oil 
production has had higher priority than gas production; 

--non-Siberian oil production peaked much earlier than 
did non-Siberian gas production; 

--Siberian gasfields are, in many instances, situated 
in a less accessible and more northerly location 
than Siberian oilfields; and 
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--discovery of large gasfields in Siberia coincided 
with discovery in Turkmenia of natural gas, which 
was more accessible and less costly to develop 
than Siberian gas. 

(U) As non-Siberian gas production began to level off 
11 the mid-seventies, however, Sil:~erian production expanded 

..Jstly. In 1970 Siberia produced ·11 billion cubic meters 
',·rn.) or 5 percent of all USSR production. By 1976, it 
1oduced 49 billion cm. or 16 percent of all production; 

•nd according to plan projections, in 1980 it should produce 
, 'J8 billion cm. or 36 percent of total USSR production. With 
o percent of all gas reserves, Siberia will in the future 

: ... ,come the major locus of USSR gas development. 

(C) While Yakutsk in East Siberia may have reserves 
, ivaling those of West Siberia, the main center of the Siber
' .in gas industry to date has been Tyumcn Oh last, where 
,, l percent of all proven USSR gas reserves and two of the 
"'"rld's largest gasfields (Medvezh'ye and Urengoy) are 
l •ica ted. Development of the huge Medvezh' ye deposit in the 
··Jrly and mid-1970's increased northern Tyumen's share of 
1nnual industry investment to well over 30 percent. CIA 
··~timates that from 1970 to 1977 Tyumen production rose from 
>.2 billion cm. (4.6 percent of total USSR production) to 

,, 7. 9 billion cm. ( 19. 6 percent of total USSR production). 

(C) While Medvezh'ye is now the Soviet Union's largest 
·perating gas field, the key to future growth is the Urengoi 

.teposit, whic· is probably the world's largest gasfield. The 
.uviets appar , tly are planning to hike Urengoy' s output 

1 ,•pidly, from 15 billion cm. in 1978 to about 60 billion cm. 
111 1980. Facilities to process up to 16 billion cm. of 
1ssociated gas from Samotlor and other oilfields in southern 
I'yumen are also planned to reach full capacity in 1980. 

(C) Tyumen gas development in 1976-80 will prove much 
111ore expensive than in 1971-75. In order to bring West 
::Lberian output up to the goal of 155 billion cm. by 1980, 
~oscow in the current plan period will have to pour into 
Tyumen 15 billion rubles or 80 percent of all gas industry 
,·apital investment. More than 500 extraction gas wells are 
;cheduled to be drilled--the largest number of gas wells 
"ver completed in any one Soviet region during a five-year 
plan. 
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. (U) These high costs are indicative of the difficul-
ties as well a~ of the scale of Tyumen gas development. 
Tyumen production must overcome inadequate infrastructure 
prob~e~s of drill~ng.and maintaining wells in permafrost ' 
c?nditions, and difficulties in attracting labor. In addi• 
t7o~, e~ormo~s wastes have resulted from the failure of 
~inistries wi•h.a low stake in Si.Perian projects to honor 
investmer.t C< .utments. • ~ 

11 
(C! The sing~e m?st ~mportant item raising Siberian gj 

production costs is pipeline construction, however. To mo 
Tyumen gas to Soviet and European consumers, two pipeline 
systems have been completed and a third is under construc
tion. P~peline ~ransport alreacy •'mbraces three-fourths of 
the gas indu~try s f~xed capital a11d receives about 60 per-: 
cen~ of the industry s annual investment. About 20 percent 
of.its.2?0,000-man labor force is employed in the laying, • 
m~int~ining, and operating of the pipelines. When all thre; 
p~peline systems are completed, they will constitute the 
single largest pipeline system in the world. 

(C) Soviet domestic pipe mills and machine-building 
plants have been unable to supply the needed quantity and 
qua~ity of pipe, compressors, and valves. As a result, the 
Soviets hav7 had to rely on imports of Western (including 
Japanese) pipe and compressors to meet their pipeline goals 
From 1971 to 1975, the Soviets imported 6 million tons of 
la:ge-diameter welded pipe (out of a total of 14 million to 
laid). The~e imports will t?tal 8-10 million tons for the ~. 
1976-80 period. Because Soviet gas pipeline compressor \ 
techn?logy is 10-15 years behind that of the West, the Sovitiia 
have imported in the last four years more than $1.5 billion 
worth of high-technology compressors. 

(S/NF) To pay for these imports, the Soviets have 
entered into numerous pipe-for-gas agreements with the West.* 
The.first gas deal was signed with Austria in 1968, and '. 
similar contract~ have been signed with Italy, west Germany,\ 
and France. Soviet hard-currency gas exports under these { 
and supplementary contracts reached 11. 5 billion cm. in 1976l' 
and are scheduled to reach 34 billion cm. annually by 1985 
as additional pipelines are completed. 

(CJ There is evidence to suggest that from 1972 to 1974
1 the Soviet leadership considered an even larger expansion of 
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, -.·umen (and Yakutian) natural gas through compensation deals 
., 1th the West <.ind ,Japan. (The never-consummated North Star 
nterprise involving the us was one such project under con-

, 1 deration.) This approach, attacked by influential figures 
.-11 thin the Soviet elite as a "qiveaway" of the national 

1trimony, was rendered all but impossible by the "Stevenson 
,\mcndment" (passed in December 1974), which effectively 
i"nied US credits for Soviet energy projects. 

(CJ Despite the failure of the Soviet "big gas" strat-
JY to get off the ground, natural gas is expected to assume 

increasing prominence in the country's domestic energy bal-
1nce if, as predicted, oil production stagnates or declines. 
.,,,cording to CIA projections, by 1985 natural gas could 
iccount for about 40 percent of total Soviet fuel output and 
ould replace oil as the leading commodity in Soviet exports. 

.'1creased dependence on gas will willy-nilly force the 
;uviets to give even greater emphasis to Siberian gas devel
·pment. This in turn may lead the !loviets to seek addi-

: ional gas-for-technology agreements with the West. 

lberifin Coal Development 

(U) Just as the USSR's oil and gas industries have 
hifted the focus of their activities to Siberia as resources 
n older producing regions have become depleted, so too has 
;i.beria assumed increasing importance in coal production as 
,,Lnes in the western USSR (primarily those of the Donets 
>.asin) have become exhausted. The European USSR is expected 
10 contribute no more than 340 ~illion tons to the 790-810 
· ril 1 ion tons of Soviet output planned for 19 80. Sixty-five 
,,ercent of the USSR' s explored coal reserves of 255 billion 
ions and perhaps 90 percent of its total geological reserves 
,f 7 trillion tons are now located in Siberia. 

(U) Since World War II, the Kuznetsk basin has steadily 
'"xpanded its production of both steam and coking coals. In 
L960 it produced 84.0 million metric tons or 16.5 percent of 
~11 USSR coal production; by 1975, it produced 137 million 
metric tons or 19.5 percent of all USSR production. In that 
';ame period, its production of coking coal more than doubled, 
rising from 2 5 million metric tons (26 percent of USSR pro
duction) to ~ nillion metric tons (31 percent of USSR 
production) . Because high heating values and low extraction 
.. costs enable Kuzbas coal to be profitably transported, more 
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than one-half of it is shipped out of West Siberia--mainly 
westward. 

(U) In addition to beinq shipped to the Urals and the 
European USSR, Kuzbas coal has stimulated the expansion of 
iron and steel production within t.,he Kuznetsk basin. In 
general, however, a shortage of economical iron ore resources 
appears to preclude further intensive development of the 
iron and steel industry in Siberia. While Kuznetsk's gross 
output of pig iron and crude steel tripled and doubled 
respectively between 1945 and 1975, its share of total USSR 
production greatly declined in the same period. 

(UJ Besides the Kuznetsk basin, the major repository 
of Siberian coal reserves is in the Kansk-Achinsk basin. 
Stretching some 700 kilometers along the Trans-Siberian Rail
way, east and west of Krasnoyarsk, Kansk-Achinsk coal l 
reserves are '' >ng the world's largest. Current production, f 
amounting to :' million tons in 1975, has been restricted to ' 
the limited lo~al market and is still far below ootential. 
Some long-term Soviet forecasts envisage the·basln•s having 
an annual output of 1 billion tons. Since many of these 
reserves are suitable for easy strip mining, Kansk-Achinsk 
coal may be among the cheapest to mjne in the Soviet Union, 
with the possible exception of co1l in the Ekibastuz basin 
of northeast Kazakhstan. 

(U) Large-scale development. of Kansk-Achinsk coal has l 
been held up by a number of technological problems. The coal l 
has a low caloric value and a high water and ash content. 
This has created major boiler problems when the coal has been 
burnt in existing power plants. Furthermore, the coal has a 
tendency to self-ignite when transported without prior pro
cessing. This latter quality is especially troublesome because 1 

Kansk-Achinsk is located more than 3,200 kilometers from 
Moscow and 1,600 kilometers from the Urals industrial region. 

(U) A number of strategies have been devised to cope 
with these problems. Some have advocated converting the coal 
into an enriched and transportable "semicoke" through the 
pyrolisis technique and then transporting it by special rail
way, slurry, or capsule pipeline; others have suggested 
the drying, gasification, or liquefaction of the gas; and 
still others have advocated burning the coal in enormous 
mine-~outh power plants and then transmitting the electrical 
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1·nergy westward over long-distance, super-high voltage lines. 
All of these approaches, however, involve either unperfected 
.rnd untested technologies or technologies entailing inordin
dte costs. 

(C) The Soviets' failure to score a technological 
breakthrough in developing Kansk-Achinsk coal has placed 
,;evere limits on their coal production. As a result of the 
Hhift to oil and gas in the 1940's and i9SO's, growth in 
raw coal production declined from about 5 percent per year 
in the late 1950's to about 2.5 percent in the early 1970's. 
(From 1960 to 1976, coal's share in Soviet energy consump
tion declined from 50 percent to about 30 percent.) Since 
1975, the growth of output has slowed still further, to only 
1.5 percent per year in 1976-77. The 1978 output of 724 mil
lion tons (raw coal) was 22 million tons below that projected 
by the 1978 plan. According to CIA calculations, 1980 output 
will probably· fall short of the goal of BOS million tons. 

(U) Development of Siberian Hydroelectric Power 

Despite the fact that Siberian economic development in 
recent decades has become increasingly resource-extractive, 
soviet planners and theoreticians continue to expound the 
virtues of integrated regional development. They continue to 
c1dvocate "territorial industrial complexes" in which local 
resources are used to build a stable, local industrial base. 
If any aspect of Siberian development embodies this concept, 
Lt is the Siberian development of hydroelectric power, 
wherein a number of large power dams have provided the basis 
for developing power-intensive industries. 

While a number of hydroelectric plants supporting mining 
operations exist in the Soviet Far East, the largest hydro
electric programs are centered on the East Siberian Angara 
and Yenisey Rivers. Begun in the mid-fifties, these programs 
involved not only the construction of large power dams and 
associated generating capacities, but also a series of such 
power-intensive industries as aluminum, chemicals, and wood 
pulp. As the large power dams were completed, East Siberia 
surpassed West Siberia in power output. By the mid-1970's 
East Siberia was contributing almost one-tenth of all Soviet 
electricity production, including 40 percent of all 
hydroelectricity. 
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The first great Siberian power project was the Bratsk 
Dam on the Angara River. Construction began in 1954. By 
1966, the dam generated a total capacity of 4,050 mega
watts. In the absence of local power users, the Bratsk Da• 
in its first years of operation generated only about 25 to 
30 percent of its potential, and what was generated was 
transmitted 360 miles over two 22~~kilovolt lines to 
Irkutsk. In 1963, a power line was completed westward to 
Krasnoyarsk, and three years later an aluminum plant and 
wood pulp mill using Bratsk electricity began operation the 
About 40 percent of Bratsk generating capacity is now con
sumed locally. 

In the late fifties and early sixties, a number of 
other hydroelectric complexes were built on the Angara Riv 
at Irkutsk and Ust'-Ilimsk. The complex at Irkutsk servic 
an aluminum plant; the one at Ust'-Ilimsk provides electri 
ity to a timber processing complex designed to produce pulp 
sawn wood, railroad ties, chipboard, and other wood product 
The newest Angara power project, near Boguchany, is expect 
to be completed in the 1980's and will also involve alumin 
and timber processing complexes. 

Until Siberian hydroelectric development facilitated 
the opening of the Krasnoyarsk pulp and paper mill and the 
Bratsk and Ust'-Ilirnsk wood pulp complexes, the Siberian 
wood-processing industry lagged behind the logging industry 
In 1965, the Siberian contribution to USSR pulp production 
was less thun I percent. By 1975, however, it had risen t 
about one-qua,. ,,r of all national production. 

.Aluminum plants have already been built around power 
stations on the Yenisey River at Krasnoyarsk and are in the 
process of being built at the newly founded city of 
Sayanogorsk. The big Sayan hydrcelectric complex is 
expected to become the heart of a diversified industrial 
district, which will include a 400,0DO ton-per-year alumin 
smelter at Sayansk. The Soviets are currently negotiating 
with a consortium of West German and American companies, as 
well as with a competing French company, for the contract t 
build this plant. .Besides such power-intensive industries 
as aluminum, special electric steels, and ferroalloys, 
S,1yansk is supposed to include a wide range of other manu
facturing activities. A freight-car building plant, for 
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'";tance, went into operation in 1976 at Ab<;tkan to manu-
1•:ture container flat cars for the burgeoning T7ans- . 
1 l;erian container rail traf fie. Four other Yen1sey River 
, •;jects are now in the planning stage. 

Among tl.· significant outlying hydroelectric develop-
.. nts in Sib< , a are the Khantaykti and Kureyka stations of 

, llf' Noril • sk 11ickel-platinum ~omplex. Noril' sk energy needs 
, ,.~e been steadily increasing with expansion of. mining, 7on-
· ·ritrating, and smelter operations that began ~ith t~e dis
•<very of the rich Talnakh ore bodies. In an in~ensive . 
l··velopment program that began in the early ~960 s, a series 
.t increasingly deep and large undc.•rground mines have been 
l·t:ilt to tap rich sulfide ores yielding nickel, copper, 
«balt, platinum-group metals, ai;d a dozei:i COJ?roducts.- In 

the next few decades, Noril'sk will, despite its adverse 
!"cation in the Arctic environment of northern Siberia, 
l·c·come one of the world's principal sources of these metals. 
its transport position should be enhanced by the increased 
1i;;e of nuclear icebreakers. 

ili\M: "The Project of the Century" 

(U) Construction of the 2,670-mile Baykal-~ur Main . 
!BAM) Railroad is one of the world's most grandiose economic 

1 . .-ojects. The line will facilitate develop~ent of ':'aluable 
.i.berian mineral and timber resources and will provide a 

1,"ckup for the Trans-Siberian Rail:oad, w~ich lies close to 
the Chinese border. Published Soviet estimates place the 
•verall construction cost at more than $15 billion--about 
twice the cost of the Alaskan pipeline. As was the case of 
the Urals-Kuznetsk combine, Bratsk and Samotlor, ne~s.about 
the railroad fills the Soviet press. Soviet authorities are 
,· 0 mpiling a bibliography devoted to the BAM, and a BAM year
liook is to be published annually during the years of con
·;truction. 

(U) Stretching'between Tayshet and Sovetskaya Gavan'. ~he 
BAM will traverse five East Siberian and Far Eastern admini
; trati ve subdivisions of the Russian Republic !RSFSR): 
Jrkutsk Oblast, Buryat Autonomous Republic, Chita Oblas~, 
Amur Oblast and Khabarovsk Kray. In addition, a 250-mile 
line runnin~ perpendicular to the BAM, called the "Little 
llAM," enters Yakut Autonomous Republic, 
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(U) The areas crossed by the BAM include some of tho 
world's most difficult terrain: mountain ridges., permafrost 
zo~es, thousands of watercourses, and ~nnumerable bogs. The 
climate is cold.enough in.winter to shatter ordinary steel 
and hot ~nd humid enough in summer to make life uncomfortable. 
:i:3Y the t~me the BAM is completed (the planned date of 1983 
i~ not like~y to be met), l billion cubic feet of earthwork 
will be finished; 3,700 bridges and culverts will be in 
place; and 15 miles of tunnels will have been dug. 

(U) Although the idea of c~~structing a second Siberian 
railro~d goes back to the first year of Soviet power, con
struction was not begun until 1939. Interrupted by the war 
work on the railroad remained sporadic until March 1974 · ' 
when Brezhnev proclaimed it to be one of the two major ' 
projects of the 10th five-year plan (1976-80), 

(U) A number of strategic concerns argue for comple
tion ?f the BAM. Not only is the Trans-Siberian vulnerable 
to ~hinese attack, but development and population of remote 
Sov~et regio~s bordering China could be the best prophylactit 
against a Chinese land-grab. A developed infrastructure 
could also provide logistical support for Soviet troops in 
the Far East. 

~U) Most experts agree, however, that the BAM's high 
priority stems more from economic than from strategic con
siderations. With the Trans-Siberian's ability to handle 
freight tra~fic str~ined to the limit--since 1945, freight 
volumes o~ it have increased about eight times--another 
railroad is required for exploitation of Pacific Siberian 
natural resources. 

(U) Paralleling the Trans-Siberian at a distance of 
110 to 310 miles to the north, the BAM will service a zone 
95 to 125 miles north and south of the track (or about 
600,000 sq. mi., more than three times the size of France). 
Perhaps as much as half of the USSR's potential reserves of 
important raw materials is located in this region, includingl 

--coptci-on ·~posits estimated at 1,2 billion tons 
1nho tidukan Mountains; these readily exploitable 
deposits are comparable in size and quality to the 
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Soviet Union's largest copper site at Dzhezkazgan 
in Kazakhstan; 

--coking coal of southern Yakutsk, the estimated 
reserves of which exceed 40 billion tons; the 
most promising site is at Neryungri; 

--Aldan iron ore detosits, whose long-range potential 
reserves may equa 20 billion tons; the proximity 
of cheap iron ore and coking coal in southern 
Yakutsk may provide the basis for· the establishment 
of a new iron and steel plant in Pacific Siberia; and 

--immense timber reserves; estimates of the potential 
volume of mature timber located within the 100 mil
lion acres of forest flanking the railway vary 
between J 4 and 15 billion cubic meters. 

Exploitation u. Yakutian oil and natural gas and large 
deposits of asbestos, phosphate, mica, gold, and tin will 
also be facilitated by the BAM. 

(U) The high costs of the BAM and Pacific Siberian 
development in general have led the Soviets to seek Western 
and Japanese involvement in eastern projects. To secure 
guaranteed export markets, Moscow has turned to compensa
tion agreements whereby foreigners provide the technology 
for development projects and receive back some of the raw 
materials produced. 

(U) Because of its scarcity of key natural resources 
and its proximity to Siberia, Japan has thus far been the 
Soviet Union's principal partner in these ventures. The 
first Soviet-Japanese compensation agreement was signed in 
1968, before work on the BAM was accelerated. Tokyo exported 
bulldozers, timber-processing equipment, and consumer goods 
in exchange for Pacific Siberian timber, wood chips, and 
pulp. 

(U) The Japanese and Soviets followed up this agreement by 
concluding two similar ones dealing with timber in 1971 and 
1974. Also in 1974, Japan and the USSR jointly undertook 
development of oil deposits offshore from Sakhalin Island in 
the Sea of Okhotsk north of Japan (Gulf Oil Corporation is 
participating in this development,) That same year Japan 
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agreed to help the Soviets develop the southern Yakutsk coal• 
fields by providing $350 million oi equipment in exchange 
for coking coal. Moscow is curren~ly negotiating with the 
us, UK, and Japan on Udokan copper projects. 

(U) The potentially largest Siberian project involving * 
foreign participation in compensation deals centers on 
Yakutsk natural gas. As presently envisioned by the US, 
the project would require a 3,700-km. pipeline from Vilyuisk 
to the port of Olga on the Sea of Japan, liquefaction 
facilities, and three liquified natural gas (LNG) carriers 
for Japan and eight for the United States. Japan and the 
United States each would receive 10 billion cubic meters of 
gas annually for 25 years. According to estimates r1resented 
at a March 1978 meeting of the US, Japanese, and Soviet 
participants, machinery and equipment will cost $4 billion 
(split equally between the Japanese and US firms), and the 
carriers and regasification facilities, $2.9 billion. 

(C) Despite the fact that this project has been on the 
drawing boards for most of this decade, major elements of 
it remain undefined. There has not yet been verification 
of the 1 trillion cubic meters of reserves required before 
American and Japanese companies will find this a profitable 
venture. Final agreement has not been reached on the route 
of the pipeline. US policy on LNG imports has not been 
finally determined, nor is it known whether the price of th~ 
gas will be competitive. Finally, it is doubtful whether 
private US firms can raise the necessary capital without 
Eximbank credits c:urrently denied by US legislation for 
Soviet enerqy projects. Given these problems, Japan, which 
is concerned to build trade (including oil and coal deals) 
and political relations with China, has indicated it will 
not participate unless the US does. 

(U) The slow progress on the Yakutsk project is indic
a l i V(' of the qr eater general caution evinced by both the 
USSH and Western countries in concluding new compensation 
aqn·cments. Moscow may feel that it has all the major 
projects it c.rn now handle. (The 1978 plan for construc
tion uf pru it,cts involved in compensation agreements was 
l.J billion rubles. Actual construction fell off this pace, 
an cl, whPn' ,·ons t ruction was finished, production often 
st« 1 t Pd "I ow I y because of supply shortages.) The Soviets 
m.ry c1lso lH· reluctant to commit themselves to any BAM-
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related projects until construction of the mainline is 
further along. 

(U) On the Western side, caution sterns from the frus
trations of working with the Soviet b~reaucracy, cQncern 
over the quality and reliability of Soviet output, slack 
raw material markets, Soviet failures to permit verification 
of raw material reserves, and, frequently, Soviet demands 
for extremely liberal financing. Western companies have 
~lso been dissatisfied over their failure to obtain adequate 
managerial control over the projects. 

(U) Future economic trends, however, could act to 
remove at least some of the obstacles on both sides. Rising 
world energy prices could enhance Western iQterest in 
Siberian natural gas projects. Similarly, completion of the 
BAM and even greater stringencies in the USSR energy balance 
could lead to new Soviet initiatives to obtain Western 
assistance for development projects. 

(U) Conclusion 

As the foregoing broad survey of major Siberian pro
jects has indicated, Siberian development in recent decades 
has come to stress resource extraction over integrated 
territorial development. This trend is likely to continue 
for the foreseeable future because the bulk of the USSR's 
natural resources is now located in Siberia and because 
Siberia lacks a labor force sufficient for integrated 
industrial de". lopment. 

Developme.1t is expensive, however, in a cold, remote 
area where infrastructure is virtlially non-existent and 
labor and hauling costs are high. The timing for the 
massive outlays that will be needed for future development 
is also not good. The USSR is currently plagued by a whole 
host of other economic problems, which have contributed to 
a slackening economic growth ratf.,. The share of gross 
national product allotted to the military sector appears 
to be undiminished. 

All of these factors are likely to keep Soviet leaders 
interested in securing Western cooperation in Siberian 
development projects, though the form and terms of coopera
tion Moscow feels able to prof fer will go far to determine 
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the actual extent of Western involvement. In the past, th• 
Soviets have shown a marked preference for compensation 
agreements because they guarantee export markets. 

Although a number of factors in recent years have 
forced all sides to proceed more slowly in conclu~ing these 
agreements, CL ·rent economic trenQS could help rather than , 
hinder prospe~ ..:s for future deals;· This may especially be I, 
true of Siberian energy-related projects because energy 
shortages will continue to plague East and West alike, 

frepared by s. Coffey 
x29187 · 

Approved by J. Norbury 
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TO JL'~TIF'r El'PlOITATl,Oal. AMERICAN At4f> J,Al'ANE:SE S~ECIALI . VIETS PRESENTLY PROD"CE !:1'.'ll'!,00VI TONS OF LAP.Gf DIAMZTER 
A~!1 \t'OIUJNt; CHI PIHJJ~tt; &l!T GAS FROM YAKUT.IA WAS .FAR ', .. ?.- p~<,;t:ALLY. 
A'JAv•, TP£ l'IItHllER SAU>• ASKED ABOUT ~IZE Of' YAKUTU'S 
REttftYFS, ORlJD!lfEV S~!D TKAT GEOLOGISTS ff.Al) PREDlCTED 
V1:1'Y f:XHHtiIVE ltESERVU *'Uf. LAT£R BLAM(D ,.IA'{URE" AND A 
~r 
'~?t'7 
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IRfl':. ACl(t;(l•;LEDl-ING THAT IRAN!AN GAS Ht.D BE:S~ CIJT 
q; :.~lTIL AFRit .1?, O!H'DZ'HEV SAID THAT PRESHJT fl.OW! IS 

: Pf.1'r'~IT 'if' r.:OR:".f;l. Ht Ii"PlH:D TµAT lJl~.llH 1•S MI1'HT 
r. ;e~·i;:y,y:~r: !-'!t"'.H".:P P11Ir~s. }'~PASSED SillfTU' ovrn AlNTER 

• '' 0 L'::rS nr TRll!'l'"'..;CAL'CASIA, r~r.r:T!''.J);p;c THAT MEA HflD 
c~: S'JPPLIED Ffin~: ELSE'.'HEP.E P: essn. 

• MJSVSE 0F t:;{IS, AS JJE: HAS DC"1c. IN !>AST, ORUDZHEV 
··''iTED o:'T ';lll:TEF!l. !;SE Of CAS FOF Hi:'.t-TING IN USSR, 
'TI'K !TS PP Ire.' OF 16 l((!Pf"KS CCII. $0.?)) Pt:R pr:RSON/MONTH 
• D :00'·:::Y!<:TEKCF CF ~F.TFP:-- 0 lT WOULD SS f'1UCH i".ORC: 
rncJEl!T TCi t,;!":'.' :.:.:is FOR C!·l!::1·;1c/\L::' TH1,ti FOR PRODt!CTION 

CU.CTRirJTY., '-iE ':tiID, WHEN f,!"Pt1SSDDOR ASKED H THIS 
::; i"I~I~cTSP'S ?c.RSO'it.t VIEW llR G0ViF':"?.NT POSIT!t':'-., 
'IJD!HEV E"!<ft/)PE.D THAT IT 11,IAS TH<: FOF:"'::R .arm THAT TH:!: 
•r"!Pl!".F Ni• S PL ANS HAD TO BE CARR 1£0 OUT• 

IOI 



''!Of:Rl!"-ilf. Ol'rntn:Hi::\I OEM01'.'.:TRA!T1 n;r:"." 'il!: 67 
.,, .. ,,T v1-::1m.Y AHEC!Iro THE sµ11nP~\r:r:s Cf'"<}~: nt:o. 

.,.,f t' F ·1 /I l'K FP. OB\.EM S, HOV.' £Vfr: , ;1;;: L ! ¥.~ S T<. 1 W~iR K 
: • t, ;vi l~P AT t. R'.1$1Rl!r, 1t'HE1H'. fl'.: rt·N 11 .• ElT':' u;o 0£SIG!lt 

•'.' ''Xr wlPI F'AVCR OF HlS Pt?'.".O~t.L fc:-uTv:1;sHIF' !.t'ITH • 
· ·· r.•'T?P"AL'T <rTA.f'FORD, ~}lO:< ;.;,:_ '.<'! tY ri..:t1rTt: r:; 
. Pr.!t) ~llr l1IHR .?R:SENTSD '1I;i; \~!!}i /. F-0·'.IT<:!'fPE OF'1 

, , ,., r r . ... "'· n t.. , , ~ \ 1 , • , • • n , "" •- , . ~ , - . • '' •• _ _, --;- ,c-<·r1;," ··c,..,..,. ('·N THi::' "'''" r1~!'"·""'''"' .v.rN'TI>J••• 
. :-rr:'IO C·f·PTf~ l"; OF ~{'\'JJ"T 1 'L;'•:!::;10· '.'rn!{1L 

. '-ii'! '(!r• ·..:~, .. oi-1 TH'·: T':l·.i'lfl~. •·( ''F';) ;,· 1··:. :-r.iJL' r·i:L'f. 
. L' ~-D ...l_. ~-; ~ ,. A fl' F'R' S'IO ENI R. u 1l .. :·v ZL T. :11: AL !:G 

... '.'" -~·o '"ts FRie~SHIP "111!1 GENE?HL •:t~.crrnr CK/\IRraN. 
•• ·:f<I\ ~:t.s !NVJT® H!~ TO VISIT ~L/l~;X! PF! r?.DING ' 

,, l: '. r·n y F'!Hlt" C'A 'tP.D A. 

'•Y '"O'JT!i:T "TtllDARDS', O!H!DZH~:v lr'?Rr~·:-:ES FOR HIS 
"' ·". H!S <l.A!M Tt4Al OF'f"SHl)RE liORi< \o/AS AWi\RDr.D HIS 

TF' DI~ TO HIS OWN ~lRSO~~LT!Y ~~B ~TATFD IN ~ATT•~ 
. T ,q, '-.·nT BOASTFL\.LY, A~lD t,}f. H'.;D !:'l :;.ar:::v~ TN. 

:HE :·r.IN REfl50N flt N£Vt'RTHF.L 1<5S, OPt'D;~\.if'.V DID :~OT , 
·: "T Tn tJ:-f)ERSCORt lf\'.PORTANC~~ Of' OHSHtrlP :XPLORATU~~ 
. ·1 · 'll\TlY T!Hi.T li'E!:;T 5I!ltR!A lS TiF .".cc-t Ll'(::LY LOClll 

·1,.:: C'C.S FH:SEAVt:S. PIS R~":f.RK~ ~.C:OL'T YA!<'UT!t., . 
Tf 'T WITH T!i0SE-. Ir.ADE 16 MONTH!'! r::rr'LEi~ iO SE!-IATOR 

7 
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rr. I,.,,, \fi.:>J<;l:L 1(1;-:r-; t1T r, 4 · '· 
, ~r·11'~;";:i!R·a,:.1~.~~~Y i,:Fc.~1:, it .. ·· 
.. , r. 1,,. ,. •· :~ r,; t.c :·: Y r u :.: i' o · " , 

F. I D i:' N T r t L ,. CT !f" 

". ~ ;.-,p pc;,; 
R 'OV 

·~ l\L::'.'O FOF LL~'E'n.5SY 

7 .:, .... ,, 
i....} . . , 

,. 

;,en•i, 0'..J 1iGT CO?NCHH'. 1.nt•; 1'-' i ti. Ir ?i:'<1!t-: F"C!F!Gi\1 
'.',)" ~''.NistR,Y OHICIALS \llhll r:;· ,·r::·u'.:" T'~- L'I~.::··r:AL 

T:ATH>l;5 ~.11i THAT f'Rf141ECT. ~"'11L'' lT I'" T;:::: ':·,•'.,Ti1Y Of 
·f~;~y, RATll::'R TH11rttME MINISTf,y nF ,..,,s, THtiT r: '!RECTLY 
'"hL'.IEO !N!?fSF'.:AR{'}'t OfWD7Hrv•r r,,l'T'.'".1: IS !"IO>TR!rTIV''• 

•· \f' q: r1 Jt.' t:'(•LOR 1"i t.P D !D "'iri·_,, "!°' t;:- -~' '~ I· :: '1'.1i ::~. !l; 
~,r,:r, :,rn!Ct.t l\P?1\'1!'nLV rR- VF' ···1~:~ '·'" (, .• _ 

MH ·If' POTE.1!T It.t. HIS n°r 1"F t<;! .. • 1 !" • CI Tl. y l'. ~·;: "]·\ ;.r:oR p:;; 
<•1•!. !rT Et'T•.:"EN PAT!OtlM .. •_•:;;· '.1: ,. L'.'ii•L ct.<:: r"D ::>1 VI"·T 
r·:rrt.\L f'Ol.ICY, t·~p: !JF:MO'l:lFr:r ;-: ~- ',:.,T ;·c.· F '.'.LL f.'.,r;Ri: 

: ·,rf""!ClE"'CJf.~: ~·~!:Cl-I 4F: rr.•;;·•.H '"""··IC. 

• C:T•;cr !>'E:·:TIN'.J 1'001\ PL~C'.., u .. ~ "1 ·.1:.r;y H~" ::Fi;:N 
'LIM"' Ttl r.~'. IF THERE •,o!Jt.L -· ""'':" V!"t 1) 1 Ff""l'L1FS 

q:,FTEl! oi:i~·D?YEV At:O r·J'"f'~ 'Y ··" 7 'l' ,. .. ,, it 
T ·· . .-1 1 ; • ~; • (\ ·: J t n:: :~ • WE Hf\ V c ( : :· :- ·~ ·,.· T T '. \' t. F :t Y 
' V)C:,:':' !!.T c"'.?ASSY OTT/IWA GI\' \ Tf,;,,>',f(. re.~ 

' , I 
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tJNt;wv ESA564BRA746 
RR Rt:'.'t·;:ffi 
DE RUE'lMO #4136/rl 1551915 
ZNY CCCCC ZZH 
R A 190?.Z JUN 79 
F~ A~•.cBASSY MOSCOW 
I NFOTO R U0MHR nMFMBASSY TEHRAN 0160 

RUFHNA/USMISSION USNATO 6991 
ftUEHD C/USDOC WASl-D C 
BT 
C 0 :~~r ID E N T I AL SECTION 01 OF 02 MOSCO~ 14136 

'US\lOC FOR BEWT 

E,O, 12065: GOS 06/01/85 
Tl\G S: !':!'fl G , lJl , IR , US 

SUBJECT 1 GAS AND OIL DEVELOPMENTS IN AZERBAVZHAN 

REF: MOSCOW !3~.67 

!. CCl SUM~ARY, GAS FROM IRAN HAS ONLY REACHED 35 
PERC"NT OF PREVIOUS LEVELS ACCORDING TO A SOVIET 
SOLiflC' !~ AZ'=RBAVZHAN, AZERBAVZHAN OIL PRODUCTION 
WAS ((. MILLION TONS IN 1978 AND IS TO BE 16,!l MILLION 
TO~:s JN !979, O~JE HIGH REPUBLIC UVEL OFFICIAL SAYS 
SOV FTS ARE ON POINT OF SIGNING CONTRACT WITH FRENCH 
FOR DFF-S40RE DRILLING PL~TFORM FACTORY, BUT MFT 
OFFFJAL SAYS NO DECISION HAS BEEN MADE. END SUMMARY, 

?.. CC) FOLLOWING THEIR VISIT TO BAKU EARLIER THIS WEEK 
A~FRJCAN NEWSMEN HAVE FILLED US IN ON SOME OF THEIR 
D 1sr:·ss10;jS WITH AZERBAY~ZHANI OFFICIALS ON ENERGY 
~ATHHS, 

. I, CL"Ul \AS FRM HPN, L ,J MAY ?8 AL!SH JAMIL 
L"~•· I! ANSKI Y, A DFPUTY CHAIRMAN OF THE AZERBA,VZHAN 
Cll:)Cll OF MJN 1 '.;T~RS WHO IS IN CHARGE OF INDUSTRY, 
SAID THAT AS OF 5 OR "·DAYS PR~VIOUSLY THE FLOW OF 
GAS ,kOM IRAN llAD REACHED 35 PERCFNT OF THE PRE-CUTOFF' 
RAH. >IE ALSO ~AID THE IRANIANS HAD "PROMISED"' THAT 
THf f'LL RAH WlillLB OE RESUMED IN THE SUMMER CJ,E. 10 
nru. 1nN CUBIC ~I' HRS). 

~. (I •11)) 011 p11r•o11nJtrn. AZERBAVZHAN FOREIGN MINISTER 
H!hA H!RllVA TULD THE CORRESPONDENTS EARLY IN THEIR 
Vl"lT THAT TH" llFP!liiLIC F.AD PRODUCED 16 MILLION METRIC 
TOW cMn) Of rill JN !978 AND THAT THE GOAL FOR 1979 
W~!; 1 •• F MMT. UFR 0;1 PNOTHER OFFICIAL IN THE OIL 
lllll"THY c~nT i·llilTHrn IDENTil'!ED FOR US) SAID lliAJ 1978 
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·rlrJDUCTIO:J \<11>.S UP JP r>:m A.ND THAT NO INCREASE W/1.S 
X?ECTED IN 1979. HE ALSO SAID HOWEVER, THAT "SOON" 

r1:(1DUCTJOtJ wr•uLD REACH -~2 MMT. THE NEWSi~EN WERE TOLD 
H:AT '5'5 PFRC"NT OF r2ERBAYZHAN' S OIL PRODUCTION COMES FROM 

Fr -SHORE A ND TH AT 75 PER Cf: IH OF OFF-S ORE PRODUCTION 
CNlES FROM "~ffFTYANOMORE". 

:. (Cl FACJ(IP.Y TO PRODUCE OFF-SHORE PLATFORMS. LEMBERAN
~~IY SAID THAT SOVIETS ARE ON POINT OF SIGNING A CONTRACT 
•,:ITH THE FRENCH /\.ND JAPANESE CSIC) FOR A FACILITY TO 
rP.Ol)l!C". OFF-SHORE OIL DRILLING PLATFORMS. HE SAID 
"'VIETS WOULD NOT SIGN \</ITH ANY AMERICAN COMPANY BECAUSE 
1'", .ONTIC!PAHD PRn"t ': llNDER THE u.s. EXPORT CONTROL 
!Ff'ULATIOl•!S, L.~T· :-, ' l\•IN AND ROOT REPRESENTATIVE 
T1iLD A ~fr:\..'SM~ii THAT '.1', FTS HAVE DECIDED TO PRODUCE ONLY 
~ ·:::- LEGS IN nAKU AND TU PRODUCE THE MODULES IN ASTRAKHAN 
~ D THAT THEY ''·'!'.NT TO DO THIS WITHOUT INCREASING THE 
~RICE OF THF COt'TR.~.CT DESPITE THE NEED FOR CERTAIN AD
DITIONf,L Ai''10l'tlTS OF MACHHJF.RY AS A. RESULT OF SPLITTING 
T:'F FPCILITY. \~HEREl\S CONTRACT DISCUSSIO~ ''D STARTED 
1nTH THE OIL t•'HHSTRY, THEY ARE NO\~ CONDu.:TcJ WITH THE 
'~.C:. r.:INISTRY ns IT HAS THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR OFF-SHORE 
'..,n;;K F'OR BOTH OJL fl.fm GAS. MOREOVER, NOW TWO OTHER 

TrJISTRFS ,'fl\ A.LSO INVOLVED, INCLUDING THE MINISTRY Or 
'.~':IPBUILDINr M\D THF. l':INISTRY OF SPECIAL STEELS CSIC), 

f, CC) COViMENT. WE Ct.LL f,THNTION TO JHE DIFFERENCE 
'n1i;:u1 LE:·:SErlANSKIY'S STATEMENT THAT G.~S FLOW THROUGH 
mt.I-I IS NO\•I :'5 P£RC".NT Afl:D GAS fi.ItJISTER ORUDZHEV'S 
c:r "TErr,::NT TO MlSASSrDOR THAT IS UP TO 70 PERCENT CREF'TEU. 
P:R:-JAPS Ei".SASSY TEHRAN COL1LD PROVIDE AN IRANIAN ASSESS-
~::iiT ON THIS POINT • 

7, CC) WE ALSO NOTE THAT THE OIL PRODlJCTION FIGURES, 
eve ~J THE LOW.CR OtH:S, SEEfl: SOMEWHAT INFLATED COMPARED 
TC PRELI:t.rnAPY FIGt'RES IN CIA'S "INTERNATIONAL ENERGY 
SHTISTICAL RCVJEW." 

CC) DURING MAY~ I RECEPTIO~ AT SPASO, EMSOFF ASKED 
. n·s ZI~JOV'Y"V ABOUT A.LLFGED DECISION TO GO NON-u.s. 
r' OIL-DRil.Lii:G PLf'TFOflM PROJECT BECAUSE OF CONCERN· 
t. 1·1uT EXPORT CONTROLS, ZINOV' YF.V STAED FLATLY THAT 
A D"=l':ISIOtl Ht!S NOT Y[T :JEEN M!'.DE Otl THE CONTRACT. HE 
!'.:JD :D THAT THE CONC:':R N MENTIONED WAS, OF' COURSE, A 
F.\rTOR 6UT NOT r.N OU RL y IMPORTANT ONE. EMBOFF REITERATED 
THAT u.s.G. HAS APPROVED ALL LICENSE APPLICATIONS FOR 
"T 
::'4 l '.6 
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IN ;·~l'O rrnnMHR I MIEMB (,SSY TEHRAN 0161 
RUF;! ~JA/USc!IS"IO~ USNt.TO 6992 
R 11·~: :o C/ USO OC \J ~.SHD C 
':T 
C 11 ~! F I D E r1 T I ~ L SECTION 02 OF 02 MOSCOW 14136 

OIL •r.n 'iAS Flf'LD E0UIPMENT. ZINOV'YE:V REJOINDER WAS 
"y:·s, FUT WHEN? TOO UTE IN SOME CASES." TOON 
PT 
#4 l:OG 
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~. ZIMIN SAID THlT TBI ~ILATIRAL GAS AGR!~M~NT, 
WHIC5 RryNS TRROCGK 1~;5, IS OPE~ATtNC TD SOV!&T 
~ATl~FA:TIONI ACCO!Dl~G TO ~I5 I~JO!MATION, aAS 
U!t!ffRIES ~oi ARI RO~NINC AT e~ P'?CfNT OF TBtIR 
'QllMT R LIVfL, HORI Oil LISS itBJUCTIN~ T~lt !tEDUCIION 
[N IRANIAN Olt PRODUCTION. ASKFD A~OO? •!O~DRS 
or N!GOTIATIONS o~ G&S PRICING, Fl Sll~ TBA! ·1 
CAM STU! OrJICUILT ?RAT '00 TALU ARI llllNG 
HILD, IITBIR OS PRICING OP. Oh TE~ C~RRlNCT or PATMBNT. 
Rr TR!N VOLONfitRrD! BOWJYI?., TBAT TH!RE IS A PROBL~M 
I~ TBAT GAS PRICIS cONSISIJNTLY 'ISE IUT THt~ f31RE 
IS NO ttNIV!RSALLT AGRllD WORtD ~AR~I? PRICI,• 
(COMMINTt AS U:PORTlll HFTIL, T!llS ISSUE UPOllUDL! 
RAS ARtSJN IN SOYI!f•IRANilN TALlS ON PRICING, I~ 
AN? EV~NT, ZlMIN'S OFfICllL• DINllL 01 NKGOTIATIONS 
--A r~~Mnt&rtoN wr. RIPEA!ID LlflR IN DINf JNr. TYAT 
Tffi JRA~IAN~ RAYi MADI ANT DiCISION ~MOWN &BOUT THI 
PAT~ OF TBr tGAT·II PIPiLINE -- IS DNCONTINCING, 
DDT PROBABLf RIFLECTS AH UNDERSTANDABLI DISIRI TO 
AVOir PnBLICift). 

4. 7.lMIN SlID HI WAS ONFlMILIAi WlTB TBI DETAILS or 
IRANIAN POWE~ MIHISTIR T!J'S OCTO!I( 4-10 ftSI! TO 
TRI SOYIFT D~ION• SINCI ~!IN SOfliT SPONSORS BAD 
llEN THI STlTI COHMITTll 101 10l!IGN ICONOMIC 
RILATIONS lND THI MINJSTRT or POWF.R AND IL!CTRI71ClTION. 
Bl IIPllSSID OPINIOM T&lT GAS TBADI VAS NOT BROUGHT 
~· DDRING Tll fISIT. SCANTY Pll~S ACCOO~rs or TSI 
VISIT llPORf TBA! TIJ DISCOSS!D ~UISTIONS 01 SOYIIT• 
tllNIAN COOPllATION IN TPI CONSTRUCTION AND EXPLOITATION 
or INllGT PIOJICTS. IN IllN. INCtrDING T~Z RlMlN AND 
lSfABAN POWll PLANTS, GARRISON 
If 
•:51133 
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